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REMOVAL 
OF 
DAMAGED AIRCRAFT 

. successful removal operations depend on proper procedures 
and the observance of safety precautions ... 

LIFTING AND TOWING of today's transports has be-
come an increasingly difficult job because of the size 
and weight of these aircraft. There are several proce-
dures for emergency lifting and towing of Convair 
Transports, and for moving of crashed or damaged 
aircraft. The method to be used will depend on 1) type 
of aircraft - whether a Convair-Liner or a Convair jet 
airliner; 2) type and extent of damage - whether it is 
for a flat tire or a complete loss; 3) position of the air-
craft - whether it is tilted or at right angles to the hard 
surface; 4) condition of terrain where aircraft has 
come to rest - whether it has landed in mud or snow, 
on rough ground, in a hilly area, or in an area covered 
by brush or other growth; 5) accessibility of rescue 
vehicles to the crash site; and 6) type of equipment 
available. 

In the case of a gear collapse or a crash landing on 
a runway, for example, it may be necessary to clear 
the runway immediately. In this event, time may not 
permit carrying out established lifting and towing pro-
cedures, and further damage may be incurred, but, 
under the circumstances, this would not be of prime 
importance. Because of the different conditions that 
can be encountered, or a combination of these condi-
tions, it is not practical to establish a fixed procedure 
in every incident. 

There are a few preliminary steps to be taken, how-
ever, in any type of ground incident, whether it is a 
landing overrun, nose gear collapse, belly landing, or 
any number of incidents. 

Surveying the damage to determine structural condi-
tion of the aircraft is the first step - and an important 
one. It is important 1) from the standpoint of safety to 
personnel; 2) to preclude additional damage to the air-
craft; and 3) to determine the type and limitations of 
equipment available. 

Also to be considered are 1) access to the crash site 
so that the passage of vehicles can be planned; 2) wind 
conditions which could create an unstable condition 
during the lifting operation. 

Before attempting any towing operation, it is impor-
tant that several methods be analyzed, and that the 
method be judged by the foregoing considerations. 

In considering safety to personnel in the evaluation 
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of the damage, an example might be in an exceptionally 
hard landing where there is a possibility that the gear 
might collapse. In surveying the damage, it should also 
be determined what the impact of the damage may 
have on the primary structure. Does the buckled wing, 
wrinkled fuselage, or sheared or loose fasteners indi-
cate internal damage to the structure? If so, this may 
have a bearing on the type or method of lifting or tow-
ing to be employed in order to preclude additional 
damage to the aircraft. For example, if the nose landing 
gear appears to be damaged, the aircraft should be 
towed from the main gear. If the nose gear is retracted, 
it may require use of ballast in the tail and/or the re-
moval of equipment in the forward part of the airplane 
for redistribution of load, plus use of a dolly for towing 
the aircraft. 

Limitations of equipment as well as that of the air-
plane structure are important in the evaluation. For 
example, if the airplane has landed on soft or irregular 
terrain, the normal towing precautions listed in the 
Maintenance Manual must be supplemented to pre-
clude additional damage to the aircraft and/or injury to 
personnel, since emergency towing on uneven or soft 
terrain will not be the same as for normal towing. 

Towing the aircraft to a sound runway for normal 
handling conditions should be accomplished only at 
both main gears, simultaneously. In any event, maxi-
mum towing loads and the proper size and length of 
cable should be determined to preclude damage to the 
aircraft and injury to personnel. 

If at all possible, the aircraft should be defueled be-
fore the lifting or towing operation to reduce weight 
and minimize fire hazard. It may be feasible also to 
remove loose equipment and cargo, and any items of 
equipment that are not essential to the towing opera-
tion. Before heavy items of equipment are removed to 
lighten the aircraft, load distribution should be taken 
into account, since a change in center of gravity may 
cause tipping of the aircraft. 

If towing the aircraft or using mechanical lifting 
equipment is not feasible for removing damaged air-
craft, pneumatic lifting bags offer a solution. Informa-
tion on lifting bags is covered later in this discussion. 
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The use of jacking equipment requires special safety 
precautions to prevent injury to personnel and costly 
damage to aircraft and equipment. There are several 
requirements that must be met in the jacking operation: 
1) the proper jacking equipment for the job; 2) condi-
tion of jacking equipment; 3) proper foundation for the 
jack; 4) maintenance of center-of-gravity limits; 5) 
proper jacking procedures; and 6) observance of pre-
cautionary measures. 
Proper Jacking Equipment for a Particular Job. The 
chart, figure I, lists the jacks to be used for the various 
lifting operations for Convair 880/990 aircraft. Table I 
gives pertinent information for jacking Convair-Liner 
type aircraft. In the event alternate equipment is used, 
it should be determined that the jacks have the capaci-
ties and provide the clearances required for the partic-
ular jacking operation. 

When using any kind of jacking equipment, it is 
important that the jack be carefully positioned under 
the ball fitting to preclude slipping of the jack, 
with subsequent damage to equipment and injury to 
personnel. 

Wing and fuselage jack points require a fitting to 
adapt them to the jacks. This fitting is interchangeable 
between the three jack points and between Convair 
880/880M/990 aircraft. The load factors detailed in 
the Maintenance Manual are to be observed when 
jacking the airframe or the landing gear. 

tN.-_r----

Aircraft Jack I Jack I Capacity I Point Load Jack Min. 
Type Point Model (Tons) (Tons) Height (" ) 

880/880M Fuselage Regent 2958 15 6 54, 87, 120 

990/990A 9 

880/880M Wing Regent 989R 40 32 60, 78, 96 

990/990A (L&R) Regent 2955 50 43 60,72,84 

Regent 993R 25 9.5 7 
880/880M Nose San cor 4004-50 40 7 4 

Landing 
990/990A Gear Regent 4961 35 10 7 

Sancor 4004-50 40 7 4 

880/880M Main Regent 4926 50 45 
6)1, 

Gear San cor 4004-50 40 4 
Strut Regent 4968 75 7)1, 

990/990A G/ L San cor 4004-50 40 
55 4 

8S0/880M 
Regent 993R 25 22.5 7 

Fwd and Sancor 4004·50 40 
Aft Regent 4961 35 

990/990A Trucks 30 7 
Sancor 4004-50 40 

CONVAIR-LINER JACKING LIMITATIONS 
HEIGHT FROM GROUND CAPACITY 

inches tons 

JACK POINT 240 340/ 440 

Fuselage Nose (Sta 7.14) 89% 92.4 5 

Wing 72% 80.8 12 

Main Landing Gear 12.4 14.0 12 

Nose Landing Gear 10.8 11.3 5 

Tail Post Fitting 72.0 90.5 '5 

NOTES: 
With any normal center of gravity condition, or with nose gear and 
engines removed (weight empty condition, 11.3% MAC), nose may 
be lifted to any height until tail touches ground with airplane 
resting on main landing gear. 

When raising nose with engines removed, jack airplane in level 
position in all but weight-empty condition; use tail support for 
longitudinal stability. 
A support under the aft fuselage sect ion is not necessary except 
to prevent airplane from tipping back. Tail skid should not be used 
to support any we ight. It is to be used only for longitudina l sta-
bility. When using jack under this fitting, ra ise tail last when 
airplane is being raised, and lower it first when jacks are being 
lowered or removed. 

Table I 

Screwjack I Jack Hyd 
Extension Lift (" ) 

16 40 

16 44 
24 44 
3 12 

25 21 
3 12 

25 21 

3X, 9% 
25 21 

2)1, 4 
25 21 

3 12 

3 12 

Figure 1. Jacking diagram for Convair 880 and 990 aircraft. 
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The following information will assist operators in 
the use of the tripod jack (figure 2) used in structural 
lifting. These jacks have three positions for better 
serving their intended purposes. The correct position 
for the particular lifting operation or condition will 
prevent wobble and ensure safe operation. The posi-
tion can be changed as follows: 

1. Remove the jam nut, socket set screw, and split 
washer. 

2. Remove the six short tie-bars at base of jack. 
3. Raise jack with chain fall, or crane, by the screw 

extension or hydraulic lift. Raise only to the groove 
position desired. Since the upper portion is telescoped 
into the lower portion, take necessary precautions so 
that sections do not become detached. 

4. Reinstall split washer; install socket set screw and 
tighten; then install jam nut. 

5. Lower jack from chain fall. 
6. Install tie-bars on base of jack. For an 84-inch 

height, use the 52-inch bars; this height adjustment 
provides 11}0re surface area than does the low position. 
See figure 2. 

When using the tripod jack, one jack leg should be 
positioned pointing forward so as to provide maximum 
stability. 

When jacking the airplane at the wing or fuselage 
lifting points, the landing gear struts should be com-
pletely deflated, and restraining clamps installed to 
prevent strut extension when the airplane is raised. 
This will eliminate the amount of jacking required to 
get the wheels off the ground. In any jacking operation, 
landing gear lock pins should be installed. See figure 3 
for typical 880/990 wing and fuselage jacking points; 
figure 4 for typical Convair-Liner 240/340/440/ jack-
ing points. 
Condition of Jacking Equipment. Serious accidents 
have resulted from use of unsafe or improper jacking 
equipment. Jacking equipment should not be used if 
there is any doubt as to its serviceability. Care should 
be exercised in the handling and storing of jacking 
equipment, and it should be inspected periodically to 
ensure its serviceability. 

Proper Foundation for the Jack. Jacking should be 
done only on a prepared surface. So, if an airplane has 
overrun the landing strip or is on rough or soft terrain, 
it will be necessary to prepare the area with gravel 
and/or lumber to provide a suitable base that is level 
and solid. 

Maintenance of Center-of-Gravity Limits. Many acci-
dents have occurred as a result of faulty load distribu-
tion during the jacking operation. Center of gravity is 
not a problem when jacking the landing gear on a level 
surface if the CO is within a flyable range; however, 
when jacking at the fuselage (nose) jack point or when 
jacking at all three structural jack points, center of 
gravity must be within limits; all cargo and loose equip-
ment must be removed from the aircraft; and the air-
craft must be defueled. The center-of-gravity limits 
listed in applicable publications take into consideration 
the weight that can be supported at the various jack 
points, and the distribution of weight so that each jack 
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SCREW EXTENSION 

! 
44 

HYDRAULIC LIFT 

! 
60 

lOW pos 
72 

MED pos 

Figure 2. Regent jack for structural lifting of 880/990. 

point is carrying no more than its maximum. The fuse-
lage and wing (structural) jack points of the Convair 
880/990 support the weights shown in figure 3. 

The 880/990 nose and main landing gears are de-
signed to support the weights shown in Table II . 

Nose of the 880/880M/990 may be jacked without 
encountering tail tipdown, provided that the following 
conditions are met: 

1. Aircraft is within established CO limits. 
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FUS STA 153.6 

I-

AIRFRAME JACK CLEARANCES, CAPACITIES, AND LOADS 

Airplane Position Min (") Max (") Capacity Max Allow. Caution (Tons) Load (Ib) 

880/ Wing Jack Pad to Ground 91.25 115.15 40 (each) 66,400 (each) Do not jack airplane at 
gross weights exceeding 880M Fuselage Jack Pad to Ground 65.20 83.4 15 12,000 132,800 lb. 

990/ Wing Jack Pad to Ground 99.10 120.10 50 (each) 85,200 (each) Do not jack airp lane at 
gross weights exceeding 990A Fuselage Jack Pad to Ground 54.98 70.38 15 18,400 174,400 lb. 

Figure 3. Fuselage and wing structural jack points for Convair 880/990. 

2. Fuel in outboard replenishing tanks is balanced 
by an equal amount (or more) in the inboard replenish-
ing tanks. 

3. Maximum allowable weight for jacking on nose 
structure does not exceed that given in the Mainte-
nance Manual. 

Proper Jacking Procedures. When jacking aircraft, fol-
low instructions given in the applicable Maintenance 
Manuals. In addition, when jacking the Convair 880/ 
880M at the main landing gear center jacking point, it 
should be remembered that the aft end of the beam 
may shift to a position that is lower than the forward 
end as a result of truck positioner action; on the 990, 
the forward end of the beam will tend to be lower. 

It is recommended that the truck positioner cylinder 
be deflated and oil added at the fill port to preclude 
rotation of the strut. If any rotation occurs during jack-
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ing, the rotation moment, or force, will steadily in-
crease as the truck moves. With no means of restrain-
ing further movement, the aircraft-to-jack relationship 
may become quite unstable. While no difficulties have 
been reported when jacking the main gear 
truck beam without deflating and adding oil to the posi-
tioners, shifting of the truck under abnormal jacking 
conditions is a distinct possibility. Filling with oil will 
prevent any extreme rotation in event the aircraft 
should shift during jacking. 

Removal of one wheel at a time, from opposite sides 
of the truck, to prevent extreme truck rotation would 
be a desirable precaution under any circumstance. 

Normal canting on the 990 will apply no rotation 
moment at the truck pivot point since the load applica-
tion is in a vertical direction regardless of the position 
of the strut. The only condition wherein a rotation mo-
ment will be applied to the axle beam, due to aircraft 
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JACKING AIRPLANE NOSE USING NOSE JACK 
1. Detach linkage on right nose wheel well door to gain access to jack pad 

and jack fitting release pin. 
2. Pull out jack fitting release pin ; insert jack pad. 
3. If changing nose gear tire or replacing landing gear, install shock strut 

clamp assembly to hold shock strut in static position . 
4. If jacking for checking operation of landing gear and nose wheel well 

doors, do not install clamp because it will interfere with gear and door 
operation. 

5. Place Malabar type jack in position under nose jack and operate jack to 
raise nose wheel off ground. 

JACKING NOSE LANDING GEAR USING AXLE TYPE JACK 
1. To change nose tire, place axle type jack under either spherical or flat 

jack pad at bottom of nose strut. 
2. Jack until tire clears ground. 
JACKING MAIN LANDING GEAR USING AXLE TYPE JACK 
1. To change main gear tire or to check brake action after bleeding, place 

axle type jack under jack pad at bottom of shock strut. 
2. Jack gear to clear ground. 
NOTE: When jacking entire airplane, using wing and nose jacks, operate 
all jacks simultaneously to ensure raising airplane to level position. 

LIMITATIONS 
1. With any normal CG condition, or with nose gear and engines removed 

(a irplane in weight empty condition, 11.3% MAC), nose may be lifted to 
any height until tail touches ground with airplane resting on main 
landing gear. 

2. When raising nose with engines removed, jack airplane in level position 
in all but weight empty condition. 

3. A support under aft fuselage is not necessary except to prevent airplane 
from tipping back. Tail support should be of type that depends on 
friction collar for support. At an aft CG of 34% MAC and at gross weight 
of 44,161 Ib, a load of approximately 1820 Ib applied at elevator hinge 
line on hcrizontal stabilizer will be required to tip airplane back while 
supported by landing gear. With airplane in weight empty condition 
(no fuel, oil, water, etc .) and with either or both engines removed, 
tail support should be used when more than three men are on horizontal 
stabilizer or in rear cargo compartment. As precautionary measure, how· 
ever, a tail support should be used when either or both engines are 
being removed, because simultaneous removal of additional items of 
equipment forward of main landing gear will increase necessity for tail 
support and will reduce safety margin of three men in tail correspondingly. 

4. Do not support any weight on tail skid fitting. Use only for longitudinal 
stability. Raise tail last when airplane is being jacked, and lower it first 
when jacks are being lowered or removed. 

PRECAUTIONS 
1. Do not extend shock struts to speed jacking. 
2. Do not operate any gear unless jacks are installed at airplane nose and 

under both sides of wing. 
3. Do not use landing gear safety pins to hold gear down while making 

operational check on other gear. Disconnect linkage on actuating cylin· 
der on gear(s) not being operated. 

4. Do not use shock strut clamp assemblies if gear is to be checked for 
operation . These clamps are designed to be used when jacking for tire, 
wheel, or gear change, and for checking brake action after bleeding. 

11.63" 
TIRES 

INFLATED 

,@ "" '> il ,," 
- 1 1 

MLG JACK PAD 
(.50" SPHERICAL R.) 

NOSE JACK PAD 
(. 75 " SPHERICAL R.J 

NOSE JACK PAD REMOVED CLAMP ASSY (ST·00401) 

Figure 4. Typical Convair-Liner 240/340/440 jacking points. 

weight only, is when the truck for any reason shifts 
from a horizontal position. 

The use of strut locks is not required when using 
axle jacks since there is no reason for compressing the 
strut when the jack is under the axle. When using 
structural jack points, however, the main landing gear 
strut on the side being jacked should be deflated and a 
restraining clamp installed to prevent strut extension 
when the airplane is raised. 

If the nose, or fuselage, jack pad is to be utilized, it 
will be necessary to remove loose equipment from the 
forward part of the airplane so that the CO will move 
aft. If it moves too far aft, however, the airplane will 
assume a tail tip-down attitude. 

Observance of Precautionary Measures. Accidents do 
not happen - they are caused. And, there are usually 
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two causes: improper procedures and unsafe equip-
ment or condition. It is important that all persons 
involved in the handling, maintenance, and operation 
of jacking equipment be aware of the hazards involved 
in the use of this equipment. 

Successful jacking depends on proper procedures 
and the observance of safety precautions. Some of the 
following safety precautions may have been stated 
previously, but because of the many variable and un-
predictable conditions that can be encountered during 
the jacking operation, some of these precautions are 
repeated here. 

• Do not jack airplane in strong or gusty winds. The 
attitude and structural condition of the aircraft, how-
ever, may limit jacking only during a comparative 
calm. Any appreciable wind under certain conditions 
could create a dangerous, unstable condition. 
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990/990A 880/880M LANDING GEAR JACK CLEARANCES, CAPACITIES, LOADS 

LANDING CLEARANCE (INCHES) MAX 
GEAR 2 4 2 CAPAC· ALLOW. 
JACK POINT TIRES FLAT FLAT WHEELS WHEELS lTV LOAD 
LOCATION INFLATED TIRES TIRES ON RIMS ON RIMS (TONS) (LB) 

MAIN 13.50 11.56 9.70 8.88 4.50 60 ea. 116,500 ea. 
LANDING 11.63 9.26 710 8.40 5.10 50 ea. 86,700 ea 
GEAR STRUT 9.22 8.32 

13.62 9.82 9.82 4.62 4.62 30 ea. 57 ,500 ea. 
FWD 12.53 7.80 8.00 6.00 6.00 25 ea. 45,200 ea. 

MLG 12.56 12.60 

TRUCK 13.62 9.82 9.82 4.62 4.62 30 ea. 59,000 ea. 
AFT 11.90 12.10 7.38 12.18 5.38 25 ea 41,500 ea. 

6.96 5.04 

NLG 14.05 11.65 - 10.35 - 15 20,700 
STRUT 13.90 12.20 - 10.20 - 25 15,000 

Table /I 

• Before attempting to jack the airplane, defuel, 
and remove any unnecessary equipment. 

• Whenever the fuselage (nose) jack pad is to be 
utilized, remove loose equipment from the forward 
part of the airplane so that CG will move aft. If it 
moves too far aft, however, the airplane will assume 
a tail tip-down attitude. 

• Maintain center of gravity within the prescribed 
limits before and during the jacking operation. 

• Check for clearance and remove any equipment 
under or near the fuselage, wing, or tail, that could 
damage the aircraft during the lifting and lowering 
operation. 
• When jacking at the fuselage and wing jack points, 
completely deflate landing gear struts and install re-
straining clamps on each strut to prevent strut exten-
sion when the airplane is raised, 

• When using the tripod jack in structural lifting, 
position jack so that one leg is pointing forward, for 
maximum stability. 

• Before attempting to jack any gear, install safety 
lock pins in all gears to prevent inadvertent retraction. 

• Chock nose and the main gear opposite the gear 
to be jacked before moving jack into position. 

• Release parking brakes before operating the jacks. 

• Do not raise the gear higher than that shown in 
the Maintenance Manuals. 

• When jacking the main landing gear of 880/880M/ 
990 aircraft, pull the Tail De-Ice circuit breaker (on 
those aircraft that do not have tail de-ice system de-
activated), and tag before putting aircraft on jacks. 
This circuit is interconnected with the gear-down cir-
cuit and, with gear raised, tail de-ice is operative. 

• Provide a suitable base for the jack. 

• Use jacking equipment that is in good repair. 

• When using any kind of jacking equipment, it 
is important that the jack be carefully positioned 
under the ball fitting to preclude slipping of the jack, 
with subsequent damage to equipment and injury to 
personnel. 
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Figures 5 and 6 show typical jacks for jacking at 
the nose and main landing gears. 

Since accidents usually involve collapse of one or 
more of the landing gear, the jacking points for lifting 
may be inaccessible. Too, on soft or irregular terrain 
where the use of mechanical equipment would not be 
possible, or may be impractical , pneumatic lifting 
bags may be utilized. Information on lifting bags is 
discussed later in this issue. 

Figure 5. Sancor axle jack under nose gear of 880. 

Figure 6. Regent jack used at main gear of 990. 
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TOWING 

Towing under normal conditions can be a hazardous 
operation if established towing procedures are ignored, 
or if unqualified personnel are employed in the opera-
tion. Towing on soft or irregular ground is an espe-
cially hazardous job, and the team of men participating 
in the operation must be alert to all possibilities. 

On a hard level runway, towing is done at the nose 
landing gear; on soft or rough terrain, or in mud and 
snow, where allowable nose gear drawbar loads may 
be exceeded, towing should be done only from the 
main gears. The maximum permissible tow loads given 
in the following table, should not be exceeded. 

The airplane should not be towed or taxiied with 
flat tire(s), unless an emergency necessitates clearing 
the runway immediately, and then this moving opera-
tion should be done only on a hard-surfaced runway 
or taxi strip. Towing on soft or rough terrain with 
one or more flat tires may cause excessive side load-
ing with resultant damage to the bogie beams and 
torque arms. This is especially true on the Convair 
jet airliners . 

If time does not permit carrying out established tow-
ing procedures, the aircraft may be moved with appli-
cation of power; however, the airplane should not be 
moved at speeds in excess of 5 mph if any of the tires 
is flat. 

Only tow bars designed for the particular airplane 
should be used. Shear bolts, which attach the fork to 
the nose gear, protect the gear from excessive loads. 
(See Table III for permissible tow loads.) It is recom-
mended that these bolts be inspected before each use, 
and be replaced if they show signs of wear. A worn 
bolt could break with resultant damage to the aircraft, 
or injury to personnel. 

During any towing operation, brakes should be oper-
ative and manned so that the airplane can be stopped 
at any moment, thus precluding unwanted movement 
and the possibility of overrunning equipment or tow 
cables. 

If landing gear ground safety circuit breakers are 
open (on Convair 880/990 aircraft), the anti-skid switch 
should be in the 0 F F position. If the anti-skid switch 
is left in the ON position and landing gear ground 
safety circuit breakers are open, brakes will be 
inoperative. 

Wheel chocks should be readily available during 
the towing operation so that they can be used for emer-
gency stops, or in case of airplane or tractor brake 
failure. 

Before towing, nose and main landing gear down-
lock safety pins should be installed. It should also be 
determined that the shock strut is extended so that 
there is more than 1.5 inches and less than 9.0 inches 
of chrome visible; otherwise, cylinder bearing and 
nose wheel centering cam may become damaged dur-
ing the towing operation. 

When towing is being accomplished at night, air-
plane position lights, pilots' instrument panel flood-
lights, and flight compartment dome light should be on. 
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PERMISSIBLE TOW LOADS 
AIRCRAFT LOADS (LB) 

TOW POINT TOW DIRECTION 880 880M 990 
FORWARD OR AFT 30,600 30,600 36,750 

NOSE GEAR SWIVELED 45° 28,300 28,300 36,750 
SWIVELED 90° 20,000 20,000 26,000 

MAIN GEAR FORWARD OR AFT 20,800 21,800 27,500 
AIRPLANE MAX RAMP WT (LB) 1185,000 193,500 245,000 

NOTES: All tow loads may be applied over a range of 10° above 
or below the plane parallel to static ground line. 
On Convair·Liner type aircraft, shear pins in tow bars (SE·0501 
and SE·0544) allow bar to fail at 7270 Ib tension, or 430 Ib side 
load at centerline of towing eye. 

Table II! 

Towing or taxiing should be started with the nose 
wheel straight ahead. If the nose wheel is in a turn 
position, it will take maximum force to initiate the roll. 

The airplane should not be turned with one main 
gear stationary; all wheels should be rolling during 
any maneuver. 

Abrupt starts and stops should be avoided, and turn-
ing angles should be limited to 30° on Convair jet air-
liners, since sharp turns could allow wheel flanges to 
contact the runway with resultant damage to wheel 
and other landing gear components. 

If the nose wheel torque links are left connected, 
the aircraft should be towed along a relatively straight 
line. A restricted amount of turn can be tolerated, but 
it is recommended that straight-line movement be 
observed. On Convair-Liner type aircraft, when torque 
links are connected, turns are limited to 60° to pre-
clude scrubbing of main landing gear tires. 

If torque links are left connected, it is imperative 
that no attempt be made to steer the aircraft from the 
cockpit. Cockpit occupants must not handle the nose 
steering wheel in any manner until after the tow bar 
has been disconnected, and turning of the wheel is 
requested from the ground . 

Front and rear towing lugs on each main landing 
gear truck of Convair 880/990 aircraft provide for 
forward and backward towing and/or for towing on 
uneven or potentially soft ground. Convair-Liner type 
aircraft may be towed forward or aft by use of a nose 
wheel tow bar. On soft or irregular terrain, however, 
where allowable nose wheel loads may be exceeded, 
aircraft should be towed from the main landing gear. 

On soft or uneven ground, the 'operation will not 
be the same as during normal towing, and it is con-
ceivable that an aircraft as large as the jet airliner 
could tilt. Add to this a wind condition, and the pos-
sibility of tilting is increased. 

When removing any aircraft from mud or an 
unpaved area, the following procedures may be used; 
however, these procedures cover extreme cases and 
should, therefore, be used with discretion. 

J. Install landing gear ground locks. 
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2. Remove as much weight as possible from the 
aircraft (cargo, fuel, loose equipment). 

3. By digging and/or filling, form a smooth pathway 
from the landing gear wheels to a firm surfaced area. 
Cover the pathway area with coarse crushed stone, 
extending approximately 16 inches on each side of 
the landing gear tires. 

4. Position landing mat strips or wooden planking 
as close to the tires as possible. Existing conditions 
will determine if landing strip matting or wooden 
planking will be used to permit aircraft towing to a 
firm surfaced area. Extreme caution must be used to 
avoid "up ending" of matting or planking just as the 
aircraft is moved onto the shored sections. 

5. If the main gear wheels are in deep mud or in a 
rut, wing jacks may be used to raise the gear above 
the ground for shoring of the area directly under the 
wheels, provided that fuel has been drained. If the 
ground is soft, it may be necessary to erect a platform 
for the jack to prevent it from sinking. 

6. Deflate struts so that the overall jacking height can 
be reduced. 

7. If the nose gear is stuck in mud, it may be pos-
sible to raise the gear at the fuselage jacking point so 
tha.t shoring can be placed directly under the wheel. 

When towing from the main gear, a pair of aircraft 
cables, or rope, of adequate strength and length should 
be attached to the main landing gear towing lugs; these 
cables should extend parallel - forward or aft - of the 
towing vehicles to permit simultaneous operation of 
the vehicles. 

Using cables of equal length will assure towing 
vehicle operators that the aircraft is being towed paral-
lel to its axis and normal to the main landing gear 
trucks. It is recommended that the tow cables, or 
ropes, be "bridged" at frequent intervals with lengths 
of manila rope to prevent whipping action. Too, if the 
cables should break or snap free under load, the manila 
rope would restrain them, precluding damage to air-
craft and equipment, and injury to personnel. 

If at all possible, towing vehicles should be on a 
firm towing surface to preclude further damage to 
the aircraft. 

Movement of the tractors should be coordinated to 

prevent imposing uneven or twisting loads on landing 
gear trucks and airplane structure. A steady pulling 
action should be maintained on both towing ropes to 
prevent jerking the airplane. 

Six men are required when towing from the main 
landing gear; one in the flight compartment to man the 
brakes; one to handle the nose landing gear tow bar 
and to steer the airplane; one man for each of the two 
towing tractors ; and one at each wing tip to check for 
wing and tail clearances. Other than this, the precau-
tions for towing from the main gear are similar to those 
for any type of towing operation. 

MisjUdging a vehicle during ground handling of the 
aircraft could result in serious damage. Aside . from 
gouges and other external damage to the aircraft, seri-
ous damage could extend to lines, tubing, or mecha-
nisms, positioned behind the affected area. A skin 
patching job alone could place an airplane out of serv-
ice for hours or even days, resulting in costly delays . 

Extreme care should be exercised when turning the 
airplane, so as to assure sufficient clearance with adja-
cent aircraft and structures. It should be kept in mind 
that swept-wing aircraft have a ground maneuvering 
peculiarity not true of conventional straight-wing air-
crift. With conventional straight-wing aircraft, the 
distance such a wing tip reaches out is equal to the 
wingspan. With swept-wing aircraft, the wing tips also 
follow the radius but, since the wing tip is aft, the 
distance from the wing tip to the turning point is greater 
than the wing span. In other words, whenever a turn 
is made, the wing tip will swing out in an arc that is 
greater than the wing span (see figure 7). In Convair 
jet airliners, this "growth" or "extra reach" could be 
as much as five feet. 

Damage is also caused by careless handling and/or 
placement of other ground handling equipment. Since 
the pods on 880 and 990 aircraft are low slung, it is 
important that stands and vehicles of any height be 
removed before the aircraft is moved. 

At completion of the towing operation, the tow bar 
should always be disconnected from the tractor first. 
If it is disconnected from the nose gear first, damage 
to the nose wheel rim may result. 

I 880 I 240 

A WING SPAN 120' 91'9" 

B AI RCRAFT lENGTH 129'4" 74'8" 

C MAX STEERING ANGLE 70 ° 60 °45' 

D MIN TURN RADIUS 56'9" 45'10" 

E WING TIP CLEAR. RADIUS 84' 60'6/1 

F PIVOT POINT 19'5/1 12'6/1 
(Bl at MlG C/ l ) 

Figure 7. Airplane turning radius for Convair-Liners and Convair Jet Airliners . 
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HOISTING 

Convair-Liner type aircraft have hoist fittings for 
lifting the complete airplane or for lifting various com-
ponents (see' figure 8), In addition, these aircraft may 
be lifted with slings, or belly bands, placed as follows: 
at station 109, aft end of the nose wheel well; and at 
the bulkheads forward and aft of the rear service door. 
If a wide sling-approximately 35 inches wide - is 
available, one sling instead of two at the rear service 
door will suffice. 

, 
OUTER PANEL HOIST FTG (3) 
(L&R) 

As in any lifting operation, baggage and all loose 
equipment should be removed and the airplane 
defueled to bring aircraft weight down to a figure that 
will facilitate and safeguard the operation. 

As of this writing, no attempt has been made to lift 
Convair jet airliners with slings or belly bands. Slings 
or belly bands, however, may prove useful in stabiliz-
ing these aircraft during lifting under abnormal 
conditions. 

JACK PAD CASTING 

Figure 8. Convair-Liner hoist and tie-down fitting locations. 
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PNEUMATIC BAGS FOR LIFTING AIRCRAFT 

It is difficult to make any specific recommendations 
for removing crashed or encumbered aircraft because 
there are so many variables to be considered: 1) extent 
of damage to aircraft, whether it is a flat tire or a near 
loss; 2) weather conditions, which may involve rain, 
snow, sleet, or high winds; 3) terrain conditions - air-
craft may have come to rest in swamp, mud, snow, 
on rough ground, or in a hilly area; 4) availability of 
tools and equipment, and/or access of reclamation 
vehicles to the crash site. 

Because of this, it is possible to make only a few 
general recommendations, some of which have been 
explained under· the sections on Towing and Jacking. 
Some of the more important of these are: 1) defueling 
to reduce weight and minimize fire hazard; 2) removal 
of baggage and cargo to reduce weight and to minimize 
further structural damage in case it becomes neces-
sary to drag the aircraft from, or onto, the runway; 
3) maintaining center-of-gravity limits; and 4) special 
precautions in mooring. 

Jacks for lifting damaged aircraft are not always a 
satisfactory method, because it may be difficult or 
impossible to construct a suitable base for a jack of 
the required capacity, or, jacks with a low-collapsed 
height and adequate lift and capacity are not available. 
Lifting a belly-landed aircraft, for example, would 
require a low jack with a high lift. A high lift under 
some situations could contribute to an already unstable 
condition. Yet with successive cribbing, jacks prove 
a successful - however slow-way of raising aircraft. 

Lifting bags provide a means oflifting, in a minimum 
amount of time, an airplane that has made a gears-up 
landing; or has landed on soft or irregular terrain, 
where the use of mechanical lifting equipment is 
impractical. Since it is not feasible to establish fixed 
procedures to apply to every incident, the success of 
the lifting operation will depend upon sound judge-
ment and planning, combined with a little ingenuity 
and common sense. 

It is important that persons engaged in the lifting 
operation be familiar with the aircraft structure and 
its limitations, and the lifting equipment. 

Each pneumatic lifting bag set contains the follow-
ing items: six bags, each with a six-foot lift and a 
capacity of 12 tons; two portable gas engine-driven 
air blowers with a capacity of 50 cfm at 5 psi; six one-
inch (lD) air hoses of 50-foot lengths, of the fuel jetti-
son type with steel reinforcing wire; six pieces of felt, 
61/2 feet by 71/2 feet and one inch thick. 

Each lifting bag provides a six-foot lift. When more 
than six feet of height is required, two bags may be 
stacked and laced together. Two stacked bags give a 
total lift of 12 feet. When bags are used in this manner, 
additional mooring precautions are required to pre-
clude shifting of the aircraft, or cribbing may be built 
around the bags to prevent shifting under load. As 
many as three bags may be manifolded to one blower. 

After carefully studying the position of the aircraft, 
determining the structural condition, and ascertaining 
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the approximate center of gravity, it will be necessary 
to decide how many lifting bags will be required and 
the most feasible location for the bags. The number 
and position of bags, again, will depend on airplane 
attitude, structural condition, and terrain. 

Under most circumstances, Convair-Liner type air-
craft can be hoisted. Figure 8 shows details of hoist 
and tie-down fittings on these aircraft. 

In evaluating the structural condition, it should be 
determined if impact loads have been transmitted to 
other major parts of the aircraft. If they have been 
transmitted to the wing, for example, location of the 
lifting bags may vary from the standard shown in fig-
ures 9, 10, and 11. The placement should be deter-
mined by the area available, the load which the struc-
ture will take, and the bearing area of the bag. 

After determining the best location for the bags, 
proceed as follows: 

_ ...... 

Figure 9. Convair-Liner lifting bag locations. 

1. Remove any sharp objects from area where bags 
are to be placed so as to eliminate puncturing or other-
wise damaging bags. If it is impractical to remove 
embedded rocks or sharp objects, the area may be 
covered with plywood or planking to protect the bags. 
It is wise also to clear any area nearby to preclude 
damage to the bags in the event the aircraft shifts 
during the lifting operation. 

2. Remove bag from tarpaulin cover, and use. cover 
as a protective base for the bag. 

3. Position bag(s) under the wing, and/or fuselage, 
as shown. If bags are used under the wing, they should 
be centrally located so that the load will be applied 
between the front and rear spars, thus precluding over-
loading the secondary wing structure. If bags are re-
quired under the fuselage, they should be stacked in 
locations that will distribute the load along the length 
of the fuselage. Bags should not be positioned under 
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the area of the nose and/or main landing gears (in a 
wheels-up configuration). With bags in these areas, it 
will be impossible to lower the gear after the aircraft 
has been raised sufficiently to permit gear extension. 
Structural jack points should also be kept clear. 

4. Check undersurface of the wing and fuselage. If 
sharpness or roughness is found, cover top of bag 
with felt pad provided in the kit. On Convair-Liner 
type aircraft, remove or pad the fuel drain lines and 
other protrusions that may be damaged, or that may 
cause damage to the bag. 

5. Securely fasten the two outlet sleeves of the infla-
tion bag. The word "OUTLET" is stencilled directly 
below each of the sleeves. Two fabric straps with 
buckles are provided. 

Figure 10. Convair 880 lifting bag locations. 

6. Attach hose securely to the inlet connection of 
the bag and to the outlet connection of the blower. 
These connections are one-inch pipe-threaded fit-
tings. The inlet connection of the bag has the word 
"I N LET" stencilled directly above it. 

Note 
When locating the bags, be sure the 
inlet valve on the bag is nearest the 
air supply. 

Before starting the blower, determine that mooring 
lines are securely anchored so that there is no possi-
bility of the airplane sliding or tilting as it is being 
lifted. Mooring in the wide open spaces can be a prob-
lem; however, trees or other natural objects may be 
utilized as anchor points. If ropes are tied to vehicles, 
wheels of vehicle should be securely chocked, in addi-
tion to setting brakes, so that mooring will be as firm 
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as possible. A heavy airplane, if it gets out of hand, can 
drag a large tractor. 

Under some conditions of sloping terrain, the change 
in CO during lifting must be taken into consideration. 
On uneven terrain, where an attempt is being made to 
level the airplane laterally, it is important that the air-
craft be lifted in such a way that no further damage is 
incurred. 

For example, if the airplane has landed in a tilted 
position with the right wing resting on an enbankment, 
it may be necessary to raise the aircraft in the tilted 
position until the right wing can clear the bank, before 
attempting to level the airplane laterally. Raising. the 

Figure 11. Convair 990 lifting bag locations. 

aircraft under these conditions is a particularly hazard-
ous undertaking, and will require the use of slings, or 
belly bands, around the fuselage to prevent the air-
craft from sliding; and a block and tackle to adjust the 
mooring lines to keep them taut during the lifting 
operation. 

Even on the level ground, when pneumatic bags are 
to be used for lifting, the aircraft should be adequately 
moored with block and tackle. There may be a few 
exceptions - one of these is covered later in this 
discussion. 

Mooring lines may be of Manila rope with a 3000-lb. 
pull test, or 1/4-inch aircraft cables with a clevis at 
each end. On Convair jet airliners, mooring points are 
at the fuselage tail skid and at the nose and main land-
ing gears . A maximum downward load of 4000 pounds 
may be applied at the tail skid, with side loads of 3000 
pounds. 
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Figure 12. Position of nose after 
nose gear collapse. 

Figure 13. Position of tail after 
nose gear collapse. 

Figure 14. Position of pneumatic 
bags under fuselage. 

On Convair-Liner 240 aircraft, an additional moor-
ing fitting is located in each wing outer panel (figure 8). 

On Convair jet airliners, a maximum load of 10,000 
pounds may be applied vertically or within a IS-degree 
cone at the point where the nose landing gear drag 
brace attaches to the oleo cylinder. At the nose land-
ing gear, the rope is looped under the jack point and 
over and under the axle housing. At the main landing 
gear, the mooring rope is attached to the towing lugs-
both fore and aft. On Convair-Liner type aircraft, a 
maximum load of 8000 pounds in any direction may be 
applied on the nose landing gear. 

When the airplane is securely moored, the blower 
can be started. The blower is rated at 5 psi and 50 cfm. 

Where terrain or airplane attitude permits, lifting 
bags should be inflated simultaneously so that the air-
plane will maintain a level attitude during lifting, thus 
precluding shifting. 

CAUTION 
If bags are not being inflated evenly, 
stop the blowers and determine 
cause. This is an indication that the 
airplane is beginning to shift, or that 
the bags are improperly positioned. 

Follow progress of the inflation with shoring, if 
possible, to prevent damage if a bag should blowout. 
Shoring should be padded to prevent damage to the 
aircraft skin. 

When sufficient height has been reached, jacks, addi-
tional shoring, or crash dollies can be placed under 

the aircraft, and the bags removed. In some instances, 
when the airplane has cleared the ground sufficiently, 
the landing gear can be locked in position and thus 
support the aircraft. 

After installing jacks or other supporting equipment, 
bags should be completely deflated and carefully 
packed. 

Figures 12 and 13 show position of a Convair 880 
after a nose gear collapse with aircraft in static condi-
tion. Note height of tail from ground. Sand bags were 
placed in the aft baggage compartment to redistribute 
the load. With sand bags installed and the aircraft 
stablized, lifting bags are laid out in preparation for 
the lifting operation. 

Bags were required only under the fuselage at sta-
tions 432 and 489. Figure 14 shows position of the 
bags which are partially inflated. In this instance, there 
was no wind and the aircraft was laterally stablized by 
the main gear; thus, there was no need to moor the air-
craft to prevent shifting. 

In a pod or belly landing on comparatively flat ter-
rain, bags under the wings can be used effectively to 
raise the aircraft enough to permit location of addi-
tional bags under the fuselage . Bags under the fuselage 
will help to stabilize the aircraft during the subsequent 
lifting operation. In this event, bags should be progres-
sively distributed along the length of the fuselage as 
clearance permits. These bags should be inflated cau-
tiously to preclude a high bending moment. 

The applicable maintenance manuals give princi-
pal clearances that may be pertinent to the lifting 
operations. 

WEIGHT AND BALANCE 

Airplane weight and center-of-gravity location are of 
prime importance during all ground operations, and 
must be carefully calculated before an airplane can be 
lifted. These calculations must be within the limits 
shown in the operator's weight and balance manual. 

Center of gravity of the airplane is that point about 
which the static airplane weight is balanced. Since fuel 
and payload are variables for each flight, the center of 
gravity is also a variable. 
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In the early design stages, aircraft center of gravity 
is estimated from the weight and location of various 
component parts of the airframe, plus engines and 
equipment. Prior to flight, these estimations and com-
putations are checked by actual weighing of the com-
pleted airplane. The weights registered at the suspen-
sion points (landing gears or jack points) are checked 
to determine not only the basic weight but also the 
actual center of gravity. After this initial weighing, a 
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log is kept of all major modifications or changes of 
equipment that could affect weight and balance, and 
CG location is revised accordingly. Establishment of 
the CG and allowable CG travel are important factors 
in lifting aircraft under adverse conditions. 

Center of gravity is usually shown with the landing 
gear extended and all lift devices retracted. Main gear 
retraction on the Convair jet airliners is inboard (into 
the fuselage) and thus has negligible balance moment 
change. On Convair-Liner type aircraft, however, 
retraction of the landing gear is forward (main gear 
into engine nacelles, nose gear into fuselage); thus, in 
these aircraft the CG forward limit moves approxi-
mately 41/2 % forward while the aft CG limit moves 
1 % over the gear-down limit. 

The center of gravity of Convair jet airliners is near 
the main landing gear; thus, in the normal configura-
tion with the airplane resting on its gear, the fuselage 
remains approximately horizontal. Shifting of weight 
during maintenance operations or abnormal ground 
conditions could move the CG aft of the main landing 
gear causing an unbalance, or tail tip-down condition. 

Unbalance is not just a matter of the amount of 
weight removed or added, but location of the weight 
along the longitudinal axis of the aircraft. For example, 
removing an inboard engine has a marked effect on 
center-of-gravity movement. Since these engines are 
considerably forward of the most forward CG limit, 
weight (over 3600 lb. per engine) removed from this 
area would shift center of gravity aft. To counter-
balance the weight removed, ballast should be installed 
in the forward portion of the aircraft. Removal of the 
outboard engine(s) would have little effect on CG 
movement. 

Before lifting the aircraft, it is necessary to deter-
mine the weight and CG, and these factors must be 
within the limits shown in the operator's weight and 
balance manual. 

Weight estimation begins with the basic weight of 
the aircraft, termed Certified Weight Empty (CWE). 
This weight includes all permanently installed equip-
ment, together with undrainable oil and unusable fuel, 
but without standard operating items. When standard 
operating items are added - crew and crew baggage, 
drainable and usable engine oil, passenger service 
items, buffet contents, and water - the aircraft is at 
Basic Operating Weight (BOW) - or ready for fuel, 
cargo, and passengers. This is the weight the flight 
crew begins with. It represents a weight and moment 
that should vary little from day to day. Passengers, 
cargo, and fuel are variable factors on each flight. Add-
ing passengers and cargo to the basic operating weight 
gives Zero Fuel Weight. The fuel load for a given flight 
falls into two categories : Ramp Gross Weight, immedi-
ately after fueling ; and Takeoff Weight, which is less 
approximately 500 pounds for fuel consumption on the 
ground. 

On Convair 880/990 aircraft, fuel in the outboard 
tanks is centered aft of the CG limit; fuel in the inboard 
tanks is forward of the CG limits. Adding fuel to the 
aft tanks tends to cause unbalance; adding fuel to the 
inboard tanks has the opposite effect, tending to main-
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tain a favorable balance. Thus, under some conditions, 
disposition or addition of fuel can be used as a practi-
cal balancing procedure, if the other weight position-
ing changes are not too large. In any event, quantity 
of fuel in the outboard tanks should never exceed the 
quantity in the inboard tanks. 

Under abnormal conditions, it is recommended that 
the aircraft be lightened as much as possible - keeping 
center of gravity in mind - before performing any lift-
ing operation. 

There is a limit to the amount of weight each jack 
point can support. Figure 15 shows the limits for jack-
ing the airplane. As CG moves aft, the weight on the 
nose jack is reduced until all of the weight is assumed 
by the wing jacks, and there is a tendency for the'air-
plane to tip backwards. 

If the airplane is in a tail-high position, the nose jack 
should be placed in position first, and the fuselage 
raised until the airplane is level before raising.at the 
wing jacks. If the airplane is in a nose-high position, 
it should be leveled by raising at the wing jacks before 
raising at the nose jack. 

Use of the weight and balance manual, designed to 
each airplane, is an effective means for determining 
center-of-gravity during removal or displacement of 
equipment, attendant to an airplane recovery opera-
tion or maintenance operations. The effects of winds 
and wind gusts could not be readily predetermined 
and have not been taken into account, but it should be 
remembered that wind from an unexpected weather 
change can, in effect, "throw a lot of weight," causing 
the airplane to shift. 
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Profitable Service Life of CONVAIR-LINERS Extended 
with Installation of ROLLS-ROYCE DART Engines 

'\ 
C::ONVAIR 600 

The Convair 600 - Convair-Liner with Rolls-Royce Dart 
turboprop engines - offers unmatched economy, reliability, 
and earning power. This modern turbo-powered short-range 
transport is offered at a fraction of the cost of a comparable 
new aircrafr. The Convair 600 is sized for the short range seg-
ment of the airline market, and the conversion offers the most 
economical up-dating of equipment available anywhere. 

Rolls-Royce Dart engines, designed and perfected for 
economy of operation and simplicity of maintenance, were 
developed for long overhaul lives and simple overhaul pro-
cedures. The R.Da.1 0, offered for the Convair-Liner conver-
sion, exactly fits the requirements of the Convair-Liner. It is 
the latest development in a long series of Dart engines. Since 
1956, when the R.Da.7 engine was first introduced, Dart 
engines have accumulated over 28 million hours in commer-
cial and military operation. 

Studies by U.S. airlines indicate that up to 22 cents per 
mile can be saved by converting their Convair-Liners to Dart 
power. Following are a few ways in which these savings can 
be realized. 

The Dart engines increase cruising speed by 50 mph, per-
mitting aircraft to log more miles a day, more miles between 
overhauls, and to decrease crew costs per mile. 

Lower fuel costs are possible with turbine fuel, which costs 
approximately 35 per cent less than aviation gasoline. This 
can result in savings up to six cents per mile in fuel costs. 

Installation of an APU gives self-contained ground air con-
ditioning and engine starting as well as in-flight backup for 
electrical and pressurization systems. The APU reduces 
ground time and the requirements for station personnel. 
Servicing and capital costs on ground equipment are drasti-
cally reduced. 

Dart engines in service have operated 5000 hours between 
overhauls. Overhaul costs of the Dart turboprop engine are 
half those of a piston engine. The Dart R. Da.1 0 has the lowest 
overhaul cost of any turbine engine in its size and class. 

The combination of a comfortable cabin, a faster airplane, 
and a smoother, quieter ride will attract more passengers for 
the airline. 

Since crews are already familiar with Convair-Liner sys-
tems, introduction will require minimum expense for crew 
training and airframe maintenance. 

The services of a special Convair customer service unit 
will be available to assist operators in the modification of 
Convair-Liners to accept the Rolls-Royce Dart engines. The 
project also includes a training program on the operation and 
maintenance of the modified aircraft. 

Rolls-Royce with 25 overhaul and support bases through-
out the world will lend prompt aid in the maintenance, 
operation, and spare parts provisioning of the power plant 
unit. 

Convair will provide technical and parts support of the air-
craft converted to Dart engines as well as continued support 
of unmodified aircraft. 

The following airlines have contracted for the Dart con-
version, as of this writing, with several others in the negotia-
tion stage. 

Convair 240s 
Trans-Texas Airways, Inc. , Houston; Texas 
Central Airlines, Inc., Fort Worth, Texas 

Convair 340s 
Caribbean-Atlantic Airlines, San Juan, P.R. 

with option for 
Hawaiian Airlines, Honolulu , Hawaii 
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In This Issue: Wing Stringer-to-Bulkhead Clip Installation 



Convair Traveler 

Tony Adams , artist, shows a small section 
of the Convair 880 wing to give you a clue 
to the contents of this issue . If you haven't 
guessed - we' re identifying wing stringer-
to-bulkhead clips on 880 and 990 aircraft. 
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880/990 VVing 
Stringer-to-Bulkhead 

Clip Installation 

THE STRINGER-TO-8ULKHEAD CLIPS in 
the fuel tanks of Convair 880, 880M, and 990 aircraft 
are not shown in the Parts Catalog or in any other 
Convair publications. The array of numbers in the 
drawings on the following pages is intended as a quick 
reference guide and to assist operators in quickly iden-
tifying these clips for procurement and replacement, if 
required, without the necessity of poring over numer-
ous blueprints. 

Typical Clips 

To simplify the search for a part number on the 
drawings in this issue, and also to eliminate the read-
er's confrontation with a vast display of numbers-
numbers - numbers , symbols and dash numbers are 
used. Symbols represent the basic part numbers, which 
can be determined by the key legend on each page ; 
opposite the symbol in the drawing are the dash num-
bers for that part. 

The first dash number shown in each case is a left-
hand part; the second number is a right-hand part. 
Note that many left-hand dash numbers are even-
numbered parts, etc. This is contrary to the general 
rule that all odd-numbered parts are left-hand parts 
and even-numbered parts are right-hand parts. 

The upper and lower wing surfaces for each wing 
section are shown on a double spread instead of show-
ing the complete upper surface and then the complete 
lower surface. This is expected to facilitate the search 
for a part number since, when a wing is opened, both 
surfaces in a section would be accessible for inspection. 

Numbering of bulkheads and stringers is in accord-
ance with Convair drawing references. 

Although at a glance many of the clips appear to be 
alike, they have minute changes in angle to conform 
to the camber of the wing. "Look-alike" parts are not 
interchangeable. 

Service Parts Department has the capability of sup-
plying from stock, or fabricating within eight hours, any 
clip or clips (undrilled to permit a good fit) needed by 
the operator. 

Utilizing the foregoing information and the associ-
ated drawings will short-cut searching and provide a 
quick reference for a desired part number. 

Now, turn the magazine 90° clockwise, and proceed 
through the next 12 pages. 
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22·16719·59, ·60 

22·16719·75, ·76 

22·16531·7, ·8 

+ + 

+ + 
22·16719·61, ·62 

22·16525·9,·10 

30·16433·7, ·8 
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SCIENTISTS anxious to probe the sun's secrets, used a 
NASA Convair 990, modified with special ports and 
other equipment, to chase the sun during its total 
eclipse last May 30, 1965. This eclipse was the 38th 
and third longest total eclipse of the sun so far in this 
century. 

The flight originated from Hilo, Hawaii, an'd inter-
cepted the path of the total eclipse below the equator. 
The zone of total blackout - path of totality - moved 
eastward about 8000 miles from the northern tip of 
New Zealand to the coast of Peru. Except for a few 
islands and atolls, the path did not pass near land. 

Thirteen special ports, some of which are shown in 
the photo, permitted the use of special cameras, scan-
ning equipment, spectrographs, and other scientific 
instrumentation with which to record the eclipse. The 
aircraft, flying above the weather where there was less 
turbulence, provided a firm platform for the delicate 
instruments. The 600-mph Convair 990 gave observ-
ers over 91f2 minutes to view the eclipse - twice the 
viewing time provided by ground-based observers. 

The viewing ports of special optical glass permitted 
a glimpse of solar events normally marred by the bright 

sky and the intense light of the sun itself. T he single 
panes of optical glass were defrosted by ducting pro-
vided from the cabin air conditioning system. 

Thirteen scientists and 14 associates or assistants 
from the United States and Europe were aboard the 
plane. 

Data obtained are being correlated with studies made 
by other U.S. and overseas scientists during the Inter-
national Quiet Sun Year (IQSY), a period when solar 
flares and sunspots are at a minimum. 

Special power equipment and auxiliary oxygen sys-
tems, included in the modification of the Convair 990, 
do not affect the aerodynamics of the aircraft for future 
use, permitting performance of other missions. 

The aircraft expedition was managed by NASA's 
Ames Research Center, Mountain View, California, 
and included Astronaut M. Scott Carpenter, who con-
ducted an experiment for the University of Minnesota. 
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Rolls-Royce R. Oa.10 Engines 

Figure I. Cutaway of Rolls-Royce Dart engine. 

THE ROLLS ROYCE DART R. Da 10 engine, offered for 
the Convair-Liner conversion, is the latest develop-
ment in a long series of Dart engines. Since 1956, 
when the R. Da 7 engine was first introduced, Dart 
engines have accumulated over 28 million hours in 
commercial and military operation. 

Power development of the Dart engine has been 
made in a series of steps, each step being proved in 
airline service before the next step was introduced. 
This procedure has enabled the service experience of 
the earlier variants to be directly applied to the design 
of the higher powered R. Da 10 engine. Because of its 
high power, low weight, and small size, heavier pay-
loads can be taken off shorter runways and at greater 
rates-of-climb than provided by piston engines. 

Installation of these engines and the Dowty Rotol 
propellers in the service-proved long-life airframe of 
the Convair-Liner, provides operators with a modern 
fleet of turboprop-powered aircraft. 

The main components of the R. Da 10 engine are a 
two-stage centrifugal compressor, seven combustion 
chambers, and a three-stage axial flow turbine. The 
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turbine is directly coupled through a shaft to the com-
pressor, and drives the propeller from the compressor 
through a reduction gearbox (figure I). 

The operating cycle is a continuous process of com-
pressing air, adding fuel in the combustion chambers, 
and allowing the hot gases to expand through the tur-
bine to produce power. Most of the energy in the 
expanding gases is absorbed by the turbine to the 
compressor and propeller; however, some useful 
energy remains in the exhaust gases to produce a 
small amount of jet thrust. 

Briefly, operation is as follows. Air enters the intake 
duct and is directed into the first stage of the compres-
sor, where the air is initially compressed; then it is 
directed to the second stage, where the air is further 
compressed. From the second-stage compressor, air 
is directed into the seven combustion chambers where 
fuel is added and ignited. The resultant flow of rapidly 

gases passes through the turbine, the flow 
being directed so that it is impinged on the turbine 
blades ; hence, most of the energy of the gases is con-
verted to torque. 
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Air Intake Casing 

The air intake casing (figure 2) is one of the main struc-
tural components of the engine, and embodies an 
annular duct that directs air to the compressor. A 
spinner extension is fitted to the reduction gear casing 
to form a transition duct between the spinner and the 
inner wall of the intake duct, providing a smooth path 
for air entering the engine. 

The peripheral oil tank is an integral part of the 
engine, being formed in the annular cavity of the in-
take casing. The intake casing also provides external 
mounting for the oil cooler, water/methanol unit, 
torquemeter pressure transmitter, starter motor, 
feathering pump, and propeller control unit. 

Oil is supplied from the annular oil tank in the intake 
casing to a gear-type pump which delivers pressure oil 
for circulation to various points throughout the engine 
for lubrication purposes , and for operation of the pro-
peller change mechanism, water/methanol unit , 
and torquemeter. A standpipe in the tank ensures a 
reserve of oil within the tank for use by the feather-
ing pump. Scavenge oil is returned by four scavenge 
pumps and delivered through the oil cooler back to the 
annular supply tank. Pressure and scavenge pumps are 
driven from the reduction gear. (The oil system is 
described in more detail later in this issue.) 

ENGINE LIFTING EYES 

FILTER 

Figure 2. Front and rear views of air intake casing. 
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Air Intake Cowling 

The annular air intake at the front of the engine has an 
integral entry duct for airflow through the oil cooler. It 
carries insulated electrical deicing elements and the 
forward fire extinguishing ring. See figures 3 and 4. 

During cold weather operations, ice is prevented 
from affecting engine performance by an electrical 
heating system which melts and breaks up any ice 
tending to form in the air intake. Icing of the fuel filter 
is prevented by a hot-air system. 

To preclude excessive ice formation, electrical 
heater elements are fitted around the air intake cowling 
and the oil cooler intake ; they may be energized when 
required. Both anti-icing and deicing techniques are 
employed by using continuously heated and intermit-
tently heated elements. 

The heater elements are supplied with current froin 
a three-phase gearbox-driven alternator; the current 
to the deicer pads is directed by a timer switch which 
gives fast or slow cycling, as required. A manual switch 
is provided for selection of fast or slow sequence 
periods of the cycling control , and to permit a longer 
period of heating at very low temperature. 

A continuously heated anti-icing element prevents 
ice from forming on the leading edge of the intake, 
where ice buildup would normally commence. Behind 

ENGINE AIR 
INLET 

CONTINUOUSLY·HEATED AREAS 

INTERMITTENTLY·HEATED AREAS 

Figure 3. A nti-/ cing elements on air intake casing. 
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the leading edge, ice is allowed to form and is dis-
lodged by the cyclic heating of the deicer pads immedi-
ately behind the anti-icing elements on the inner and 
outer intake surfaces. To ensure that this ice breaks 
away easily, the area is divided into segments by con-
tinuously heated strips that extend aft from the anti-
icing element . . 

The cycling of the current permits the formation , 
during the heat-off period, of a thin layer of ice which 
acts as an insu lator. When heating is resumed, the 
temperature increases more rapidly on the pad than it 
would on an uncovered surface; thus , the inner layer 
of ice adhering to the surface is easily melted and the 
remainder dispersed. 

To prevent ice formation inside the intake, caused 
by water droplets running back and refreezing, a fur-
ther intermittently heated element using a lower inten-
sity current, is located farther aft on the inner wall of 
the intake. 

Extreme care is important when working around 
thi s cowl , and during handling and storage, to preclude 
damage to the heating elements on the leading edge . 
If there are indications of overheating or blistering, 
the cowling should be replaced . 

Similar deicing elements are fitted to the propeller 
and spinner, and provision is made on the engine for 
mounting the brush gear to feed these components . 
This will be covered in a future issue of the Traveler. 

LEADING 
EDGE 

Figure 4. Leading edge section of air intake casing. 

INTERSTAG E COMPRE SSOR 
BEARING -----f---="--------.' 
LP IMPELLER SHAFT --+------, 
FRONT COMPRESSOR 
BEARI 

PROPELLER 
SHAFT 

Compressor 

The single-entry, two-stage, centrifugal compressor is 
coupled directly to the turbine. Three main compressor 
casings , which form the major structural unit of the 
engine, enclose the compressor rotating assembly and 
the first- and second-stage diffuser rings (figure 5). 

The compressor rotating assembly, which consists 
of two impellers and their guide vanes (figure 6) is 
directly driven from the turbine through a splined 
coupling shaft to minimize bearing thrust loads during 
operation. To prevent overspeeding in the event of 
shaft failure, the drive to the propeller is transmitted 
from the turbine to the propeller reduction gear by a 
separate shaft, which passes through the hollow com-
pressor drive shafts to the reduction gear high-speed 
pinion. 

The rotating assembly is supported at its forward 
end by a roller bearing in the air intake casing. A ball 
thrust bearing, positioned immediately behind the 
first-stage impeller, supports the interstage section. A 
similar bearing is positioned behind the second-stage 
impeller to support the assembly at the aft end. 

An engine drive, operating at 0.345 times engine 
speed is provided to drive the accessory gearbox. The 
drive is capable of transmitting a maximum torque of 
2,100 inch-pounds. 

FIRST STAGE DIFFUSER RING 

COMPRESSOR 
INLET CASING --0 , 

Figure 5. Cutaway of compressor assembly. 

THREE-STAGE 
TURBINE 

Figure 6. Cross-section of rotating assembly. 
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Combustion Chambers 

Seven combustion chambers are located between the 
compressor and the turbine nozzle ring. The chambers, 
arranged around the intermediate casing, lie at angles 
of 71/2° from the engine axis, thereby minimizing the 
overall length of the engine (figure I). Viewed from 
the rear, the chambers are numbered counterclock-
wise, the No. I inlet elbow being at the top of the 

right-hand side of the accessory gearbox drive 
(figure 7). 

Each combustion chamber consists of a cast expan-
sion chamber bolted to a sheet metal air casing .within 
which a heat-resistant flame tube is mounted. The 
flame tube is centrally mounted on three locating pins 
with its discharge end positioned in the discharge 
nozzle with a sliding clearance to allow for aft longi-
tudinal expansion. A spherical joint is installed at the 
outlet elbow to permit the outlet end to slide freely in 
the discharge nozzle ; leakage is prevented by installa-
tion of a piston-ring-type seal in the sliding joint 
(figures 8 and 9). 

Chambers 3 and 7 incorporate high-energy igniter 
plugs. The plugs provide the initial combustion of the 
burner spray when starting, the flame being spread to 
the remaining chambers through interconnector tubes. 

A fuel burner (figure 10) is fitted into each expansion 
chamber with its burner head centrally positioned in 
the flame tube diffuser assembly where it directs a fine 
spray of fuel downstream into the center of the flame 
tube. Figure II illustrates flame stabilization and air-
flow patterns. 

To maintain a uniform air/fuel mixture ratio through 
the combustion system, the fuel burners are calibrated 
to give different flow characteristics to suit individual 
combustion chambers. To enable the correct burner 
to be fitted into the appropriate combustion chamber, 
burners and expansion chambers are identified by 
numbers stamped on the burner flange and expansion 
chamber, and by grooves on the stem of the feed arm, 
as indicated in figure 12. 

FLAME TUBE 
LOCATING PIN 

The burner head is comprised of an air shroud and 
primary and main nozzles with separate filters. The 
burners, which convert the fuel into an atomized spray 
and direct it into the flame tubes, incorporate two inde-
pendent atomizing systems - primary and main. 

At low fuel flows, all the fuel is supplied throughout 
the primary system and passes to the primary nozzle, 
the center of the burner head, the primary filter, and 
through holes in the backing plate. Tangential slots in 
the face of the nozzle flange impart a high-speed whirl 
to the fuel which is discharged from the nozzle orifice 
as a finely divided conical spray. The pressurizing 
valve in the FCU (fuel control unit), sensing fuel pres-
sure, opens at 300 psi, and the main system is then 
brought into operation. 

Fuel supply for the main system parallels the pri-
mary system up to the pressurization valve which, 
when actuated to open, delivers the fuel through holes 
in the outer flange of the primary nozzle to the main 
nozzle. Again, the fuel is discharged from the nozzle 
orifices in a fine spray. 

Figure 7. Combustion chamber numbering system, 
looking forward. 

FLAME TUBE 

AIR CASING 

t:::::.\ 

EXPANSION CHAMB ER 

Figure 8. Components of combustion chamber. 
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FUEL DRAIN 

INLET 

DUPLE BURNER SWIRL VANES 

COOLI NG RINGS 

FLAME TUBE 
LOCATING PIN 

Figure 9. Cutaway view of combustion chamber. 

PRI MARY FUEL INLET 

PRIMARY NOZZLE •• 

MAIN FILTER C)'/' 
PRI MARY FILTER \ . BURNER HEAD 

n q: .," """ 
- \ BACK ING PIECE 

LOCKING RING ----:[JJ FILTER HOUSING 

Figure 10. Fuel burner deta ils with schematic of fue l flow through burner. 

Figure J J. Flame stabilization and airflow diagram. 
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Fuel is sprayed continuously into the recirculating 
air, the flame being retained and stabilized in the burn-
ing zone by the air flow pattern. Additional air admitted 
through tertiary holes at successive stages down the 
flame tube breaks up the hot core of gases so that an 
acceptable and sufficiently uniform turbine entry tem-
perature is achieved. 

The buildup of carbon, which could deflect the spray, 
is minimized by a stream of air directed across the 
exposed conical face of the nozzle by an annular 
shrouding around the burner head. 

To ensure even pressure distribution and allow the 
flame to spread to all chambers, from the No.3 and 
No. 7 chambers during starting, adjacent chambers 
are interconnected by means of two concentric tubes, 
the inner of which forms the hot gas passage connect-
ing adjacent flame tubes. The annular space between 
the inner and outer tubes forms a passage for cooling 
air from the air casings. 

IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER STAMPED 
ON BURNER FLANGE 

EXPANSION 
CHAMB ER 

Cooling rings are positioned at intervals within the 
tube to wovide for cooling of the flame tube wall. Two 
bands of small diameter holes are located adjacent to Figure 12. Fuel burner showing identification markings. 
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NOZZLE BOX 
MOUNTING DRUM 

FIRE EXTINGUISHING RING 

Figure 13. Nozz le box and turbine assembly. 
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the cooling rings so that air admitted through the up-
stream band of holes passes over the rings to reduce 
their temperature. Air admitted through the down-
stream holes is directed downstream by the cooling 
rings to flow along the interior of the flame tube so as 
to prevent the hot central gases from impinging on the 
wall. 

Any remaining small quantity of air between the 
flame tube and air casing is directed through annular 
holes in the discharge nozzle to cool it. 

Unburned fuel in the chambers, caused by seepage 
from the burners or by failure of the chambers to 
ignite during starting, is directed to a common point -
the drain valve mounted beneath the No.5 expansion 
chamber. To this collection point is brought the drain 
from the intermediate casing and the combined drains 
from units forward of the engine fire wall; i.e. the 
water/methanol unit, fuel pump, and flow-control unit. 

While the engine is stationary, the drain valves per-
mit fuel to be discharged overboard from the com-
bustion chambers and nozzle box. As soon as the 
engine is started, internal pressure will rise and close 
the spring-loaded valve to seal off these drains from 
atmosphere. 

Turbine and Nozzle Box 

The stream of high velocity gas, which is discharged 
from the combustion chambers , is directed through 
seven discharge nozzles into the three-stage turbine, 
where most of the energy is converted into torque . 
This torque , transmitted through the engine main shaft 
assembly, drives the compresso r , prope llers, and 
accessory units . 

The three stages of the turbine are identified as the 
high pressure (H P), intermediate pressure (I P), and 
low pressure (LP) stages. The who le assembly is con-
tained within a nozzle box (figure 13). 

Each turbine stage consists of a turbine wheel and 
blades and nozzle guide vanes. The guide vanes, which 
are angled to direct the flow of gases onto the blades 
of the adjacent turbine disc at the most efficient angle 
of attack, are so shaped and positioned that they in-
crease the velocity of gases passing over them 
(figure 14). 

The turbine blades are also shaped and arranged 
around the disc in an angular position. The gas flow, 

Air Flow through Diffuser 

having impinged upon the blade, is deflected by the 
shape and angle of the blade into a change of direction , 
thus producing additional thrust on the blade by 
reaction. 

Twelve thermocouples to measure turbine gas tem-
perature (T.G .T.) are located in the intermediate 
nozzle guide vanes . 

The turbine rotating assembly consisting of three 
turbine discs, is installed on the concentrically ar-
ranged compressor and propeller reduction gear drive 
shafts. Each disc, located radially, is attached with 
tapered bolts. Five of the bolts secure the high pres-
sure and intermediate pressure discs to flange ends of 
the shaft assembly ; five bolts pass through all three 
discs to secure the low pressure disc to the shaft. 

The assembly of discs and shafts is supported im-
mediately forward of the H P disc by a ball thrust bear-
ing and a plain bearing. The blades are secured in their 
respective turbine disc by a "fir tree" shaped root on 
each blade. These roots are fitted into a series of cor-
responding slots broached into the periphery of the 
turbine discs, forming a tongue-and-groove arrange-
ment. A lockplate at the end of the blade root secures 
a group of two or three blades, depending on circum-
ferential location. When all the blades are assembled 
in their locking plates, they provide a complete rotat-
ing shroud around each turbine wheel to control gas 
flow at the blade tips. 

The high-pressure nozzle guide vanes are mounted 
between the outer casing and slotted flanges on an 
inner cone. The inner cone is attached to the nozzle 
box mounting drum and the rear bearing housing, and 
is positioned concentric with the nozzle box outer 
casing by adjusting washers on the radial tie-bolts. 
The high-pressure guide vanes are located axially arid i.. 
radially by tongues which engage the slotted flanges; ·J 
and circumferentially by locating plugs which 
through the outer casing and engage drilled bosses oP. 
every fifth blade. 

The I P and LP nozzle guide vanes are located axially 
and radially by tongues which protrude from the outer 
platforms and engage in slotted flanges on the inner 
wall of the nozzle box. Each alternate guide vane en-
gages in one of the axial slots and locates the guide 
vane assembly radially (figure 13). The inner ends of 
the guide vanes carry an interstage diaphragm and 
seal carrier assembly upon which the interstage 
labyrinth seals are mounted. 

Air Flow through Interstage Guide Vanes 

Figure 14. Gasflow pattern around blades. 
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Exhaust Unit 

The exhaust unit controls the flow of exhaust gases 
from the turbine, and maintains the lowest possible 
turbine outlet pressure so as to allow maximum turbine 
efficiency. 

The exhaust unit is installed within a conical shroud 
with its discharge end centrally positioned in the jet 
pipe inlet (figure 15). The exhaust unit is not connected 
directly to the tail pipe. This arrangement has several 
advantages: it facilitates engine removal ; provides 
ventilation airflow through the aft bay; and precludes 
distortion of the nozzle box and exhaust cone. The 
annular gap formed between the discharge end of the 
unit and the jet pipe inlet permits an ejector effect 
from the exhaust gas stream. This includes an airflow 
from the combustion compartments along the annular 
passage formed between the exhaust unit outer cone 
and its surrounding shroud, into the main gas stream 
in the jet pipe. The passage between the cones is 
increasingly greater at the aft end, thus reducing back 
pressure on the turbine to a minimum. 

The interior of the inner cone is vented to the 
exhaust gas stream by three circumferentially posi-
tioned holes to prevent a pressure differential. Drain 
holes are also incorporated to eliminate collection 
of fuel. 

The tailpipe extends aft over the wing, terminating 
in an oval duct. 

Accessory Gearbox 

The accessory gearbox is driven from the main rotat-
ing assembly of the engine and is transferred , through 
a gear train, to the final drive coupling mounted at the 

AIR DUCT-

BREATHER AIR TRANSFER TUBE 

INNER CONE SUPPORT FAIRING 

INNER CON E SETSCREWS 

Figure 15. Turbine exhaust unit. 

top of the engine (figure 16). Meshing with this gear 
and forming the first stage of the gear train is the for-
ward gear of the centrifugal breather assembly. This 
gear carries an arrangement of vanes which applies 
a rotary motion to the breather air. The resulting 
centrifugal force separates from the air any oil drop-
lets that are suspended in it. This gear also incorporates 
an integral shaft through which the drive is transmitted 
to the second gear end of the shaft and, in turn, drives 
the two remaining gears of the train. 

The accessory gearbox is driven at a lower speed 
than the engine main shaft assembly; this reduction 
in driving speed is effected by the centrifugal breather 
gears, the front gear being of a larger diameter than 
any of the other three gears. 

The gear wheel forming the final stage of the gear 
train is splined to a shaft which has an integral four-
bolt flange at its aft end. This flange protrudes from 
the gear train housing and, when the engine is installed, 
couples with the shaft that extends aft from the engine, 
thus transmitting the drive to the accessory gearbox . 

CENTRIFUGAL BREATHER 

BREATHER OUTLET 

Figure 16. A ccessory gearbox drive. 
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Cooling 
Sealing Air 

and 
System 

CJ Low-Pressure Air 

_ High-Pressure Air 

Figure 1_ Flow of cooling and sealing air around engine components_ 

AN ENGINE COOLING and sealing air system is designed 
to counteract the spread of heat from the main gas 
stream; to pressurize the labyrinth seals and the 
annular space formed by the compressor casing around 
the second-stage inlet; to purge the water/methanol 
passages; and to supply hot air for deicing the fuel 
filter (figures I and 2)_ 

Air, for operation of the compressor and for cooling 
and sealing of the engine, enters the annular duct at the 
front of the air intake cowling, and is ducted into the 
first-stage and second-stage compressors_ Air is 
tapped at several points around the compressors and 
ducted to various points of the engine where it is 
utilized for the various and specific purposes men-
tioned in the preceding paragraph. 

When required , hot air is bled from the second-stage 
compressor to supply the fuel filter deicing system. A 
valve for controlling this hot-air supply is installed on 
the underside of the compressor casing. 

Air seals are used to control the flow of air neces-
sary for the effective operation of the bearing oil seals 
and to prevent the inboard flow of hot gases from the 
main gas stream. 

Where it is necessary to form a gas seal between the 
static and rotating members, a labyrinth seal is used . 
The labyrinth seal consists of fins which form a 
labyrinth (passageway) to maintain a close tolerance 
during rotation around the static member. The seal is 
not airtight; it is designed to form a controlled restric-
tion to the passage of gas or air. In some cases, air 
tapped from the compressor is used to pressurize the 
seal and to control the direction of air leakage. 
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A typical labyrinth seal installation is between the 
three discs of the three-stage turbine. The seals in this 
area permit a controlled leakage of cooling air from the 
inner side of the seal to flow across the discs and into 
the main gas stream to prevent the entry of hot gas. 

Low- and high-pressure air is used for the various 
sealing functions. Low-pressure air is tapped through 
an annular slot in the first-stage compressor casing. A 
small proportion of this air flows through orifices to 
purge the water/methanol passages, while the re-
mainder is transferred through an external line to the 
intermediate casing where it cools and pressurizes the 
turbine bearing housing. 

Some of the air from the intermediate casing flows 
outward through orifices into the nozzle box heat 
shield, which surrounds the turbine bearing housing 
and cools the outside of the bearing housing and the 
nozzle box inner cone, before it is ducted overboard 
through the cooling air outlet line. The remainder of 
the low-pressure air passes through holes in the com-
pressor and reduction gear drive sh.afts and along the 
turbine interstage air sleeve to cool the rear face of the 
low-pressure disc. It is then discharged into the main 
gas stream and is dumped overboard through the tail-
pipe. 

The seven discharge nozzles which direct the gas 
flow into the turbine are cooled by air from the com-
bustion chamber air casings. This airflow enters the 
nozzle box through holes in the discharge nozzle inlets 
and , after passing over the nozzle guide vane outer 
platforms, joins the exhaust gas stream at the rear of 
the low-pressure turbine shroud. 
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OIL COOLER 

AIR INTAKE TURBINE BEARING 

_ High-Pressure Air 

c::::J Low-Pressure Air 

AIR SEALS 

Figure 2_ Schematic of cooling and sealing air flow-

High-pressure cooling air, tapped from the second-
stage compressor, is ducted into an annular space on 
the front face of the turbine high-pressure disc and 
eventually through the blades. A labyrinth seal, se-
cured by the turbine disc bolts, separates this air from 
the low-pressure intermediate-casing air. A second 
labyrinth seal permits a restricted flow of high-pressure 
cooling air outboard across the front face of the disc. 
The remainder of the air passes between the outer 
wall of the disc sleeve and the central bore of the high-
pressure and intermediate-pressure discs to cool the 
face of the low-pressure disc. Labyrinth seals, posi-
tioned in the annular spaces between the three stages, 
control this flow of cooling air, allowing it to pass over 
the disc faces and join the main gas flow at the blade 
platforms. 

Provision is made in the nozzle box for fitting a ther-
mocouple which senses the temperature of the cooling 
air passing over the front face of the high-pressure 
turbine disc. 

The nozzle box is surrounded by a heat shield which 
is mounted on the exhaust attachment flanges. A ring 
of holes through the rear support flange permits a 
cooling air flow to pass between the outside of the 
nozzle box and the shield . 

Sealing air is tapped from behind the first-stage 
diffuser to pressurize the compressor front bearing 
and the propeller shaft labyrinth seal. The air flow to 
the front bearing is fed into an annular groove between 
the oil and air labyrinth seals. 

The front seal of the compressor interstage bearing 
is pressurized by low-pressure air that flows from be-
hind the rear face of the low-pressure impeller. The 
interstage bearing rear seal is pressurized by air from 
the high-pressure impeller hub. 

To prevent excessive flow of this high-pressure air 
into the bearing housing, a series of pressure balance 
holes connects the annular space between the thread 
and labyrinth sections of the rear seal with the air 
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flow from behind the low-pressure impeller. Air 
entering the bearing housing through the seals passes 
into the hollow compressor shaft intermediate casing. 
This reduces the pressure differential and minimizes 
stresses in the casing. A tapping in the compressor 
intermediate casing delivers hot air to the valve for 
fuel filter deicing. 

The compressor rear bearing labyrinth seal is fed by 
air from the rear face of the high-pressure impeller. 
The air flowing across the labyrinth seal enters the 
centrifugal breather system. 

To prevent pressure buildup resulting from leakage 
of pressurizing air through the bearing labyrinth seals , 
the oil tank and all lubricated compartments in the 
engine are vented to atmosphere through a centrifugal 
breather constructed to allow free passage of air 
without loss of oil. 

The focal point of pressure release from the com-
partments at the front and rear of the engine is around 
the center coupling where air from the turbine bearing 
is joined by air from the compressor rear bearing and 
that which flows along the hollow compressor shaft 
and reduction gear drive shaft. This latter air is a flow 
vented from the compressor interstage bearing and 
from the reduction gear, into which the oi l tank and 
lower bevel housing are vented. 

From the center coupling, air flows into the centrifu-
gal breather housing where it is joined by air from the 
accessory gearbox drive housing. 

The centrifugal breather is a rotor 'driven by a gear 
wheel bolted to the second-stage impeller shaft. The 
oil-laden air passes into the rotor at the rim, and its 
pressure forces it inward against the centrifugal action 
in the center of the rotor. Because of its weight, the 
oil in the air is flung outward and is prevented from 
passing into the breather outlet passages by curved 
vanes and flanges which mate with lips on the casing. 
The air then passes through the bore of the rotor shaft 
and is exhausted to atmosphere through a line on the 
left-hand side of the accessory gearbox drive. 
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o Oil System 

OIL FEED TO REDUCTION 
GEAR AND FRONT 
COMPRESSOR BEARINGS 

PROPELLER 
OIL PASSAGES 

RAM PRESSURE 
AIR INLET 

OIL RETURN 
TOTANK 

W/M DELIVERY 

PURGE AIR 
SUPPLY LINE 

ENGINE OIL 
SUPPLY LINE 

Figure I. Location of oil system components in air intake casing. 

THE OIL SYSTEM on the Convair 600 is a dry sump, 
pressurized, recirculating system that has three im-
portant functions: 1) to lubricate the bearings and gears 
on the engine; 2) to cool the bearings and gears; and 
3) to supply oil for operation of the propeller and its 
control unit, for the torquemeter, and for the water/ 
methanol unit. 

The oil system is completely self-contained, the oil 
tank being formed in the air intake casing between the 
annular cavity and a steel plate bolted to the rear face 
of the casing (figure I). By this arrangement, some heat 
transference occurs between the oil and the airflow to 
the compressor to permit use of a smaller oil cooler 
than would otherwise be possible. 
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A standpipe fitted in the base of the tank carries oil 
to the pressure pump in the lower bevel housing and 
ensures that a sufficient quantity of oil is always avail-
ab le for propeller feathering . 

A hand-fill servicing port, located near the top left-
hand side of the intake casing (viewed from ttie rear) 
is installed in a scupper. The oil filler incorporates a 
cylindrical metal baffle and filter assembly to preclude 
entrance of foreign matter. Both the scupper and filter 
are designed to maintain cleanliness during filling and 
topping off operations. The filter only may be removed 
for cleaning by detaching a circlip, which retains the 
assembly in the tank filler neck. Oil overflow in the 
scupper is disposed of through a drain tube at the base 
of the scupper. 
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II Feed Oil 

Return Oil 

OIL PRESSURE 
TRANSMITTER 
TAPPING POINT 

COOLER BYPASS 
VALVE 

HIGH-PRESSURE SUPPLY 
TOW/M UNIT 

Figure 2. Oil circulation diagram. 

A dipstick, marked in U.S. pints required to fill, is 
adjacent to the filler. 

The oil tank has a capacity of 36 U.S. (30 Imperial) 
pints; of this, 12 pints (10 Imperial) is usable oil, and 
13.8 U.S. (I Ph Imperial) is for propeller feathering 
reserve. Total capacity of the engine for lubricating 
bearings and gears, and for supplying oil to the torque-
meter oil system and propeller pitch control is 56.44 
U.S. (47 Imperial) pints. 

The following synthetic oils are approved by Rolls 
Royce for use in the Convair 600 oil system: ESSO 
Turbine Oil 35; Castrol 98; Texaco Turbo Oil 35; 
Caltex Turbo Oil 35; Aeroshell 750; and Sinclair 
Turbo-S oil 35. 

The oil tank is divided into two cast partitions, each 
carrying a gauze filter to ensure that oil passing into 
the lower section is filtered before being supplied to 
the engine. 

When oil leaves the tank it flows to a high-pressure 
gear-type pump. From the pump it passes through a 
high-pressure filter containing a single wire-wound 
element. A bypass valve, spring-loaded to operate at 
a pressure differential of 40 psi across the filter, pro-
tects the engine from oil starvation in the event of 
filter blockage. Filtered oil is routed through the relief 
valve to supply the propeller control and water/meth-
anol units, to supply lubrication for the engine and 
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torquemeter pump, and to spill to the lower bevel 
housing (figure 2). The pressure at which oil is de-
livered to the various points throughout the engine is 
controlled by the pressure relief valve assembly which 
is positioned in the high-pressure filter outlet and is an 
integral part of the oil filter housing. 

Oil tapped from the upper chamber of the pressure 
relief valve is supplied , at a controlled maximum pres-
sure of 70 psi, to the propeller controller and the 
water/methanol unit. Oil from the lower chamber, 
controlled to a maximum of 35 psi, supplies the engine 
lubrication system and the torquemeter, and is con-
nected through a pressure tapping to the oil pressure 
transmitter. 

Engine lubricating oil is delivered through jets to the 
compressor and turbine bearings and to the reduction 
gear high-speed pinion gears. A fluted thread-type 
filter is housed in the delivery line to each of the main 
bearing jets; a thread filter and a wire mesh filter pro-
tect the jets in the reduction gear and in the torque-
meter system. 

The plain bearings used throughout the gear train 
are lubricated by pressure oil fed into the hollow gear 
shaft through passages in the intermediate casing and 
gear train housing. Oil in the gear shafts flows outward 
through orifices to lubricate the plain bearings. The 
gear meshing points are lubricated by jets through the 
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OUTLET TO TAN K 

INLET FROM 
SCAVENGE PUMPS 

II Hot Oil 

II Cool Oil 

Figure 3. Oil cooler showing flow of air and hot and cool oil. 

passages in the casing. After lubricating the bearings 
and meshing points, oil is returned to scavenge through 
a drain port in the lower housing. 

Oil is scavenged, cooled , and returned to the oil 
tank by means of four scavenge pumps. One scavenge 
pump scavenges oi l from the reduction gear and lower 
bevel housing: one scavenges oil from the turbine 
bearing; another from the compressor interstage 
bearing; and the fourth pump from the compressor 
rear bearing and accesso ry gearbox drive. The scav-
enged oi l from the first and fourth (forward and aft) 
pumps is routed through scavenge oil filters located in 
the base of the air intake casing. 

After engine oil is pumped back to the oil cooler 
(figure 3), it flows through the core of the cooler and 
into the tank. If, however, the temperature of the 
scavenge o il falls below a predetermined limit, the 
pressure drop across the oil bypass valve will be suf-
ficient to compress the valve spring and force the valve 
from its seat, and a portion of the oi l wi ll then bypass 
the cooler core and flow through the valve to the tank . 

A combined deaerator tray and hopper directs oil 
from the cooler to the lower half of the oil tank. The 
deaerator, incorporated in the scavenge return line, 
separates the entrained air from the oil prior to start 
of oil recirculation. 

The oil temperature indicating system consists of a 
temperature bulb, located in the return line between 
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the oil scavenge pumps and the oil cooler. The bulb 
acts as part of a bridge circuit in the indicator, causing 
an unbalanced condition in the circuit, which in turn 
is reflected in degrees of temperature on the indicator 
dial, which is located below the oil pressure indicator 
on the engine instrument panel. 

The engine oil pressure indicating system consists of 
an oi l pressure transmitter and an indicator. The trans-
mitter is mounted on the right-hand side of the engine 
(when viewed from the rear),just below the top engine 
mount, between the first and second stage impell ers. 
The oil pressure indicator is on the engine instrument 
panel in the same location utilized in the Convair-
Liner 240. 

An oil-pressure-Iow warning system is incorporated 
in conjunction with the oil pressure ·indicating system. 
It consists of an oil pressure warning light on the pilot's 
instrument panel and a pressure switch just below the 
oil pressure transmitter. The pressure switch is set to 
illuminate the warning light when the pressure on 
either or both engines drops to 6112 psig. 

The minimum acceptable oi l temperature and pres-
sure at maximum continuous rpm is 14 psi at 120°C 
(248°F). 

Oi l supp ly to the propeller system will be discussed 
in a forthcoming issue of the Traveler. 
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Magna-Stick 
COMPLETE CLOSED TANK INTEGRITY is assured 
with installation of the new Roylyn Magna-Stick 
fuel level indicator. This indicator is being in-
stalled in the fuel tanks of the Convair 600 Dart. 
The magnet-actuated indicating device replaces 
Boston sight gages and dripsticks to provide 

rapid, accurate, and direct-visual reading. 
Magna-Stick operates on the principle of mag-

netic attraction. The unit consists of a molded 
unicellular rubber float with bonded-in perma-
nent magnets. A calibrated inner tube at the 
upper (or inboard) end, is actuated by the attrac-
tion of the permanent magnets in the float. 

To take a tank reading, a slotted catch at the 
bottom of the calibrated inner tube is actuated 
by a screwdriver, or similar tool, and the stick 
drops until the magnet at the top of the stick is 
attracted to the magnets in the float. 

The inner tube slides freely through a low-
friction glass-filled nylon bushing. 

At no time are fuels exposed to atmosphere 
nor is the indicator in contact with the tank con-
tents. Thus dripping and fuel mess on the ramp 
are eliminated. 

Standard calibration is in inches, but calibra-
tion in gallons or pounds is available. Such a 
change can be made in seconds without the 
necessity of draining the tanks. 

FLOAT 

MAGNETS 

SEAL 

FLANGE 
(Various Configurations) 

NON·FR ICTION 
BUSHING 

Magna-Stick provides extremely accurate 
readings for all liquids - water, oil, flammable 
or highly volatile liquids - and can be used in 
pressures up to 75%. Remote signals may be 
incorporated to actuate lights, relays, pumps, 
etc., if desired. This indicator is available in a 
variety of flange types and sizes, and in tube 
lengths for adaptation to Convair jet air-
liner fluid systems. -v;:;'----SLOTTED CATCH 

Photo courtesy Roy/yn Inc. 
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880/880M/990 

NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 1965 

Configuration Record 

THE GENERAL INFORMATION covered in this 
issue represents the various Convair jet airliners 
as originally delivered to the operators, and does 
not include data resulting from modifications or 
changes effected by subsequent Service Bulletins 
or by the operators. 

This issue is designed as a primary source of 
information to provide operators with comparison 
data covering design criteria, replenishing, cargo 
capacities, and other pertinent comparisons. 

Since capacity of fuel tanks is somewhat too 
involved to be included in its entirety in such a 
chart, more detailed information is presented on 
pages 8 and 9. 

On the back cover are listed airplane registra-
tion numbers for the various Convair 880/880M/ 
990 operators. 
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MODEL 

CUSTOMER 

RAMP WEIGHT 

POWER PLANT 
MODEL 

REVERSERS 

SILENCERS 

An FANS 

THRUST 
FIRE DETECTION 

ENGINES 

WHEEL WELLS 

AC GENERATORS 

EXT PWR RECEPTACLE 
MAIN 

AUXILIARY 

NOSETOWING 

LANDING LIGHTS 

FREON DRIVE 

DlFF TEMP CONT 

fLEC HEATERS 

HYD PUMP RATE 

RUDDER CO NT 

WING DEVICES 
l.E. SLATS & FLAPS 

ANTI-SHOCK BODIES 

LANDING GEAR 
BRAKES (NOSE & MAIN) 

TIRES (MLG) 

TIRES (NLG) 

NOSE EMERG ON SPRING 

STRUT PRESS. 
NLG 

MLG 

STRUTFLUID 
NLG 

MLG 

DOWNLOCK VISUAL INSP 

AUTOPILOT 

FLIGHT DATA 
RECORDER 

INSTRUMENTS 

NAVIGATION 

REMOTE COMPASS 

DUAL GLIDES LOPE 

DUAL VHF 

OMET NO.1 

DMET NO.2 

4 

22-1 

TWA 

185,000 

CJ805-3 

CASCADE 

YES 

NO 

11,200 

SINGLE LOOP 

NO 

4-40 KVA 

NO 

1000WATIS 

ELECTRIC 

NO 

6 GPM 

MANUAL 

NO 

NO 

GOODYEAR 

VII 39XI3 
20 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
12 PR 

L1QUll 

911 PSI 

1733 PSI 

I GAL. 

2 GAL. 

NLG ONLY 

BENDIX PB-20 

LASI 

BENDIX 

POLAR PATH 

COLLINS 51V3 

COLLINS 51R3 

IT&T 
AFN3544A-I 

IT&T 
AFN3544A-1 

22-1 

NORTHEAST 
AIRLINES 
185,000. 

CJ805-3 

CASCADE 

YES 

NO 

11.200 

SINGLE LOOP 

NO 

4-40 KVA 

NO 

NO 

600WATIS 

ELECTRIC 

NO 

6 GPM 

MANUAL 

NO 

NO 

GOODYEAR 

VII 39XI3 
20 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
12 PR 

LIQUID 

911 PSI 

1733 PSI 

I GAL. 

2 GAL. 

NLG ONLY 

BENDIX PB-20 

LASI 

BENDIX 

POLAR PATH 

COLLINS 51V3 

COLLINS 51R3 

IT&T 
AFN3544A-I 

IT&T 
AFN3544A-I 

22-2 

DELTA 
AIRLINES 
185,000 

CJ805-3 

CASCADE 

YES 

NO 

11,200 

SINGLE LOOP 

NO 

4-30 KVA 

NO 

600 WAITS 

PNEUMATIC 

NO 

NO 

6 GPM 

MANUAL 

NO 

NO 

GOODYEAR 

VII 39XI3 
20 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
12 PR 

LIQUID 

911 PSI 

1733 PSI 

I GAL. 

2 GAL. 

NLG ONLY 

SPERRY SP-30 

LASI 

SPERRY 

SPERRY ColO 

COLLINS 51V3 

COLLINS 51X2 & 
344B-I 

PROV FOR-
ARINC 521B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

22M-3 

CPA,JAL 
VIASA 

193,500 

CJ805-3B 

CASCADE 

YES 

NO 

11,650 

SINGLE LOOP 

NO 

4-40 KVA 

NO 

600 WAITS 

ELECTRIC 

YES 

6 GPM 

HYD BOOST 

YES 

NO 

BENDIX 

VII 39XI3 
22 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
12 PR 

LIQUID 

1006 PSI 

1817 PSI 

I GAL. 

2 GAL. 

ALL 

' BENDIX PB-20 

WASTE KING 
5424-20 

COLLINS 

CONTINENTAL 

COLLINS 51V2 

COLLINS 51 R3 & 
351A-I 

IT&T 
3544A 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

' Sperry SP30 on VIASA 

22M-4 

C.A.T. 

193,500 

CJ805-3B 

CASCADE 

YES 

NO 

11 650 

SINGLE LOOP 

NO 

4-40 KVA 

NO 

600 WAITS 

ELECTRIC 

YES 

6 GPM 

HYD BOOST 

YES 

NO 

BENDIX 

VII 39XI3 
22 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
12 PR 

LIQUID 

1006 PSI 

1817 PSI 

I GAL. 

2 GAL. 

ALL 

SPERRY SP-30 

WASTE KING 
5424-200 

SPERRY 

SPERRY C-IO 

COLLINS 51V3 

COLLINS 51R4 

IT&T 
3544A 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

22M-21 

VIASA 

193,500 

CJ805-3B 

CASCADE 

YES 

NO 

11.650 

SINGLE LOOP 

NO 

4-40 KVA 

NO 

NO 

600WATIS 

PNEUMATIC 

YES 

NO 

6 GPM 

HYD BOOST 

YES 

NO 

BENDIX 

VII 39XI3 
22 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
12 PR 

LIQUID 

1006 PSI 

1817 PSI 

I GAL. 

2 GAL. 

ALL 

SPERRY SP-3D 

WASTE KING 
5424-200 

SPERRY 

SPERRY C-IO 

COLLINS 51V3 

COLLINS 51X2 

IT&T 
AFN3544A-I 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

22M-21 

ALASKA 
AIRLINES 

191,500 

CJ805-3B 

CASCADE 

YES 

NO 

11.650 

SINGLE LOOP 

NO 

4-40 KVA 

NO 

600 WAITS 

ELECTRIC 

YES 

6 GPM 

HYD BOOST 

YES 

NO 

BENDIX 

VII 39X13 
22 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
12 PR 

LIQUID 

1006 PSI 

1817 PSI 

I GAL. 

2 GAL. 

ALL 

BENDIX PB-20 

UNITED DATA 
CONT FA542L 

COLLINS 

CONTINENTAL 

COLLI NS 51V3 

COLLINS 51R3 & 
351A-I 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

CONVAIR TRAVELER 

o 

o 



o 

o 

22M-21 

FAA 

193,500 

CJS05-3B 

CASCADE 

YES 

NO 

11,650 

SINGLE LOOP 

NO 

4-40 KVA 

NO 

600 WADS 

ELECTRIC 

YES 

6 GPM 

HYD BOOST 

YES 

NO 

BENDIX 

VII 39XI3 
22 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
12 PR 

LIQUID 

1006 PSI 

IS17 PSI 

1 GAL. 

2 GAL. 

ALL 

BENOIX PB-20 

WASTE KING 
5424-200 

COLLINS 

CONTINENTAL 

COLLINS 51V3 

COLLINS 51R3 & 
351A-l 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

22M-22 

JAPAN 
AIRLINES 

193,500 

CJS05-3B 

CASCADE 

YES 

NO 

11,650 

SINGLE LOOP 

NO 

4-40 KVA 

NO 

NO 

600 WATTS 

ELECTRIC 

YES 

NO 

6 GPM 

HYD BOOST 

YES 

NO 

BENDIX 

VII 39XI3 
22 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
12 PR 

LIQUID 

1006 PSI 

1817 PSI 

1 GAL. 

2 GAL_ 

ALL 

SPERRY SP-30 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 542 

SPERRY 

SPERRY C-II 

COLLINS 51V3 

COLLINS 51X2& 
344B-l 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 1965 

22M-22 

JAPAN 
DOMESTIC 

193,500 

CJS05-3B 

CASCADE 

YES 

NO 

11,650 

SINGLE LOOP 

NO 

4-40 KVA 

NO 

NO 

600 WADS 

ELECTRIC 

YES 

NO 

6 GPM 

HYD BOOST 

YES 

BENDIX 

VI I 39X13 
22 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
12 PR 

LIQUID 

1006 PSI 

ISI7 PSI 

1 GAL_ 

2 GAL. 

ALL 

SPERRY SP-30 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 542 

SPERRY 

SPERRY C-ll 

COLLINS 51V4 

COLLINS 51X2 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

30-5 

AMERICAN 
LEBANESE 

240,000 

CJS05-23 

CLAM SHELL 

NO 

YES 

15,S50 

DUAL LOOP 

YES 

4-40 KVA 

YES 

600 WATTS 

ELECTRIC 

YES 

10 GPM 

HYD FULL PWR 

YES 

YES 

BENDIX 

V11I41X15-lS 
22 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
16 PR 

MECH 

1320 PSI 

1994 PSI 

J GAL. 

2112 GAL_ 

ALL 

SPERRY SP-30 

LASI, PROV 
FOR ARINC 541 

SPERRY 

SPERRY C-1O 

COLLINS 51V3 

COLLINS 51R3 & 
351A-I 

IT&T 
AFN3544 

IT&T 
AFN3544 

30-5 

GARUDA 

240,000 

CJS05-23B 

CLAM SHElL 

NO 

YES 

16050 

SINGLE LOOP 

YES 

4-40 KVA 

NO 

600 WATTS 

ELECTRIC 

YES 

10 GPM 

HYD FULL PWR 

YES 

YES 

BENDIX 

V1I141X15-lS 
24 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
16 PR 

MECH 

1320 PSI 

1994 PSI 

1 GAL. 

2'12 GAL. 

ALL 

SPERRY SP-30 

LASI 
400155 

SPERRY 

SPERRY C-I0 

COLLINS 5JV3 

COLLINS 51R3 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521-B 

30-5 

APSA 

255,000 

CJS05-23 

CLAM SHELL 

NO 

YES 

16050 

DUAL LOOP 

YES 

4-40KVA 

YES 

600 WATTS 

PNEUMATIC 

YES 

10 GPM 

HYD FULL PWR 

YES 

YES 

BENDIX 

V11141X15-lS 
24 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
16 PR 

MECH 

1320 PSI 

1994 PSI 

1 GAL. 

2 I':! GAL. 

ALL 

SPERRY SP-30 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 541 

SPERRY 

SPERRY C-II 

COLLINS 51V3 

COLLINS 51X2 

IT&T 
AFN3544 

PROV FOR 
AFN3544 

30-5 

NASA 

240,000 

CJS05-23B 

CLAM SHELL 

NO 

YES 

16,050 

DUAL LOOP 

YES 

10 GPM 

HYD FULL PWR 

YES 

YES 

BENDIX 

V11141X15-lS 
22PR 

VII 29X7.7 
16 PR 

MECH 

1320 PSI 

1994 PSI 

1 GAL. 

2 I':! GAL. 

ALL 

SPERRY SP-30 

LASI 
4001551T 

SPERRY 

SPERRY C-I0 

COLLINS 51V3 

COLLINS 5JR3 

IT&T 
AFN3544 

IT&T 
AFN3544 

30-6 

SWISSAIR 

245,000 

CJS05-23B 

CLAM SHELL 

NO 

YES 

16,050 

SINGLE LOOP 

YES 

4-40 KVA 

YES 

600 WATTS 

PNEUMATIC 

YES 

NO 

10GPM 

HYD FULL PWR 

YES 

YES 

BENDIX 

V1I141X15-lS 
24 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
16 PR 

MECH 

1345 PSI 

2049 PSI 

1 GAL. 

2112 GAL. 

ALL 

SPERRY SP-30 

WASTE KING 
5424-201 

SPERRY 

SPERRY C-II 

COLLINS 51V3 

COLLINS 51R4 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

30-8 

VARIG 

245,000 

CJS05-23B 

CLAM SHELL 

NO 

Y,ES 

16,050 

SINGLE LOOP 

YES 

4-40KVA 

NO 

600 WATTS 

ELECTRIC 

YES 

10 GPM 

HYD FULL PWR 

YES 

YES 

BENDIX 

V1I 141X15-lS 
24 PR 

VII 29X7.7 
16 PR 

MECH 

1320 PSI 

1994 PSI 

1 GAL_ 

ALL 

SPERRY SP-30 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 541 

SPERRY 

SPERRY C-IO 

COLLINS 51 V3 

COLLINS 51R4 

PROV FOR 
AR INC 521B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 521B 

5 



MODEl 

CUSTOMER 

ATC NO.1 

ATC NO.2 

SELCAL 

DOPPLER NO.1 

DOPPLER NO.2 

DOPPLER COMPUTER 

MARKER BEACON 

LORAN 

WEATHER RADAR 

RADIO & RADAR 
COMMUNICATION 

HF NO.1 

HFNO.2 

DUAL VHF REC 

DUAL VHF TRANS 

SERV INTERPHONE 

FlT INTERPHONE 

P·A SYSTEM 

TAPE REPRODUCER 

FUEL TANKS 
CAPACITY (GALS.) 

WING 

CTR SECTION 

ANTI·SHOCK BODIES 

DRIPSTICKS 

CARGO COMPT 
AFT (CU FT) 

FWD (CU FT) 

PASSENGERS 
FIRST CLASS 

CLUB/LOUNGE 

COACH 

ALL COACH 

CREW (IN ADDITION TO 
PILOTS & FLT ENG) 
OBSERVER STA 

STEWARDESS STA 

NAV STA 

BUFFETS 

• See also pages Band 9. 

22·1 

TWA 

WILCOX 714B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

COLLINS 456C·l 

NO 

NO 

NO 

COlliNS 5112 

NO 

RCA AVO· I O 

PROV FOR 
COLLINS IBS-4 
& AEROCOMM 

PROV FOR 
COLLINS IBS·4 
& AEROCOMM 

COLLINS 51X2 

COLLINS IlL7 

COLLINS 346A·l 

COLLINS 346A·l 

COLLINS 346D·l 

GABLES G·B25 

'10,676 

NO 

NO 

10 

415 

44B 

44 

12 

35 

110 

NO 

2 FWD, I AFT 

22·1 

NORTHEAST 
AIRLINES 
WILCOX 714B 

PROV FOR 
AR INC 532B 

COLLINS 456C·l 

NO 

NO 

NO 

COlliNS 5112 

NO 

RCA AVO·I0 

PROV FOR 
COLLINS IBS·4 & 
AEROCOMM 

PROV FOR 
COLLINS IBS·4 
& AEROCOMM 

COLLINS 51X2 

COLLINS 17L7 

COLLI NS 346A·l 

COLLINS 346A·I 

COLLINS 346D·I 

GABLES G·B25 

" 10,676 

NO 

NO 

10 

415 

44B 

44 

12 

35 

110 

NO 

2 FWD, I AFT 

' NB02TW thru NBI5TW unless modified by SB 2B·3, all others 10,776. 

6 

22·2 

DElTA 
AIRLINES 

WILCOX 714B 

WILCOX 714B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 531A 

NO 

NO 

NO 

COLLINS 5112 

NO 

COLLINS WP 101 

COLLINS 
61BS·I 

COLLI NS 
6IBS·l 

COLLINS 51X2 

COLLINS 17L7 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346D·l 

PRESTO MPB 60 I 

' 10,676 

NO 

NO 

16 

415 

44B 

72 

12 

NO 

107 

NO 

2 FWD, 2 AFT 

22M·3 

CPA, JAL 
VIASA 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

MOTOROLA 
NA·134D2 

NO 

NO 

NO 

COLLINS 5112 

EDD345A 

BENDIX RDRI·C 

COLLINS 
61BS·l 

COLLINS 
61BS·l 

BENDIX RAtBC·3 

BENDIX TA20B·1 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346D·l 

PRESTO MPB 601 

10,776 

I ,B74 

NO 

17 

415 

434 

20 

10 

64 

104 

NO 

YES 

2 FWD, 3 AFT 

22M·4 

C.A.T. 

COLLINS 621A·2 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 531A 

BENDIX 
DRA12 

PROV FOR 
BENDIX DRA12 

NO 

COLLINS 51Z2 

NO 

BENDIX RDRI·C 

COLLINS 
61BS· l 

COLLINS 
61BS·l 

COLLINS 51X2 

COLLINS 1717 

COlliNS 3468 ·1 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346D·l 

GABLES 
G·B25 

10,776 

I,B74 

NO 

17 

415 

44B 

40 

NO 

54 

105 

NO 

2 FWD, I AFT 

"NB47BH thru NB4BIH unless modified by SB 2B·3, all others 10,776 . 
· NBBOIE thru NBB05E unless modified by SB 2B·3, all others 10,776. 
o 1606 GALS. ON OB·AOG 

22M·21 

VIASA 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

PROV FOR 
AR INC 531A 

NO 

NO 

NO 

COLLINS 5112 

ED0345A 

BENDIX RDRl ·C 

COLLINS 
61BS·l 

COLLINS 
6IBS·l 

COLLINS 51X2 

COLLINS 1717 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346D·l 

GABLES G·B25 

10,776 

I.B74 

NO 

17 

415 

434 

44 

12 

34 

110 

NO 

2 FWD, I AFT 

22M·21 

ALASKA 
AIRLINES 

COLLINS 621A·2 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 531A 

NO. 

NO 

NO 

COLLINS 51Z2 

NO 

BENDIX RDRI·C 

COLLINS 
61BS·l 

COLLINS 
61BS·l 

COLLINS 51X2 

COLLINS 17L7 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346D· l 

GABLES G·B25 

10.776 

I.B74 

NO 

17 

415 

44B 

NO 

12 

95 

110 

NO 

2 FWD, I AFT 

CONVAIR TRAVELER 
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r 

I 

" 

( 

l 

22M-21 

FAA 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 531A 

NO 

NO 

NO 

COLLINS 51Z2 

NO 

BENDIX RDR1·C 

PROV FOR 
COLLINS 618S·1 

PROV FOR 
COLLINS 618S·1 

COLLINS 51X2 

COLLINS 17Ll 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346B·I 

COLLINS 3460·1 

PROV FOR 
AR INC 539 

10.776 

NO 

NO 

16 

415 

448 

12 

NO 

NO 

110 

YES 

NO 

22M-22 

JAPAN 
AIRLINES 
PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

COLLINS 456C·l 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 540 

NO 

PROV FOR 
AR INC 543 

BENDIX MKA7A·l 

E00345A 

RCA AVQ·IO 

AEROCOMM. 
ATOM. STAR. 
PACKARD BELL 

AEROCOMM. 
ATOM . , TAR 
PACKARD SlLI 

COLLINS 51X2 

COLLINS 17L7 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 3460·1 

PROV FOR 
PACK. BELL 400 

10.776 

1.874 

NO 

17 

415 

434 

16 

NO 

74 

104 

YES 

2 FWD, 3 AFT 

NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 1965 

22M-22 

JAPAN 
DOMESTIC 

COLLINS 
621A·3 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

PROV ONLY 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 540 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 540 

NO 

BENDIX MKA7A·1 

E00345A 

RCA AVQ·IO 

AEROCOMM . 
ATOM . STAR. 
PACKARD BELL 

AEROCDMM. 
ATOM. STAR 
PACKARD BELL 

COLLINS 51X2 

. COLLINS 17Ll 

COLLINS 346C·l 

COLLINS 346B·I 

COLLINS 3460·1 

PROV FOR 
PACK. BELL 400 

10,776 

1.874 

NO 

17 

415 

434 

16 

NO 

74 

124 

YES 

2 FWD. 3 AFT 

30-5 

AMERICAN, 
LEBANESE 

COLLINS 621A·2 

PROV FOR 
AR INC 532B 

MOTOROLA 
TA150 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 540 

NO 

NO 

BENDIX MKA7A· 1 

NO 

RCA AVQ·l0 

NO 

NO 

BENDIX RAI8C·2 

BENDIX TA20B 

TELEPHONICS 
20035·1 

TELEPHONICS 
20034 

TELEPHONICS 
30110·1 

PRESTO MPB 60 I 

10,904 

3,125 

1,144 

21 

497 

475 

58 

37 

113 

NO 

2 FWD, 2 AFT 

30-5 

GARUDA 

COLLINS 621A 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

MOTOROLA 
TA150 

BENDIX 
RTA·12A 

BENDIX 
DRA·12C 

BENDIX 
CPA·24B·l 

BENDIX MKA7A·l 

E00345A 

RCA AVQ·IO 

COLLINS 
618S-4 

COLLINS 
618S·4 

BENDIX RAI8C·3 

BENDIX TA20B·l 

TELEPHONICS 
20035·1 

TELEPHONICS 
20034 

TELEPHONICS 
30110·1 

GABLES 
G·825 

10,904 

3,198 

1606 

21 

440 

448 

32 

71 

110 

NO 

YES 

2 FWD, 2 AFT 

30-5 

APSA 

COLLINS 
621A·2 

COLLINS 
621A2 

ARINC 
531A 

ARINC 
540 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 543 

NO 

COLLINS 51Z2 

PROV FOR 
E00345A 

BENDIX 
RDRI·B·2 

COLLINS 
618S·1 

COLLINS 
618S·1 

COLLINS 51X2 

COLLINS l7L7 

COLLINS 
346B·l 

COLLINS 
346B·l 

BENDIX 
AMA·l0B 

GABLES 
G·825 

10,904 

3,125 

0 1144 

21 

497 

475 

NO 

NO 

115 

115 

NO 

YES 

2 FWD, 4 AFT 

30-5 

NASA 

COLLINS 621A·2 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

MOTOROLA 
TA150 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 540 

NO 

NO 

BENDIX MKA7A·l 

NO 

BENDIX 
RDR·IB·2 

COLLINS 
618T·2 

COLLINS 
618T·2 

BENDIX RAI8C·3 

BENDIX TA20B·l 

TELEPHONIC 
20035·1 

TELEPHONICS 
20034 

GABLES 
G·935 

PRESTO MPB 601 

10.904 

3,198 

1606 

21 

NO 

NO 

NOT 

APPLICABLE 

NO 

NO 

NONE 

30-6 

SWISSAIR 

COLLINS 
621A·2 

COLLINS 
621A2 

COLLINS 
456C·1 

BENDIX 
RTA·12A 

BENDIX 
DRA·12 

BENDIX 
CPA·24 

COLLINS 51Z2 

ED0345A 

RCA AVQ·l0 

COLLINS 
618S·1 

COLLINS 
618S·1 

COLLINS 51X4 

COLLINS l7L7 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 3460·1 

PROV FOR 
GABLES G·825 

10,904 

3,125 

1606 

21 

440 

488 

32 

64 

106 

NO 

YES 

2 FWD, 4 AFT 

30-8 

VARIG 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 532B 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 531A 

PROV FOR 
ARINC 540 

NO 

PROV FOR 
AR INC 543 

COLLINS 51Z2 

PROV FOR 
E00345A 

BENDIX RDR1 ·B 

COLLINS 
618S·1 

COLLINS 
618S·1 

COLLINS 51X2 

COLLINS 17L7 

COLLINS 346B·l 

COLLINS 346B·l 

BENDIX AMA·l0B 

GABLES G·825 

10,904 

3,198 

1606 

21 

440 

488 

32 

NO 

71 

110 

NO 

YES 

2 FWD, 3 AFT 
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MODEL 22-1 22-1 22-2 22M-3 22M-4 22M-21 22M-21 0 
CUSTOMER TWA NORTHEAST DELTA CPA,JAL C.A.T. VIASA ALASKA 

AIRLINES AIRLINES VIASA AIRLINES 
COAT CLOSETS 

FIXEIJ 

MOYABLE 

LAYATORIES 
LOCATION I FWD, 2 AFT I FWD, 2 AFT I FWD, 2 AFT I FWD, 2 AFT I FWD, 2 AFT I FWD, 2 AFT 

WATER SYS PUMPS 

WATER CAPACITY 50 GAL. 50 GAL. 50 GAL. 50 GAL. 50 GAL. 50 GAL. 

TOILET TYPE NON·FLUSH NON· FLUSH NON· FLUSH FLUSH FLUSH NON· FLUSH 

OXYGEN BOTTLES 
FIXED (INSTALLED) 3-107 CU FT 3-107 CU FT 3-107 CU FT 3-107 CU FT 3-107 CU FT 3-107 CU FT 

FIXED (PROY) 1-107 CU FT 1-107 CU FT 1-107 CU FT 1-107 CU FT 1-107CUFT 1-107 CU FT 

PORTABLE 4-310 LITERS 4-310 LITERS 1-11 CU FT 4-310 LITERS 4-310 LITERS 4-310 LITERS 
3-7CUFT 

ESCAPE EQUIP. 
CHUTES, 

NON·INFLATABLE NO NO NO 

INFLATABLE 4 NO NO 

ROPES 

DYERWATER EQUIP. NO YES NO YES YES YES 

o 

*Maximum Refuel Quantity 

I u.s. Gal I Pounds limp. Gal Liters I Kilos I Aircraft Affected 

Wing Tanks 10,676 74,732 8,889.7 40,411.9 33,897.7 DAL N8801E thru N8805E 
(See Note**) 

880 TWA N802TW thru N815TW 
(See Note**) 
NEA N8478H thru N8481H 
(See Note**) 

Wing Tanks 10,776 75,432 8,973.0 40,790.4 34,215.2 Alaska,'CAT, CPA, FAA, 
880M Center Section 1,874 13,118 1,560.4 7,093.6 5,950.2 JAL, JDA, VIASA 

Total 12,650 88,550 10,533.4 47,884.0 40,165.4 

*Limiting value (gallons or pounds, whichever oc-
curs first) regardless of fuel density, temperature, 
or type. 

**With Service Bulletin 28-3 incorporated, capacity 
is 10,776 gals (see 880M wing tank capacities). o 

8 CONVAIR TRAVELER 



22M-21 22M-22 22M-22 30-5 30-5 30-5 30-5 30-6 30-8 

FAA JAPAN JAPAN AMERICAN, GARUDA APSA NASA SWISSAIR VARIG 
AIRLINES DOMESTIC LEBANESE 

NO NO 

I FWD, 2 AFT 2 FWD, 2 AFT I fWD, 2 AFT 2 FWD, 2 AFT 2 fWD, 2 AFT 2 fWD, 2 AFT I fWD, I AfT 2 fWD, 2 AfT 2 fWD, 2 AFT 

50 GAL. 75 GAL. 75 GAL. 50 GAL. 50 GAL. 75 GAL. 50 GAL. 75 GAL. 75-GAL. 

NON·fLUSH FLUSH fLUSH FLUSH FLUSH FLUSH FLUSH FLUSH NON·f LUSH 

3-107 CU fT 3-107 CU fT 3-107 CU FT 4-107 CU fT 4-107 CU FT 4-73 CU FT 4-107 CU FT 4-73 CU fT 4-73 CU FT 

1-107 CU fT 1-107 CU fT NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 

4-310 LITERS 6-7 CU fT 5-7CUFT 5-310 LITERS 5-310 LITERS 8-120 LITERS NONE 8-120 LITERS 5-120 LITERS 
l-llCUFT 1-310 LITERS 1- 310 LITERS 1-310 LITERS 

4 NO NO NO NO 

NO NO NO NO 

4 4 

YES YES YES NO YES YES NO PROV ONLY YES 

U.S. Gal I Pounds Liters I Kilos I Aircraft Affected 

Wing Tanks 10,904 76,328 9,079.5 41,274.9 34,621.6 APSA-OS-OAG 
Center Section 3,125 21,875 2,602.1 11,829.1 9,922.3 Swissair-all 
Outboard ASS 708 4,956 589.5 2,679.9 2,248.0 
Inboard ASS 898 6,286 747.7 3,399.2 2,851.3 ... Total Fuel 15,635 109,445 13,018.8 59,183.1 49,643.2 

Wing Tanks 10,904 76,328 9,079.5 41,274.9 34,621.6 APSA-OSR-765 
Center Section 3,125 21,875 2,602.1 11,829.1 9,922.3 American-all 
Outboard ASS 708 4,956 589.5 2,680.0 2,248.0 Lebanese-all 
Inboard ASS 436 3,052 363.0 1,650.4 1,384.3 
Total 15,173 106,211 12,634.1 57,434.4 48,176.2 

Wing Tanks 10,904 76,328 9,079.5 41,274.9 34,621.6 Garuda-all 
Center Section 3,198 22,386 2,662.9 12,105.4 10,154.0 Varig-all 
Outboard ASS 708 4,956 589.5 2,680.0 2,248.0 NASA 
Inboard ASS 898 6,286 747.7 3,399.2 2,851.3 
Total 15,708 109,956 13,079.6 59,459.5 49,874.9 
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AIRLINE MODEL AIRCRAFT REGISTRATION NUM BERS 

Alaska Airlines, Inc. 22M-21 N-S477H 

American Airlines, Inc. 30-5 N-5601, N-5602, N-5603, N -5604, N-5605, 
N -5606, N-5607, N -560S, N-5609, N-5610, 
N-5611, N-5612, N-5613, N-5614, N-5616, 
N -5617, N-561S 

Aerolineas Peruanas, S. A. 30-5 OBR-72S 
30-6 OB-OAG 

Civil Air Transport 22M-4 B-I00S 

Cathay Pacific 22M-3 VR-HFS, VR-HFT 

Delta Airlines, Inc. 22-2 N-SSOIE, N -SS02E, N-SS03E, N-SS04E, 
N-SS05E, N-SS06E, N-SS07E, N-SSOSE, 
N-SS09E, N-SSlOE, N-SSIIE, N-SSI2E, 
N -SSI3E, N-SS14E, N-SSI5E, N-SSI6E, 
N-SSI7E 

Federal Aviation Agency 22M-21 N-112 

Garuda Indonesian Airways 30-5 PK-GJA,PK-GJB,PK-GJC 

Lebanese International Airlines 30-5 N-5615, N-5619, N-5620 (Temporary #'s) 
, 
, 

Northeast Airlines 22-1 N-S492H, N-S493H, N-S494H, N-S495H 
i 

NASA , 30-5 711 
, 

Japan Airlines Co., Ltd. 22M-22 JA-S021, JA-S022, JA-S023, JA-S024, JA-S025 
22M-3 JA-S026, JA-S027, JA-S02S 

Japan Domestic Airlines, Inc. 22M-3 JA-S030 

Swiss Air Transport Co., Ltd. 30-6 HB-ICA, HB-ICB, HB-ICC, HB-ICD, HB-ICE, 
HB-ICF, SE-DAY, SE-DAZ 

Trans World Airlines, Inc. 22-1 N-SOITW, N-S02TW, N-S03TW, N-S05TW, 
N-SOSTW, N-SI0TW, N-SllTW, N-SI2TW, 
N-SI4TW, N-S1STW, N -SI9TW, N-S20TW, 
N-S21TW, N-S22TW, N-S23TW, N-S24TW, 
N-S25TW, N-S26TW, N -S2STW, N-S30TW, 
N-S71TW 

VARIG 30-S PP-VJE, PP-VJF, PP-VJG 

VIASA 22M-21 Y.V-C-VIA, YV -C-VIB 
22M-3 YV-C-VIC 
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PROPER OPERATION of the many mechanisms 
iIi an aircraft depends to a great extent on the proper 
installation and maintenance of bearings. The design 
engineer, in selecting the bearing for a particular ap-
plication,' took into consideration the magnitude of 
stress (thrust loading) and the frequency of stress 
(radial loading or speed) to be assumed by certain 
bearing installations. Then he made his selection from 
a wide assortment of bearings. 

Bearings fall into two basic categories: plain (fric-
tion) bearings and anti-friction bearings. Plain bear-
ings are those in which relative motion of the bearing 
elements is accompanied by sliding friction; anti -
friction bearings are those in which relative motion of 
the bearing elements is accompanied by rolling friction. 

Because there are so many types and sizes of bear-
ings, only the most commonly used types in each cate-
gory will be discussed in this article. 

PLAIN (FRICTION) BEARINGS 
Plain friction bearings show to greatest advantage 
when a bearing is required to carry very high static 
loads but relatively limited rotational loads. A good 
example of this is in such linkages as landing gear 
torque arm lugs, uplock, bungee, jury brace, torque 
collar, drag link, etc. 

Plain bearings consist of a sleeve and a bushing, or 
liner, through which ajournal moves. See figure I. The 
bushing is replaceable. The journal may be a shaft, 
piston, pin, bolt, or revolving pivot. This bearing is 
often called a "sleeve" bearing because the piston, or 
shaft, moves through it like an arm in a sleeve. These 
sleeves with their linings can be machined to an ac-
curacy wherein tolerances within one millionth of an 
inch of the desired size can be achieved. 

Lining materials are softer than the moving part. 
Usually, they are of bronze or babbit, so that this part 
will assume the wear and, too, so that movement 
will not damage the journal. When worn, the lining or 
bushing may be replaced, restoring the bearing to its 
original condition. 

Manganese bronze is the highest strength bronze 
normally available, and is used in conjunction with a 
steel mating element, unless extreme shock loads or 
vibration are present. Bronzes are likely to heat under 
abnormal conditions because they lack plasticity and 
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thus do not readily conform to irregularities in the 
shaft. 

Steel bushings are usually made from 4130 alloy 
steel with a 125,000-150,000 psi heat treat. These 
bushings will carry higher loads than bronze if the 
loads and the relative motion do not occur at the same 
time. When relative motion occurs under high bearing 
pressures (possibly above 25,000 psi), steel-steel com-
binations are more susceptible to galling than are 
bronze-steel combinations. 

Oil-impregnated sintered bearings may be bronze-, 
copper-, or iron-base material. Lubrication is released 
to the bearing surface by the functional heat of rota-
tion; therefore, the material is not recommended for 
application where rotation is slight or infrequent. Gen-
erally, a good bearing material will have low frictional 
resistance and will have the ability to retain the lubri-
cating film. 

Teflon, being used extensively in moderately loaded 
plain bearings, possesses a number of properties that 
make it an acceptable bearing material, one of the 
most important being its low coefficient of friction. 
It is a soft but tough material that will embed the hard 
foreign contaminants that are found in bearings in 
service. It is also inert to a wide range of chemicals 
and solvents, and is unaffected by environment and 
water. It weighs much less than steel or brass, has 
better frictional properties, and is corrosion resistant. 
Lubrication is not required; however, lubrication will 
prolong the useful life of the bearing. Its low modulus 
of elasticity results in good shock absorption. 

In the ideal installation, the journal and the bearing 
would be of different materials with different degrees 
of hardness and physical properties, the bearing 
surfaces being of a softer material. This soft metal 
bearing, when accurately fitted, adjusts itself to ttre 
shaft during the running-in period. 

Suitable fit tolerances for all types of plain bearings 
and bushings are given in Table I. The fit at the run-
ning surface should conform to standard medium fit 
dimensions. 

PLAIN BUSHING 

CLAMP·UP BUSHING 

SHOULDER BUSHING 

Figure 1. Plain (friction) bearings. 
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Table I. Basic Hole System of Fits 

HOLE 
DIA. 

.2500 

.3125 

.3750 

.4375 

.5000 

.5625 

.6250 

.6875 

.7500 

.8750 
1.0000 
1.1250 
1.2500 
1.3750 
1.5000 
1.6250 
1.7500 
1.8750 
2.0000 
2.1250 
2.2500 
2.3750 
2.S000 
2.62S0 
2.7S00 

J.O()O() 
).2S()O 
) .SOOO 
:1.7:100 
-l .OOOO 

WASHER DIA. 
SMALLER THAN 
BUSHING DIA. 

lOOSE FIT 
This fit provides for considerable freedom of motion and 
includes fits where accuracy is not essential. lateral shake 
between mating parts may be perceptible. 

HOLE 
TOl SHAFT 

- .0000 DIA . 

. 2485 

.3110 
+ .0020 .3735 

.4360 

.4985 

.5605 

.6230 + .0020 .6855 

.7480 

.8725 + .0025 .9975 
1.1220 
1.2470 +.0030 1.3720 
1.49 70 
1.6210 
1.7460 

+.0030 unlo 
1.9960 
2.1205 

+.OOJ5 2.2455 
2.3705 
2.49S5 
2.6200 
2.7450 

+ .()(US 2.8700 
2.9950 
.1.2450 
3.4940 

+ .0040 3.7440 
3.9940 

INCORRECT 

SHAFT 
TOl 

+ .0000 CLEARANCE 

- .0020 

-.0020 

- .0025 

- .0030 

-.0030 

- .0035 

- .0035 

- .0040 

SHOULDER OR 
FLANGED BUSHING. 

+ .0055 
+ .0015 

+.0060 
+ .0020 

+.0075 
+ .0025 

+.0090 
+.0030 

+.0100 
+.0040 

+ .0115 
+.0045 

+ .0120 
+ .0050 

+.0140 
+.0060 

DIA OF SHOULDER 
LARGER THAN 
BOLT HEAD OR NUT 

MEDIUM FIT 
For running fits where rotational speed is relatively low ; 
sometimes used for sliding fits in landing gear and control 
systems. l ateral shake between mating parts may be per-
ceptible. 

HOLE 
TOl 

-.0000 

+.0005 

+.0006 

+ .0007 

+.0008 

+.0009 

+ .0010 

+ .0010 

+ .0010 

+.0012 

+ .0013 

+ .0015 

+ .0015 

SHAFT 
DIA. 

.2496 

.3121 
.3746 
.4371 
.4996 
.5619 
.6244 
.6868 
.7493 
.8741 
.9991 

1.1240 
1.2490 
1.3738 
1.4988 
1.6236 
1.7486 
1.8734 
1.9984 
2.1234 
2.2482 
2.3732 
2.4982 
2.6230 
2.7480 
2.8730 
2.9978 
3.2478 
3.4978 
3.7476 
3.9976 

WASHER DIA. 
LARGER THAN 
BUSHING BOLT 
HEAD AND NUT 

SHAFT 
TOl 

+.0000 CLEARANCE 

+ .0014 - .0005 +.0004 

+ .0006 +.0018 
+ .0006 
+ .0021 + .0007 + .0007 
+ .0025 -.0008 +.0009 

- .0009 +.0028 
+ .0010 
+ .0032 - .0010 + .0012 

- .0010 + .0034 
+ .0014 

+.0036 
- .0010 + .0016 

+ .0040 -.0010 + .0018 

+.0043 
-.0010 + .0020 

+ .0057 - .0010 + .0022 

- .0012 + .0061 
+.0024 

CORRECT 

Figure 2. Correct and incorrect methods of reducing press-fit stresses. 

To prevent shifting of a bushing, caused by axial 
loads on the bolt when nuts and heads of bolts are 
smaller than the bushing outer diameter , suitable 
washers or shouldered bushings may be used. Figure 2 
shows correct and incorrect ways of installing the 
washers. 

The standard bushings listed in Table II should be 
used wherever possible. If the bearing itselfforms one 
bearing surface, it may be reworked for installation 
of a bushing. Where installation of a bushing is not 
feasible, the bearing can be reworked for installation 
of a bolt at least 1/ 16" larger in diameter. Clamp-up 

4 

bushings are used as inner bearings ; press-fit bushings 
are used as outer bearing elements. . 

Castle nuts are required in all plain bearing combi-
nations where clamp-up bushings are used. Shear-type 
Castle nuts may be used where clamp-up bushings are 
not used. Self-locking nuts may be used only on joints 
of a structural, non-moving type . 

When standard bushings are not available to meet 
all size, strength, shape, and material requirements, 
special bushings may be designed. These special bush-
ings should be as close as possible to a standard re-
quirement. 
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SNUG FIT (LIGHT DRIVE) PRESS FIT 
For intermittent movement between parts not requiring Considerable pressure required to mate; considered to be 
freedom of motion. Parts are assemblable by hand (or by permanently assembled. 
use of hand tools). 

HOLE SHAFT HOLE SHAFT 
TOL SHAFT TOL TOL SHAFT TOL INTER-

-.0000 DlA. +.0000 CLEARANCE -.0000 DIA. + .0000 FERENCE 

.2500 .2500 .2513 

.3 125 .3125 .3 138 -.0003 .3750 .3750 + .0005 .3763 -.0005 
.4375 .4375 .4388 -.0013 

.5000 .5000 + .0010 .50 13 

.5625 +.0005 .5625 - .0005 -.0000 .5639 
.6250 .6250 .6264 
.6875 .6875 + .0005 .6889 -.0005 

-.0004 
.7500 .7500 .7514 -.0014 
.8750 .8750 .8764 

1.0000 1.0000 1.0014 
1.1250 1.1250 I. 1265 
1.2500 1.2500 -.0005 

+ .0011 
- .0005 1.2515 -.0005 - .0005 

1.3750 +.0006 1.3750 - .0000 1.3765 -.0015 
1.5000 1.5000 1.5015 
1.6250 1.6250 1.6266 
1.7500 + .0007 1.7500 -.0005 + .0012 +.0006 1.7516 - .0005 -.0005 
1.8750 1.8750 -.0000 1.8766 -.0016 
2.0000 2.0000 2.00 16 
2. 1250 2.1250 2.1269 
2.2500 + .0008 -.0006 ... . 0014 

+.0007 
2.2519 -.0006 -.0006 

2.3750 2.3750 -.0000 2.3769 -.0019 
2.5000 2.5000 2.5019 

( 2.6250 2.6250 2.6272 
2.7500 +.0009 2.7500 -.0007 +.00 16 + .0008 

2.7522 - .0008 
2.8750 2.8750 - .0000 2.8772 -.0006 -.0022 
3.0000 3.0000 3.0022 
3.2500 3.2500 3.2525 
3.5000 +.00 10 3.5000 -.0008 +.00 18 + .0009 3.5025 -.0007 -.0009 
3.7500 3.7500 -.0000 3.7525 -.0025 
4.0000 4.0000 4.0025 

Table II. Standard Bushings 

'0 

'" Standard DO " 9 '" .§ Iii .§ 0:: No. c. i!l § 0:: Remarks :::> 1;; u 1 '0 l '" '" i s " ] .§ 
'" e '" c::; "- 0:: 0:: '" U "- (5 ;;; ;;; => '-' '-' 

NAS 72 x x x x For high bearing pressures 
NAS 73 x x x x } Cadmium may cause 
NAS 74 x x x x galling 

NAS 75 x x x x } General use 
NAS 76A-P x x x x 
NAS n-p x x x x x 
NAS 537-P x x x x x x } For reaming after 
NAS 538-P x x x x X x installation 

91-27004 x x x } Not preferred 
91-26004 x x x (special use only) 

91-27010 x x x Light loads only 

91-26008 x x x Light loads on ly 
91-27006 x x x x x } Lu brication not 
91-26003 x x x x required 
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When correctly installed, the length of a press-fit 
bushing will not exceed three times the O.D. How-
ever, in bushings of sintered metal, the length should 
not exceed Ph times the O.D. Using longer lengths 
than those specified may result in failure of the bush-
ing during the pressing operation. If necessary, two 
shorter bushings may be used in place of one long one, 
as shown in figure 3. 

Sintered bearings are the product of powder metal-
lurgy and are manufactured by compressing the metal-
lic powder and sintering at a temperature below the 
melting temperature of the mixture . Particle size and 
pressures are carefully controlled and the resultant 
product is porous and consequently will absorb liquids. 

Self-lubricating bearings are available in several 
types of metals. Each Oilite type has limiting physical 
properties and bearing qualities, which, together with 
the load supported by the bearing, the shaft rotating 
speed and the shaft diameter, determine the type spe-
cified on the engineering drawing. 

Type Composition 
Oilite Bronze Bronze 
Super-Oilite Copper and Iron 
Iron-Oilite Iron 
Aluminum-Oilite Aluminum 

Identification of the various types can be determined 
as follows: 

Unknown Type 
Oilite Bearings 

I 
Check with magnet 

I 
MAGNETIC NON-MAGNETIC n n 

Iron or Iron Color Aluminum Copper or 
Gray Color Copper-Hued Color Bronze Color 

I I I I 
Iron Oilite Super-Oilite Aluminum Oilite Bronze 

Oilite 

Another bearing that falls into the category of a 
'plain' bearing is the spherical, or self-aligning, single-
ball bearing (figure 4). This bearing is used on rod 
ends 1) where there is misalignment with high static 
loads, or intermittent oscillation under load; 2) where 
it is difficult to establish or maintain alignment; and 3) 
where it is necessary to compensate for flexure of a 
shaft under stress. 

Correction for initial misalignment may be achieved 
by 1) equipping a standard form of bearing with a plain 
third race element whose internal surface is spheri-
cally ground and whose outer surface is spherically 
ground externally and is free to position itself; or 2) 
the inner or outer race may be spherically ground 
instead of grooved to permit relative misalignment of 
the outer race. 

6 

1---- LENGTH OF BUSHING REQUIRED - ----1 

Figure 3. Two short bushings to overcome stresses 
. caused by pressing. 

Figure 4. Self-aligning spherical rod-end bearings. 

Figure 5. Cross-section of self-aligning spherical 
bearing. Bearings available without bronze inserts. 

The rod-end bearing, shown in cross-section in 
figure 5, has a spherical outer ring which allows the 
shaft to align itself freely within wide limits. It has 
a greater carrying capacity than the conventional type 
bearings because of its greater surface supporting 
area; thus, it is more resistant to false brinelling. 

Self-aligning bearings should be installed with a 
reasonably tight fit, without binding, to ensure the 
desired rigidity in the control linkage. A loose fit to 
ensure ease of misalignment will result in flutter and 
sloppy controls. 
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ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS 
Some bearing applications require low friction 
movement. To limit friction and, consequently wear 
between the bearing and journal, rolling elements are 
incorporated. These elements may be in the form of 
balls, rollers,or needles. 

Ball bearings are usually used where limited-load, 
small high-speed applications are to be encountered; 
roller and needle bearings are preferred where larger, 
more heavily loaded applications are to be encount-
ered, or where shock loading occurs. 

Shielded bearings are used where it is desirable to 
prevent dust, abrasives, etc. from entering the bear-
ing, and to contain the lubricant. Some shielding con-
sists of pressing a steel disc into the side of the 
bearing; some seals are of synthetic rubber; others of 
fiberglass/Teflon composition. Their resistance to 
certain fluids and the elements is considered in the 
choice. High-temperature bearings with fiberglass 
seals are identified by the white or straw color of the 
seals; low-temperature bearings are identified by red 
flexible seals . 

In general , anti-friction bearings consist of inner 
and outer rings (raceways), a cage (element separator), 
and the rolling elements. 

Generall y, the inner ring rotates with the shaft; how-
ever, in some applications the inner ring is stationary 
and the outer ring rotates. The cage, or separator, 
keeps the rolling elements spaced equally around the 
raceway to prevent skewing and/or rubbing. . 

Each type of bearing has features. that 
the relative suitability for a specific applicatIOn. 
Proper selection can be made only. careru l 
analysis of these features, and famllianzatlOn with 
the fundamental characteristics of each type. 

Ba ll Bearings. The most widely used radially 
loaded anti-friction bearings use steel balls as the 
rolling elements between steel races, the balls trans-
ferring the load on the journal , or shaft, from one race 
to the other. In some applications, the shaft rotates 
and the bearing housing is stationary ; in others, the 
shaft is the stationary member. 

Most bearings used in aircraft are operated within a 
limited angular travel in such applications as linkages, 
levers, and bellcranks . The higher load capacity of 
ball bearings under such oscillatory service is obtained 
by using full type AN standard bearings in which the 
ball elements are not separated by a retainer and hence 
are greater in number. Such bearings are suitable for 
oscillation at any speed and for rotation at speeds up 
to 400 rpm for limited periods only. 

Shown in figure 6 are two types of ball bearings: a) 
the radial thrust, double-row ball bearing with unin-
terrupted grooves in the raceway ; and b) the single-
row radial ball bearing with individual slots for each 
ball. The double-row bearing is desirable in applica-
tions where operations at high speed are encountered 
and where an axial position is to be maintained under 
heavy thrust loads. This bearing is a self-aligning 
form that fulfills either of two functions: 1) compen-
sates for initial installation misalignment; or 2) for 
non-planar linkage motions. 

In the single-row bearing with individual, deep ball 
grooves , or slots, variations in the design of the 
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grooves in the ball race permit a thrust loading to be 
accepted simultaneously with the radial load, the 
allowable thrust load being about 40 per cent of the 
allowable radial load (see figure 7) . These bearings 
are suited for low speeds or oscillation in gyro gimbals, 
instruments, synchros, etc. 

Bearings with individual slots in the raceways for 
the balls are used in applications of shock load and 

thrust capacities. The bearings require extreme-
ly careful alignment. 

The single angular-contact bearing takes a thrust 
load in only one direction (see figure 8). With two such 
bearings mounted side by side, additional rigidity and 
reversing thrust loads can be attained, but at the 
expense of higher radial loads. . 

Stresses on ball bearings, because of repeated high 
loads on the balls and races, may reach values up to 
300,000 psi under normal loading. To withstand these 
stresses and since abnormal loading in service opera-
tion subject the bearing to limits exceeding the 
normal load value, steel with high fatigue-resistant 
properties is required. 

Races and balls are accurately ground to close 
limits, and the bearing assembly requires careful align-
ment to take the shock loads and large thrust and 
radial loads for which they were designed. 

Under shock, impact, or vibratory loading condi-
tions , roller bearings stand up better than do ball 
bearings. 

Roller Bearings (figure 9) with their cylindrical 
rolling elements, have a line surface contact that is 
greater than the point contact of the ball; thus, they 
have a relatively higher load-carrying capacity with 
higher friction. Roller bearings are normally smaller 
in size than the equivalent load-carrying ball bearjngs. 

a 
DEEP-GROOVE, 
HIGH-SPEED WITH 
PHENOLIC RETAINER 

Figure 7. 

b 
DEEP·GROOVE. 
LOW-TORQUE WITH 
STEEL RETAINER 

Figure 6 . 

SELF-ALIGNING 
ROLLERS 

STRAIGHT CYLINDRICAL 
ROLLERS 

Figure 9. 

DOUBLE-ROW 
DOUBLE-SHIELDED 

Figure 8. e 
CYLINDRICAL 
ROLLERS 
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Rollers are not limited to a single geometric shape. 
There are several types - taper, spherical-end, and 
cylindrical rollers - and they are aligned or placed at 
angles in the cage. Rollers, for a given load and diam-
eter of rolling elements, transmit load through a larger 
contact area than do balls. This allows roller bearings 
to support greater loads and to accommodate far more 
shock than equivalent size ball bearings. Because of 
the greater friction resulting from the larger contact 
areas, permissible operating speeds for roller bearings 
are lower than for ball bearings. Except for spherical 
end rollers, roller bearings require greater control 
of bearing alignment to prevent stress concentration 
toward the ends of the rollers. 

Generally, a large number of small diameter rollers 
are used for high oscillating loads; a small number of 
large diameter rollers are used in applications of rot at-
ing motion. 

Straight cylindrical roller bearings have greater 
radial load capacity than ball bearings, but they have 
no thru,st capacity. Curved rollers, or rollers placed 
at an angle, are capable of carrying combined radial 
and thrust loads. A bearing of this type has twice the 
thrust capacity of a ball bearing of the same general 
dimensions, and it can take thrust in either direction. 

Thrust bearings of any reasonable capacity use 
roller elements. Where tapered rollers are used, true 
rolling occurs at all points. Cylindrical rollers skid to 
some extent with accompanying higher wear and fric-
tion. With positive roller alignment, each roller car-
ries a uniform load without distortion . 

Needle Bearings (figure 10) accommodate a large 
number of small cylindrical rollers without the need 
for a cage or grooves. In many applications, the need-
les ride directly on the shaft; thus, these bearings can 
be used to advantage where space is limited. These 
bearings are used in such applications as gearbox 
drives , horizontal stabilizer trim control actuator, and 
nose landing gear jury brace bellcranks. 

Figure 10. 

WITHOUT INNER RACE 

Needle bearings, because they have more rollers 
and hence more areas of contact, have a greater load-
carrying capacity than roller bearings; however, in 
high-speed applications, roller bearings are preferred 
over needle bearings. At twice the velocity of the 
rotating surface, heat generated by needle rollers rub-
bing against each other could result in failure of the 
bearing and, in cases of misalignment and shaft deflec-
tion, the thrust produced could cause some of the 
needles to skew and lock. 

Needle rollers are provided in several shapes, 
among which are the spherical end, ball end, conical 
end, and trunnion end (see figure 11). The spherical 
end is the most widely used and the most economical. 
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\j\J 0 Q DC 
1. SPHERICAL d I) 4. CRANKPIN END 

2. FLAT END (] [) 5. CONICAL 

3. BALL END c::J P 6. TRUNNION 

Figure 11. 
Low-Torque Bearings, because of their low rota-

tional friction torque, are used in instruments, gyro 
gimbals, synchros, generators, and other low-torque, 
moderate-speed applications. Low-torque bearings 
are more expensive than regular standard bearings 
and are used only where it is essential to obtain low-
rotational friction torques. 

Table III 
Low Torque Bearing Equivalents 

Standard 8earing Low Torque Equivalent 
Identification Callout Callout Max. Torque Value 

(Fafn ir Bearing Co.) (In. Ozs.) 
- AN 200 KP4 90·58008·003 1.00 - AN 200 KP5 90·58008·005 .45 - AN 200 KP6 90·58008·006 .70 
- AN 200 KS4 90·58001·0 15 .70 - AN 200 KS6 90·58001·022 .90 

KS4A 90·58001 ·002 90·58001·017 .70 
KS6A 90·58001·001 90·58001·019 .70 

- AN 201 KP4A 90·58009·017 .53 
- AN 201 KP5A 90·58009·019 .90 
- AN 201 KP6A 90·58009·021 .75 
- AN 201 KP8A 90·58009·031 1.80 
- AN 201 KPI2A 90·58009·023 4.00 
- AN 201 KP16A 90· 58009·025 4.00 

B 538 00 90·58003·01 3 90·58003·027 1.50 
B 53900 90·58003·012 90·58003·025 3.00 
B 541 DO 90·58003·010 90·58003·015 4.26 
B 542 00 90·58003·006 90·58003·017 4.00 
B 543 DO 90·58003·011 90·58003·023 6.00 
B 544 DO 90·58003·008 90· 5800 3·0 19 7.33 
B 545 DO 90·58003·007 90·5800:1·021 6.33 
OW4K 90·58002·001 90·58002·01 3 LID 
OW 5 90·58002·003 90·58002·015 2.25 
OW6 90·58002·004 90·58002·01 7 3.53 

- AN 206 OSP4 90·58034·001 2.66 
- AN 207 OPP6 90·58040·001 1.00 

GOSRP4 - 90·60515·002 1.00 
GoSRP5 - 90·60515·003 1.50 
GOSRP6 - 90·60515·004 3.50 

KP 21 BS 90·58006·002 90·58006·004 5.33 

RE4F7 - 90·60002·016 .40' 
RE5M6 - 90·60002·20 7 .50' 
REP4F5 - 90·60002·014 .60' 
REP4H6 - 90·60002·017 .60' 
REP4M6 - 90·60002·206 .60' 
REP4M6·4 - 90·60002·208 .60' 
REP4H8 - 90·60002·015 .60' (Shafer Bearings) 
B·4 90·60509·001 90·60509·01 2 1.5 
BR-4 90·60509·002 90·60509·013 2.0 
BR·5 90·60509·008 90·60509·015 2.0 
BR·8 90·60509·003 90·605Q9·014 2.5 
MR·4·Al 90·60508·012 90·60508·023 1.5 
MR·4·BN 22·04427·5 22·04427·9 1.5 
MR·4·BP 22·04427·7 22-04427 ·11 1.5 

OT·16·A 90·60502·005 90·60502·009 3.0 

RM-4·4Al 90·60508·011 90·60508·022 1.0 
RM·4·4A 90·60508·019 90·60508·026 1.0 

SH ·Al 90·60508·013 90·60508-024 2.0 
ST-5·AG 90·60508·016 90·60508·025 1.5 

YS·I05Al 90·60516·003 90·60516·006 1.5 
YS· I09B - 90·60520·001 2.0 Each 

YS·151 90·60509·011 90·60509·016 
brg. 
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Table III indicates some of the low-torque bearings 
used on Convair aircraft. As a check on installation 
accuracy, low-torque bearings should be torque-
inspected after assembly with a maximum torque 
value of 150 % of the value given in the table, except 
for bearings marked with an asterisk (*), which use 
the values noted. 

BEARING LOAD RATINGS 
Bearing manufacturers publish figures showing load 
ratings for a given average life (10,000 complete 90-
degree oscillations, for example), and information on 
the calculations of the steady load equivalent to the 
varying service loads, taking into account their fre-
quency of application and giving the same bearing life. 
Bearing life is defined by the manufacturer as a given 
percentage increase in the bearing radial play. 

Load ratings for AN standard bearings are given in 
Table IV. 

Table IV 
, AN Standard Bearing Load Ratings 

END LDAD RATlNGSJLB.l LIMIT MOMENT 
AN PART SHAKE RADIAL AXIAL MOMENT CONSTANT 
NUMBER (MAX) LIMIT (THRUST) RATING 1 

INCH LIMIT IN. LBS. INCH 

AN200K3l .055 1560 700 58.0 12.10 
AN200KP3 .005 1880 900 88.7 10.10 
AN200KP4 .006 2680 1200 136.0 8.85 
AN200KP5 .006 5620 2500 370.0 6.76 
AN200KP6 .006 7910 3500 644.0 5.44 
AN200KP8 .007 11800 5200 1170.0 4.46 

14100 6200 1520.0 4.09 
N200KS3 .1Y23 550 

AN200KS3 .023 900 
AN200KS4 .025 1410 300 
AN200KS5 .028 2190 300 
AN200KS6 .030 2980 400 
AN200KS8 .032 3670 500 
AN200KSIO .034 5320 600 
AN20lKP3A .005 1560 700 49.6 12.10 
AN201KP4A .006 1880 900 88.6 10.20 
AN20lKP5A .006 2190 1000 114.0 8.75 
AN201 KP6A .006 2500 1100 143.0 7.68 
AN201KP8A .007 3910 1700 277.0 6.15 
AN201KPI0A .007 6700 3000 598.0 5.02 
AN201KP12A .007 8790 3900 945.0 4.13 
AN201KP16A .007 11900 5200 1600.0 3.25 
AN201KP20A .007 13800 6100 2170.0 2.81 
AN202KP16B .007 8085 3600 444 3.60 
AN202KP21B . 007 9840 4400 1480 2.96 
AN202KP23B .007 10500 4700 1700 2.76 
AN202KP25B .007 11300 5000 1930 2.60 
AN202KP29B .007 12700 5600 2420 2.31 
AN202KP33B .007 14400 6400 3150 2.03 
AN202KP37B .007 15800 7000 3780 1.85 
AN202KP478 .007 24700 10900 6880 148 
AN202KP498 .007 27500 12100 8520 1.42 
AN206DSP3 .005 1420 200 
AN206DSP4 .006 1780 300 
AN206DSP5 . 006 3740 600 
AN206DSP6 .006 5100 800 
AN206DSP8 .007 7120 1000 
AN206DSPIO .007 9000 1300 
AN207DPP3 .005 2950 1700 38.3 444 
AN207DPP4 .006 5370 1800 90.9 19.8 
AN2070PP5 .006 11000 4000 56.3 71.0 
AN207DPP6 .006 15760 5300 278.0 19.1 
AN207DPP8 . 007 23600 7800 590.0 13.2 
AN207DPPI0 .007 28400 9400 1600.0 5.88 

When radial, thrust, and moment load occur in com-
bination (all three or any two) on a single bearing 
mounting , an equivalent thrust limit load is determined 
and compared with the thrust limit rating of the bear-
ing. The thrust limit rating of the bearing must exceed 
the equivalent thrust limit load. Using the following 
formula -
Equiv 
Thrust 
Limit 
load 

Thrust Limit 

[
lOad Rating x Radial Limit] + Thrust + [ Moment x Moment in ] 
Radial limit load load Constant Inch·Pounds 
load Rating 
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substitute loads for AN200KPI0 bearing (in Table IV) 
in the foregoing formula to obtain thrust limit load. 

AN200KPIO bearing carries a radial load of 4000 
lb., a thrust load of200 lb., and an overturning moment 
of 425 inch-pounds. 

Thrust - - x 4000 + 200 + 4.09 x 425 3698 Ib (combined Equiv [ 6200 ] [ ] 
Load 14100 load factor) 

The maximum misalignment permissible for a rigid 
ball bearing is llz°. Rigidity of structure, local to a 
bearing installation, should be examined to ensure that 
misalignments in excess of llz° do not occur under 
load, inducing moment loading in the bearing, re-
ducing its radial load capacity. The effect of machining 
tolerances on the location of two bearing housings, 
normally on the same axis, may also give rise to mis-
alignment. It may be found feasible to use self-align-
ing bearings to ease machining tolerances and to 
eliminate moment loading. 

BEARING INSPECTION AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Bearing life can be extended and failures eliminated by 
alert maintenance personnel. 

Generally, a bearing will give the service for which 
it was intended, since, in the selection of the bearing, 
the designer determined the magnitude of radial and 
thrust loads; estimated the required service life of the 
bearing; defined the conditions of operation ; then se-
lected the bearing from a rating formula established by 
the vendor. 

All rotating bearings undergo repeated stresses as 
the rolling elements move around the raceways. Since 
stress cycles and service life were taken into consider-
ation by the designer, fatigue should not cause prema-
ture failure unless other factors are present. 

Anti-friction bearings do not break down suddenly 
without good reason, nor do they wear out suddenly . 
In a bearing operating under load, the elements and 
raceways are subjected to repeated stresses and, after 
a period of trouble-free service, may begin to show the 
effect of fatigue. This is normal. All other problems are 
premature and can be corrected by proper maintenance 
and inspection procedures . 

Careful analysis of a prematurely failed bearing, or 
one that is excessively worn can provide the answer to 
most bearing failures. A failed or worn bearing should 
not be replaced without first determining the reason for 
the failure; thus, subsequent failures can be eliminated . 

Most bearing problems are the result of poor main-
tenance practices ; however, there' are some failures 
that require professional evaluation and engineering 
analysis. 

The cause of the failure can usually be determined 
by visual inspection. Physical characteristics of metal 
deposits of wear on the journal may reveal evidence of 
wear, corrosion, misalignment, overheating. In some 
instances, damage may have progressed to a point 
where little of the bearing is available for examination. 
Photomicrographs may be required to determine fail-
ure (see figure 12). 
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Figure 12 a. Frozen bearing, showing extruded 
metal between bearing and race. 

Figure 12b. Galling that extruded metal from 
ball and inner race of self-aligning spherical bearing. 

The following listing gives some of the most common n 
bearing problems and the causes. Following the tables \.. } 
is a dissertation on the proper maintenance and lubri-
cation of bearings to preclude these problems. Only 
those bearing problems that can be corrected by main-
tenance personnel are discussed. 

PLAIN (FRICTION) BEARINGS 

PROBLEM 
Binding 
Backing out of 
bushing 
Scratches, grooves, 
surface erosion on 
bearing and shaft. 

Fatigue 

Abrasive shaft wear 

Hairline cracks on 
bearing surface 

Embedded 
particles in soft 
bearing alloys 

Indentations in 
bearing 
Corrosion, 
heavy pitting 

CAUSE 
Cocked, or off-square, bearing installation. 
Improper staking, loose fit. 

Foreign matter introduced through lu bri· 
cant; chips and particles not removed duro 
ing installation; burr on shaft not removed 
during bearing installation. 
Overheat due to high spots on bearing face; 
lack of lubricant; deformation of bearing 
face. 
Failure to remove raised ridge or burr on 
shaft; solid contaminants in lubricant. 
Fatigue, due to pulsation or pounding on 
bearing surface, aggravated by overloads or 
extreme temperatures. 
Foreign matter introduced through lub ri-
cant; poor installation practices, leaving 
chips and particles; impending failure of 
unit. 
Fatigue from high impact damage. 

Collection of solutions of sa lt, acid alka li, 
during cleaning operations; contam ination 
from certain compounds and/or fuel com-
bustion products. 

ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS 
Metal transfer-
breaking off or 
flaking of metal 
Broken retainers 
and raceways 
Split bearing balls 

Pitting, roughness 
of rolling elements 
and races when 
rotated slowly under 
load 
Hardened grease or 
residue in bearing 
assembly; jamming 
of bear ing 
Noisy bearings, 
flutter, vibration 
Rough operation 

Improper or excessive loading resulting 
from off-squareness, or a slightly cocked 
ball path. 
Off-square operation of inner ring; burrs or 
foreign particles on ring. 
Localized overloading, resulting from off-
squareness. 
Mixing of lubricant types; rust or corrosion, 
resulting from improper lubricant or impro-
per application of lubricant; contam ination 
by foreign matter. 

Mixing of lubricant types; improper lubri-
cant for operating condition; too much lu-
bricant. 

Lack of lubricant; improper lubricant for op-
erating condition; loosely fitting bearing. 
Fatigue and spalling of balls and raceways 
resulting from heavy loads for long periods. 

o 

Figure 12c. Cross-section of large ball in photo 12b. Marble-cake extruded 
material was pulled off the ball. (j 
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PROBLEM 
Ball indentation, 
abrasion of rolling 
elements and rings 
Dulling of ball 
surface 
Darkened or glazed 
rolling elements 
Excessive radial 
or axial play 
Bent or damaged 
seals or shields 
False brinelling 

Seizing 

High frictional 
torque 
Spalling of balls 
and raceways 

CAUSE 
Iron oxide, resulting from insufficient 
amount of grease; foreign matter resulting 
from improper lubrication; broken retainers. 
Corrosion resulting from improper lubricant 
or improper application of lubricant. 
Overheating due to improper lubricant and 
lubrication procedure. 
Improper mounting, misalignment. 

Too much grease; excessive misalignment. 

Cocked or off-square mounting; vibration or 
oscillation. 
Oxidation of lubricating oil at high tempera-
tures and prolonged usage, depleting lubri-
cating qualities; presence of foreign matter. 
Misalignment, too tight fit. 

Repeated stressing for long periods at suf-
ficiently high speeds. 

CARE IN INSTALLATION 
Foreign matter in one form or another is responsible 
for most bearing failures. Extreme care should be exer-
cised to avoid any contamination of bearings during 
handling, installation, and usage. If bearings are in-
stalled in components in stock, or are mounted in air-
craft in work, they should be protected from foreign 
matter and atmospheric contamination. During clean-
ing operations, exposed bearing surfaces should be 
covered with greaseproof paper or polyethylene sheet, 
and sealed with tape. Tape should not be allowed to 
contact the bearing surface. 

Bearings should not be drawn from stock until they 
are actually needed, and then they should remain in 
their wrappings until complete preparations for their 
installation have been made. Hands , tools, and assem-
bly area should be clean during handling and installa-
tion. 

Grease should not be washed out of a new bearing. 
New sealed or shielded bearings are lubricated by the 
manufacturer and require no further lubrication at in-
stallation. 

The shaft, or journal, on which the bearing is to be 
installed should be thoroughly cleaned with Stoddard 
solvent, with special attention given to corners, key-
ways , splines, and grooves. Burrs should be removed, 
and the adjacent parts wiped free of chips and filings . 
If bearings are mounted on an unclean shaft, dirt or 
chips may be trapped between the shaft shoulder and 
the bearing, preventing complete or accurate seating. 

A small amount of lubricating oil applied to the bear-
ing seat will ease mounting and prevent shaft scoring. 
If the bearing seat is of the correct diameter and does 
not taper beyond predetermined tolerances, the bear-
ing should go all the way to the shoulder smoothly and 
with uniform pressure. 

If a bearing meets resistance when it is being pushed 
onto the shaft, it should not be forced, since it may be 
off-square. The bearing should be restarted square. A 
cocked bearing can scrape and damage the shaft and 
may bind, resulting in an early failure. 

Heavy and intermediate duty bearings are installed 
with a press-fit (Table V). These bearings may be in-
stalled on the shaft, using a hollow tube having an in-
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side diameter approximately 0.005" larger than the 
shaft. The tube is used to bring force to bear evenly 
against the force of the inner race, or sleeve and collar; 
no pressure is to be directly applied to the outer race 
or to the shield. Never pound the bearing into position, 
even with the proper assembly tool. 

When shrink fits are to be used, bearings may be 

Table V. Production Press Fits 
FOR AN200 SERIES INTERMEDIATE 

AND HEAVY DUTY BEARINGS 

Notes 

1. Following fits are based on use of production tools and methods 
without necessity of selective assembly to obtain desired f it. 

2. Because of the minimum press permissible. bearings are not consi· 
dered permanent ly assembled and require retention in housing by 
means of spin staking or retainer rings. 

3. Additional fittin g data may be found in the Structural Repair 
Manual 

BEARING RECOMMENDED HOUSING SIZE RESULTANT FIT SIZE 
+.0000 NOMINAL TOLERANCE MIN PRESS MAX PRESS -.0000 

.6250 .6240 

.7500 .7490 
.7774 .7764 
.8125 .8115 
.8750 .8740 
.9014 .9004 +.0005 

1.1250 1.1240 -.0000 +.0000 +.0010 

1.2500 1.2490 
1.3750 1.3740 
1.4375 1.4365 
1.6250 1.6240 
1.6875 1.6865 
1.9375 1.9365 
2.0000 1.9990 
2.2500 2.2490 

preheated to facilitate mounting on the shaft. Bearings 
still in their sealed package are placed in an oven with 
a controlled heat of 1400 to 1600 F. Bearings are then 
unwrapped, as needed, and mounted immediately. 

Mounting bearings in a housing requires the same 
care as mounting bearings on a shaft, but the proce-
dure is somewhat different. When the outer ring is 
press-fitted into the housing, some interference is ab-
sorbed by contraction of the outer ring; the remainder 
by expansion of the housing. An excessive press-fit 
will result in a radially preloaded bearing, since all the 
initial radial clearance in the bearing is removed. 
Bearings are installed in housing as follows: 

• Ensure that housing edges are free from burrs and 
that housing surfaces are thoroughly clean. 

• Coat housing bore with primer just prior to instal-
lation of the bearing, using zinc-chromate primer in 
non-skydrol areas, and epoxy prime in Skydrol areas . 

• A void excessive application and do not get primer 
on bearing surfaces, seals, or shields. 

• Make sure that parts are lined up and that bear-
ing starts square. 

• Using a tube or sleeve properly seated on the face 
of the outer race, and clearing the seal shield, press 
the bearing into position in the housing. Do not apply 
pressure against the shield or inner race. Do not press 
bearing tightly against a shoulder in the housing. Use a 
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tool with a positive stop to locate the bearing in the 
housing. 

• If an extreme interference fit is indicated at the be-
ginning of the 'press-in' operation, or if bearing seems 
too loose, stop and determine cause. Housing I. o . and 
bearing 0.0. should be within specified tolerances. 

When installing two bearings separated by a spacer, 
use the following procedure unless otherwise specified 
on the engineering drawing. 

• Install press-fit bearing first. 
• Coat bore in housing with prime. 
• Press bearing into housing in conventional man-

ner. 
• I nstall spacer. 
• Before installing ' loose' or 'floating' bearing, be 

sure prime paint in hOllsing bore is thoroughly dry . 
Then coat 0 .0 . of bearing with petrolatum, and in-
stall bearing, making sure it is not cocked. 

When two bearings are separated by a spacer, the 
completed assembly should be inspected for exces-
sive bearing torque as follows : 

• Install bolt and nut of same type as specified on 
blueprint. 

• Torque nut-bolt combination to standard value , 
unless otherwise specified on blueprint. 

• Use torque watch gage. Bearing should not rat-
chet, and breakout torque required to turn the bolt 
shou ld not exceed the following values : 

Bolt Size Max . Bearing Torque 
Under 1/2 inch 2.S inch-ounc ... e.._s'--__ 
1/2 thru I inch S.O inch-ounces 

• Remove bolt and nut from assembly . 
Self-lubricating bearings shou ld be installed in the 

" as received" condition, without wet prime. They are 
installed in housing with a sizing punch which has a 
sizing stem 0.0003 " larger than the finished inside 
diameter of the bearing. Other sizing should be used 
only if the sizing punch leaves the bearing below the 
specified tolerance. 

After the bearing is pressed into the housing, it may 
be burnished to size with either a broached roller or 
spiral type burnishing tool. The helix on the spiral type 
tool is left-handed. 

To preclude such factors as taper, out-of-round, or 
bell mouth, burnishing is preferred over reaming . 
Reaming is permissible , however, and should remove 
a normal amount of 'finishing ' stock in a range of 0.00 I 
to 0.003 . 

Porosity and impregnation can be restored to a 
machined bearing as follows: 

Vapor degrease; then immerse bearings in a solutiqn 
of SO % nitric acid and SO % water at room temperature 
for a period of 20 to 30 seconds. Since this will reduce 
bearing O. O . and increase bearing I. o. by 0 .00 IS 
to 0.003 inch, time must be carefully controlled and 
the rinsing must be prompt. If it is known that the acid 
treatment wi ll be required, mach ining should be 
adjusted to compensate for the etching of bearing 
surfaces. 

Rotate all mounted bearings (except Fabroid) a few 
times to determine if any objectionable roughness or 
stickiness exists. Ratcheting or excessive unevenness 
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is cause for rejection. Breakout torque required to 
turn the bearing inner race in any position should not 
exceed the following values, unless otherwise 
specified on the engineering drawing. 

Bearing Bore I. O . 
Under 1/2 inch 
1/2 thru I inch 
Over I inch 

Max. Torque 
1.2S inch-ounces 
2.S0 inch-ounces 
3.7 S inch-ounces 

Staking of the housing over the outer ring chamfer is 
recommended for retaining the bearing axially. The 
type of staking to be used is usua lly specified on the 
engineering drawing. 

Table V I and figure 13 indicate app licabil ity of the 
various staking and retention methods by housing type 
and material. Note particularly that intermittent ring 
staking of bearings in magnesium is not recommended 
for control assemblies. 

Intermittent Stake. Use standard tool and follow 
staking dimensions shown in figure 14. These dimen-
sions are identical for all bearing chamfers or radii . 
Staking is good for axial loading to the values given in 
Table VII . Two acceptable restaking operations may 
be made . This method is applicable to through-bored 
and shouldered bearing housings. 

S leeve Stake. Chamfer on housing must be equal to 
chamfer on bearing. Staking dimensions are given in 
figu re IS. 

• Coat housing bore and chamfers with wet prime 
when installing sleeve in other than aluminum housing ; 
when installing stainless stee l bearings , coat I.D . of 
sleeve with wet prime. 

Tab le VI 
Staking and Retent ion of Bearings 

Applicability 

Housing LI. ball 
Type Material punch Int ring stake Sleeve stake Snaprlng 

Machined 
Steel x x Optional Optiona l 

Fittings Alum x x x AVOid 
Mag , Not Permitted , AVOid 

Steel , , Optional Optional 
Simple Alum x , Optional AVOid Cast lOgs 

Mag x Not Permitted x AVOId 

Comple, Steel , Avoid x Optional 

Castings Alum x AVOId x AVOid 
Mag x Not Permitted , AVOid 

:..-- PRESS· FIT BEARING 

I 
HOUSING ---......... L----- EXTRACTION HOLE 

Y 
.,..- SPACER 

!.oo 

L ( LOOSE·FIT ) 

l ·OZOMIN T BORE (MAX DIA+ 

Figure J 3 . Staking and retention of bearings . 
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Table VII. Allowable Axial Thrust Loads 
for Standard Bearings 

Bearing 0.0. Max load in Pounds 
Nominal 020601nst! 020621nstl 

.6250 175 525 

.7500 200 600 

.7774 210 630 

.8125 220 660 

.8750 235 705 

.9014 240 720 
1.0000 270 810 
1.0625 285 855 
1.1250 300 900 
1.2500 325 975 
1.3750 365 1095 
1.4375 380 1140 
1.6250 425 1275 
1.6875 445 1335 
1.9375 500 1500 
2.0000 525 1575 
2.0625 540 1620 
2.1875 575 1725 
2.2500 590 1770 
2.3125 600 1800 
2.5625 650 1950 
2.81 25 700 2100 
3.0625 775 2325 

Note, Where a nominal bearing 0.0. is not listed. allowable load of next smaller listed 
O.q. should be used. 

R- .040 MIN FLAT 
- .030 ±.005 +.001 

. - .--9.. SYM 
.l 
L .005 -

.000 .010 R. TYP 

SECT B·B(ENLARGED) 

.010 R. TYP 
SECT A-A (ENLARGED) 

Figure 14. Intermittent staking. 

.005 

.000 

- - --
HOUSING 

LGAP'ooO SECT A·A (ENLARGED) 
. 020 BEfORE STAKING 

?©fol - liSYM 

MIN FLAT "r & OF FLUSHNESS TO BE 
SUFFICIENT TO OBTAIN GOOD CONTACT AT 

.. AND "Y" 
AfTER STAKING SECT B·B (ENLARGED) 

Figure 15. Sleeve stake . 

• Press split sleeve between bearing and housing. 
Use only the sleeve specified on engineering drawing. 
Gap between ends of sleeve should not exceed 0.020". 

• Stake sleeve with standard tool of appropriate 
size. Dash number of the tool is the same as the O. D. 
of the bearing being staked. 
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• If gap in sleeve is not closed after staking, fill void 
with unthinned primer. 

Punch Stake. Use spherical ball point with radius of 
0.007" minimum to 0.013" maximum. Unless other-
wise specified on engineering drawing, locate four 
punch marks approximately evenly spaced around the 
bearing, 1/16 inch from the housing edge and approxi-
mately 0.006" deep. 

Punch stake is intended only to keep the bearing 
from falling out, and should not create any radial load 
or pinch on the bearing. 

The use of snap rings (NAS 669 and NAS 670) for 
bearing retention should be approached with caution. 
The sharp-cornered groove necessary may be accept-
able in steel housings, but in light alloy materials a 
fully radiused root form filled with a round wire ring of 
suitable diameter will have to be specified in order to 
reduce stress risers. Care must be taken that the hand-
ling lugs of the snap ring do not interfere with self-
aligning or rotating parts of the bearings. 

The use of lockrings (AN996) is not recommended. 
Locking nuts, clamp-up bolted fittings, and other suit-
able retaining devices may be used in appropriate loca-
tions where the extra expense over staking is justified 
by the application of design complexity. 

For special high-performance, low-friction control 
systems, bearings may be epoxy-res in-bonded into 
loose fit housings. Diametral clearances up to 0.020" 
prior to bonding are acceptable . 

INSPECTION OF REMOVED BEARINGS 
When removing bearings during normal maintenance 
or as a result of a malfunction, bearing removal tools 
that apply pressure evenly and squarely should be 
used . Bearings on shafts should be removed by pres-
sure on the inner ring only; bearings in a housing 
should be removed by pressure on the outer ring. 

Shielded bearings removed from service should be 
wiped with a clean dry, lint-free cloth, and inspected 
for the following damage: 

Notes 
Do not clean with so lvent. 
Do not remove seals. 

• Cracked or damaged inner or outer race. 
• Excessive radial or axial play . 
• Roughness of rolling elements and races when ro-

tated slowly under load. 
• Bent or damaged seals or shields. 
• Corrosion on exposed surfaces .. 

Unsealed bearings may be cleaned of grease, dirt, 
and other contaminants by pressure-flushing Stoddard 
solvent through the bearings or, if impractical, by 
vigorously agitating the bearings in a petroleum sol-
vent until clean. It may be necessary to soak the bear-
ings overnight, or in hot oil (200 0 to 2400 F) to remove 
heavy accumulations of dirt and grease. After the 
bearings are thoroughly clean, they can be inspected 
for the following damage: 

• Excessive radial or axial play. 
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• Raceways for cracks; breaking off or flaking of 
metal; indentation due to local abrasion (false brinel-
ling); indications of cocked or off-square mounting. 

• Roughness of rolling elements and races , when 
rotated slowly under low load. 

• Closely grouped deep pits, caused by corrosion 
or contamination by foreign matter. 

• Circumferential band on balls (balls in angular 
contact with bearings having entire surface dulled) ; 
corrosion on rolling elements. 

• Depressions caused by foreign matter on bear-
ing surfaces. 

• Darkening or glazing from overheating. 
• Bent or damaged seals or shields. 
• Corrosion on rolling elements. 
Needle bearings should be additionally inspected 

for corrosion in excess of 10 percent of the total bear-
ing surface, or individual corroded areas extending 
more than 10 percent across the width of the bearing 
on both the needles and races. 

Corrosion stains which do not exhibit a definite 
roughness of the surface finish should be included in 
the allowable 10% corroded area. 

All anti-friction bearings should be tested for noise 
by gradually changing position of the bearing to permit 
contact of the rolling elements with all portions of the 
races. Roughness, noise, or grating indicates a faulty 
bearing. A slight uniform sound caused by rotation 
is not cause for rejection. 

If bearings are not to be remounted immediately, 
they should be coated with petrolatum and wrapped in 
clean oil-proof paper. 

PROTECTION 
OF MOUNTED BEARINGS 

All bearings mounted in components or subassemblies 
except the following should be protected during stock-
ing or further processing. 

• All AN bearings having the letter "P" in the AN 
part number. 

• All Fafnir bearings with a "TT" , "LL", or " PP" 
in the bearing part number. 

• All New Departure bearings of the 88,000, 99,-
000,488,000 and 499,000 series. 

• All Marlin Rockwell bearings having an "FF" 
in the bearing number. 

• Rod-end ball bearings per MIL-B-6039 (AN946, 
AN948, AN951), having two seals. 

LUBRICATION OF BEARINGS 
The importance of proper lubrication of all bearings-
both friction and anti -fri ction - cannot be over-
stressed. Properly mounted, lubricated, and protected 
bearings will operate successfully with little or no 
internal wear for the ir predicted life. 

In the selection of the lubricant , the manufacturer 
considered bearing size and type, speed, temperature, 
load , and general operating conditions, the most ad-
verse conditions being the governing factor. 
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Both oils and greases are used for bearing lubrica-
tion. Oil will carry heavier loads for longer periods 
and with less friction than- will greased bearings. Oil is 
easier to refill and drain, and the amount added 
is easier to control. 

Soda soap lubricants (grease) are usually used in 
operations where high speeds and high temperatures 
are encountered, since their melting points are high-
er. If grease is to be substituted for oil, a No.2 grease 
is the proper substitute for light and medium oils; No. 
3 grease for heavy and extra heavy oils. 

Choice of the lubricant is influenced not only by 
the nature of the application and available means of 
applying the lubricant but by the bearing itself. Plain 
bearings and shielded spring retainer bearings, for 
example, are lubricated with light instrument oil; 
double-shielded bearings or other retainer types are 
lubricated with grease except where very low torque 
is required. 

The bushing and journal of a sleeve bearing installa-
tion is lubricated with a film of oil at time of assembly 
and overhaul, and at regular service periods; sintered, 
or self-lubricating bearings are normally lubed at time 
of fabrication, and may be additionally lubed by oilcan 
just prior to shaft assembly to offset evaporative loss 
due to stocking and handling. 

The sleeve bearing, when not in motion, maintains 
contact with the shaft in the preloaded area. As the 
journal rotates, a film of oil is formed between the 
areas of contact to reduce coefficient of friction and 
thus to increase the operating efficiency of the bear-
ing. Bearing surfaces coated with dry-film lubricant 
do not require additional lubrication; however, such 
bearings when lubricated give excellent service. 

Lubrication of anti-friction bearings is essential for 
the following reasons: 

• To minimize friction of the rolling elements rub-
bing against each other or against other surfaces of 
the bearing installation. 

• To provide protective film over the rolling ele-
ments to prevent corrosive action. 

• To provide a seal between the rotating members 
and stationary housing. 

• To dissipate heat. 
• To prevent dirt, water, or other foreign contami-

nants from entering. 
Anti-friction bearings with their rolling elements of 

highly polished steel may be lubricated with either oil 
or grease. The selection is influenced by the type of 
bearing, operating temperature, speed, and load. 

Oils are preferred in installations where operating 
temperatures are below 32° and above 130°, although 
many greases are suitable for high and low tempera-
tures. 

Roller bearings generate more heat than do ball 
bearings . Operating at relatively high speeds under 
heavy imposed loads, oil dissipates the heat by con-
duction to the housing and from radiation. 

Oil in anti-friction bearings should be maintained at 
a predetermined level. Proper lubrication retention of 
the lubricant will prevent corrosion and maintain a 
smooth surface for friction-free operation. 
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In a circulating oil system, a pump continuously 
delivers oil under pressure directly to the bearing, or 
oil may be delivered to an elevated tank with gravity 
flow to the bearings. From the bearing, the oil is re-
turned by gravity to the reservoir for recirculation 
by the pump. 

Oil mist lubrication - a mixture of air and oil under 
pressure - is well suited to bearings operating at high 
speeds and high temperatures . The oil mist is distribut-
ed to all bearing and element surfaces without friction ; 
then flows through the seals to exhaust to atmosphere. 
This method of lubrication extends bearing life in that 
the exhausting of the mist to atmosphere takes with it 
dirt and other foreign particles that may be in the bear-
ings. 

This is not true of grease. Dirt and other foreign 
material have no means of settling out, being held in 
suspension and circulated into the bearing where it 
may continue to cause wear. 

There are many grades of grease available, and se-
lection of the right one is important. There are high 
temperature, low temperature , light, medium, and 
heavy, to name a few. Greases that are too heavy will 
not properly lubricate the bearing because it cannot 
flow freely around the rolling elements. When properly 
lubricated, grease has room to expand without being 
forced out the lubricating hole, thus insuring adequate . 
lubrication without waste. 

Grease lubrication is desirable in applications where 
high bearing pressures are encountered, and in inter-
mittent operation where it may be difficult to retain 
oil. Grease is simply oil with an oil carrier, such as 
soap, added to give it the desired viscosity for prac-
tical use. Greases have a tendency to protect the bear-
ing surfaces under most operating conditions, since 
the fats and acids in the lubricating greases cause them 
to adhere to bearing surfaces and thus protect them 
from water and other corrosive products. 

There are several bases used for compounding 
greases : lithium, calcium, potassium, and sodium. 
Calcium-base greases are suitable for use in areas 
where moisture is a problem. Potassium- and sodium-
base greases are soluble in water, but they are less 
affected by temperature changes ; lithium-based 
greases have good resistance to water, and good high 
and low temperature characteristics , but have poor 
corrosion-preventive properties. 

Grease lubrication is used where operating tempera-
tures are not too high or too low. Grease is normally 
used below 2500 F; however, silicone type greases 
may be used to 4000 F at reduced speeds and light 
loads. At extremely low temperatures, greases will 
harden, forming a channel in the path of the rolling 
elements , thus depriving the elements of overall lubri-
cation. 

At extremely high temperatures, the oil in the grease 
separates from the soap filler base, the oil leaking out 
of the housing, and leaving the residue. With the oil 
dissipated, lubricating properties are lost , and the 
rolling elements are churned around in the residue, 
increasing operating temperatures , and leading to 
premature failure. 
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Normally, bearings that operate under high temp-
erature conditions are lubricated with a special grease 
that will return to its original consistency without 
separation, after the bearing cools. 

Too much grease in a bearing is worse than too 
little. Too much grease overworks the bearing and 
when the grease gets hot, it tends to thin out. This has 
several progressive effects: the thin grease may be lost 
through the lubricating hole, leaving a heavy soap-like 
material in the housing; under these conditions, the 
bearing may wear excessively causing other serious 
damage to the mechanism. In any event, it will be 
neceS5>ary to clean out the bearing and housing, and 
again lubricate with the correct amount of grease. 

An insufficient amount of grease may cause buildup 
of iron oxide, which acts as an abrasive, marring the 
surface finish and causing premature failure of the 
bearing. 

When adding grease, it is important that the same 
grade and type of grease be used. Mixing greases has 
several detrimental effects: it may provide no lubricat-
ing benefits; may cause corrosion; or may leave a 
heavy residue that will cause jamming of the bearings. 

Relubricating of anti-friction bearings is not re-
quired when the bearing operates in an 'easy' environ-
ment, when it is in a pressurized area, or when it is 
inaccessible. When there is a requirement for lubrica-
tion, a grease fitting is provided. Bearings with grease 
fittings are installed in areas where severe washout 
may be experienced, where steam cleaning is antici-
pated, or where harsh environmental conditions may 
prevail. 

Open or shielded spring retainer bearings are lubri-
cated with light instrument oil. Double-shielded bear-
ings are usually grease-lubricated except where very 
low torque is required . Shields on prelubricated bear-
ings retain the lubricant in the bearing thereby helping 
to prolong the useful life of the bearing. 

Greased bearings should be lubricated periodically 
since the soapy substance may build up in the housing, 
reducing clearance of the rolling elements and decreas-
ing the space for prelubrication of the bearing. Grease 
should be applied directly to the bearing - not merely 
placed in the housing. 

When applying lubricant with a grease gun, the 
grease should be forced through the bearing until all 
old grease has been extruded. (The old extruded 
grease is a different color than the fresh grease.) All 
extruded and surplus grease should be wiped off. To 
ensure thorough coverage of all bearing elements , the 
moving parts should be rotated, if practical. 

In summary, it has not been possible in this treatise 
to cover all bearings used on Convair aircraft because 
of the many bearing types and the conditions of serv-
ice to which they are subjected . Each particular bear-
ing installation has been selected and evaluated by the 
design and bearing engineers for such factors as en-
vironment, load , operating temperature, and oscillat-
ing or rotating conditions . From these factors, 
bearing life has been predicted. Normally, the pre-
dicted service life can be met if maintenance and in-
spection personnel a re alert and can spot the 
irregularities that cause premature failures . 
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TYPICAL ROD·END BEARING DAMAGE 

Power Rudder Gust Override 
Tube 
Bearing retainer broken, balls 

lost. 

Power Rudder Gust Override 
Tube 
Rod-end seal lost, exposing balls. 

Aileron Rod-End 

Aileron Rod-End 
Note loss of seal, permitting 
entrance of foreign matter. 

H-S Pressure Board Rod 
Spalling and dulling of ball 
surface. 

Note deterioration of seal 

Refer to Problem/Cause chart on pages 10 and 11. 
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· .. Maximum utilization of equipment, without circuit interruption, 
is ensured with proper selection and maintenance of protectors . .. 

VARIOUS TYPES OF CIRCUIT PROTECTORS, used through-
out Convair jet airliners and Convair-Liner type air-
craft, are designed to interrupt a fault or an overload 
current and to disconnect the affected conductor from 
the power system before the wire insulation begins to 
smoke and before damage occurs to the system. They 
are intended primarily to protect electric wires rather 
than electrical equipment. They are designed into a sys-
tem to provide this protection without nuisance trips. 

For maximum safe equipment utilization, which is 
particularly important in emergency circuits, thermal 
protectors are usually incorporated in the equipment 
itself. The wire' for such a circuit must permit maxi-
mum utilization of the equipment, and a protector of 
suitable rating selected to protect the wire. 

Either circuit breakers or fuses may be used for cir-
cuit protection; circuit breakers, however, are prefer-
able on any circuits whose failure could endanger safety 
of flight. This preference is primarily due to the fact 
that resetting a circuit breaker is safer and quicker than 
changing a fuse. Too, the hazard of replacing a fuse 
with one of the wrong current rating or of creating an 
accidental short circuit in an open fuse panel is in-
creased during the stress of flight emergencies. Circuit 
breakers also provide more positive indication than do 
fuses; however, presently available fuses provide a 
much wider range of ratings and trip characteristics 
than are now available with circuit breakers. 

All protectors are designed to trip with a percentage 
of current in excess of the protector rating. Excessive 
loads passing through the protector will either rupture 
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the protector link (in the fusible type) or open a contact 
(in the resettable type) to break the circuit, thus inter-
rupting the current flow. 

The overload necessary to trip a circuit breaker or 
blow a fuse or limiter in a given period of time, and the 
average ultimate trip time at various ambient tempera-
tures must be considered when selecting electrical pro-
tectors. In making this selection, the electrical design 
engineer considered protection of wiring and, when 
possible, coincidentally, the equipment ... How can 
equipment be saved in event of an overload or abnor-
mal condition? What is normal as well as inrush rating 
of current through the component or wiring? What 
voltage rating is required for interruption? How can 
the whole system or the airplane be protected from 
faults and system disruption? 

Circuit breakers are preferred in most circuits be-
cause, after an overload or fault is cleared, the circuit 
is available for continued service by merely resetting 
the breaker. 

Generally, inherent thermal time. lag characteristics 
of breakers preclude trips, due to transients, and they 
generally provide more visual trip indications than do 
fuses. 

Circuit breakers operate on the principle of bimetal-
lic or magnetic actions. In bimetallic (or thermal) ac-
tion, an overload will open the circuit by displacement 
due to heating of the bimetal (thermal) element; after 
the bimetal cools, the circuit breaker can be closed. 
This action assures positive contact action and ruptur-
ing capacity. 
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In the thermal breaker, ambient temperature changes 
may affect the circuit breaker minimum trip current as 
well as its trip time at higher currents. This character-
istic, as well as the wide variation in trip times is given 
consideration in the application of circuit breakers. 
These characteristics result in considerable variation 
in the performance of breakers made by different man-
ufacturers, although all are designed for compliance 
with the same specification. 

Circuit breakers operating on the magnetic principle 
make use of a trip mechanism that functions in response 
to the magnetic effect rather than the heating effect of 
the current carried by the breaker. Magnetic trip 
mechanisms are substantially independent of ambient 
temperature and can be effective in opening a circuit in 
a matter of milliseconds, although some means of slow-
ing down the action is usually incorporated. This fea-
ture tends to preclude nuisance tripping due to normal 
current surges of short duration which may occur with-
out harm. 

The use of magnetic breakers is less general and 
their characteristics are less standardized than in the 
case of thermal circuit breakers. The same principles 
of application apply, but because of wider available 
characteristics, more individual study is generally 
needed to insure proper application of the magnetic 
type. Because of the diverse time-current characteris-
tics of magnetic circuit breakers, their application and 
coordination with other protection is carefully scrut-
inized. 

Magnetic breakers generally have different tripping 
characteristics for AC and DC. Depending upon the 
degree of time delay, they may trip on the peak or av-
erage AC rather than the rms value. Thermal breakers 
on the other hand, operate mainly on a heating princi-
ple and, therefore, their AC and DC characteristics 
are the same. 

In selecting circuit breakers for various applications, 
the interrupting capacity with respect to both current 
and recovery voltage must be considered. A circuit 
breaker with inadequate interrupting capacity could 
fail to isolate a fault, presenting a definite electrical fire 
hazard from overheated wiring and/or equipment, plus 
the possibility of arcing. Breakers selected are capable 
of clearing the maximum possible short circuit current 
several times without showing any appreciable change 
in calibration. 
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The most commonly used circuit breakers - the trip-
free type - cannot be held closed while a tripping con-
dition exists; that is, manual overriding of the trip 
mechanism is not possible. Having tripped on an over-
load, the breaker may be reset after allowing a short 
period for the thermal element to cool. 

Non-Trip-Free breakers, which can be held closed 
regardless of the amount of the overload, are used on 
Convair-Liner type aircraft (not on Convair Dart) to 
protect such critical components as the fuel booster 
pumps, fuel shutoff valves, and propeller feathering 
circuits. The non-trip-free breakers can be held closed 
regardless of the amount of overload, by holding the 
breaker button IN. Holding the breaker in against an 
overload is a decision that must be made by the pilot 
and must be made only with the full realization that ex-
tensive damage to the affected equipment may result. 
Non-trip-free breakers are NOT installed on Convair 
880/880M/990 aircraft. 

Automatic Reset circuit breakers are generally of 
the thermal type, having no provisions for manual op-
eration either in opening or closing. They are therefore 
trip-free, non-override in opening, and are arranged to 
reclose as soon as cooling reduces the temperature of 
the trip element to the value which is usually well be-
low the tripping temperature but considerably above 
ambient. 

Remote circuit breakers comprise a solenoid-oper-
ated contactor having its solenoid circuit controlled by 
a current-sensitive element plus a manual switching 
and trip indicating device. This latter device often con-
sists of a manually operated circuit breaker arranged to 
trip whenever the remote breaker trips. These break-
ers are selected on the basis of safe opening under 
maximum short circuit current. 

In operations involving frequent cycling or vibration, 
the bimetal of the circuit breaker will generally with-
stand fatigue better than will fuse elements. Because of 
the reset feature, circuit breaker replacement is not 
required; whereas, the fuse must be replaced each time 
it operates to interrupt a circuit. 

A fuse is an over-current protective device with a 
circuit-opening fusible member directly heated and 
destroyed by the passage of over-current through it. 
Being a thermal device, it may be influenced by ambi-
ent temperature variations. To some extent these vari-
ations affect the fuse minimum "blowing" current as 
well as its blowing time at higher currents. This charac-
teristic, however, was considered in the application. 
Normal use of the fuse is to provide wire protection, 
but equipment and system protection is also of prime 
importance. Because of the lack of uniformity of fuse 
characteristics between manufacturers, the mixing of 
fuses by different manufacturers is not recommended. 
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If mixing of fuses is a requirement, laboratory tests 
should be conducted to determine the compatibility of 
such a design requirement. 

Maximum voltage of the fuse is indicated by the 
voltage rating. This rating indicates the highest voltage 
at which the fuse may be used, without the danger of 
arcing after blowing. The rating is also considered in 
normal installation design requirements for determin-
ing the natural margin for interruption. A typical volt-
age rating of 200, for example, indicates that the fuse 
may be used in a circuit of any operational voltage-up 
to 200, since it is the current in amperes flowing 
through the fuse that causes it to open, regardless of 
circuit voltage. 

The inverse-time, or overload, characteristics 
of fuses generally differ from the thermal or overload 
characteristics of electrical equipment and, because 
fuses are seldom located or designed to respond ideally 
to changes in the ambient temperature of the electrical 
equipment, it is more difficult to provide coordinated 
protection. Generally, they can provide only short-
circuit protection and, if some degree of protection is 
desired, they will be selected to over-protect the wire. 

Fuses are selected on the basis of the lowest rating 
that will adequately protect the wire and not result in 
nuisance outages. For emergency circuits, it is essen-
tial that the fuse be of the highest rating possible con-
sistent with wire protection. For these circuits, it is 
especially necessary that the wire and fuse combina-
tions supplying the power meet short-time transients in 
order to ensure maximum utilization of the vital equip-
ment without circuit interruption. 

Some fuses have an auxiliary indicating device which 
is used to indicate when the fuse has blown. 

Fuses should not be operated continuously at their 
maximum rated load, because there is no margin for 
transients, and fuses are, of course, less resistant to 
mechanical failure at their maximum rating. 

There are three types offusible protectors commonly 
used to protect circuits and, when so selected, the as-
sociated equipment. Their names describe their blow-
ing characteristics or the speed at which they interrupt 
current in a circuit. 

Normal fuses are frequently used in fused circuits 
such as electronic and communication equipment since 
they follow short-time overload characteristics of ca-
ble more closely than do other fuses. In general, they 
are designed to carry 100 to 110% of rated current 
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NORMAL SlOW·BlOW lOW·RATED 

continuously. They will blow at 135% of rated current 
in one hour or less, and may have interrupting capaci-
ties of 10,000 amperes. 

S low-blow fuses are designed to withstand transient 
pulses without the danger of damaging the cable or 
system; they will give protection without interruption 
under most overload conditions. This fuse is used in 
equipment where surges of power are encountered, 
such as in motor loads, or for intermittent-duty loads, 
particularly when the motor has high starting surges. 
The slow-blow fuse contains a fuse link that operates 
only on a very high overload or short circuit. For tran-
sient periods, however, it can also operate at normal 
loads for extended periods of time. Slow-blow fuses 
exhibit the following characteristics: they carry 110% 
of rated current continuously; blow at 135% of rated 
current in two hours or less, depending on the size; 
blow at 300% of rated current in 6, 15, or 30 seconds 
minimum, depending on type and time-current charac-
teristics; and have interrupting capacities of 10,000 
amperes. 

Low-rated normal fuses (1- and 5-amp) are generally 
provided to give the low power level action necessary 
to protect sensitive equipment such as instruments, 
transformers, and other light load equipment where lag 
characteristics could create a hazard due to the nature 
of the equipment being protected. 
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As airplane power systems increased in capacity and 
became more complex, the use of limiters became more 
important. A limiter is a fuse specifically designed with 
a high-temperature melting point to provide protection 
for electric power distribution systems against fault 
currents. It has a closely controlled curve of melting 
current verSus time; and the use of a silver or copper 
link having a high-melting temperature makes it rela-
tively more insensitive to wide ranges of ambient tem-
perature than a normal fuse. 

The term "limiter" is derived from usage in 60-cps 
circuits where the blowing time was less than a quarter 
cycle, effectively limiting the fault current. 

Because of the high melting temperatures of the fus-
ible link, limiters are not appreciably affected by 
changes in ambient temperature. 

Limiters are designed specifically to isolate any por-
tion of an electric power distribution system, which 
may be drawing fault current, quickly enough to 
prevent voltage collapse or damage to the generating 
system! 

The difference between fuse and limiter applications 
may be illustrated by two examples. Power leads from 
the bus to the engine starter are normally subjected to 
severe overloading for a short time only. Proper pro-
tection of such a wire, still allowing for maximum util-
ization of a small light wire, can best be achieved by a 
slow-blow fuse or other protector designed with a cur-
rent-time characteristic conforming closely to that of 
the wire. In contrast, the power leads from a main bus 
to a sub-bus usually carry current continuously; volt-
age drop limitations and the nature of the loads usually 
result in conditions in which maximum utilization of 
the wire is not required. There is, however, the need 
for quickly isolating this feeder, should it or the sub-
bus become grounded. This can be accomplished very 
well by a limiter. Under short circuit conditions, this 
limiter will open and relieve the main bus and generat-
ing system more quickly than a fuse. 

In other words, limiters are useful for isolating high 
capacity wires whose short circuit current might col-
lapse or damage the generating system if protection 
were based on maximum utilization of the wire; slow-
blow fuses or circuit breakers are best for realizing 
maximum service utilization. High capacity limiters, in 
general, need not be accessible for replacement in 
flight. When the nature of a circuit requires using cir-
cuit breakers and limiters in a series arrangement, ex-
treme care should be used to ensure proper protector 
coordination. When the mixing of manufacturers' lim-
iters is a design requirement, coordination and testing 
should be carefully evaluated to determine the feasibil-
ity of such a consideration and in no case should this 
be practiced unless it is a basic requirement. 

Limiters are available in two types: for 28-volt DC 
systems, and for 200/120 volt, 2-phase, 400-cycle AC 
systems. AC limiters are generally designed to carry 
approximately 200% rated current for at least 5 min-
utes, to blow at 240% rated current in some time less 
than 5 minutes, and to have interrupting capacities of 
4000 to 2400 amperes when applied at 120 and 208 
volts, respectively. 
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DC limiters are designed for a maximum operating 
voltage of 32 and will generally carry from 140 to 
200 % rated current continuously without interruption. 
The low ampere rating DC limiters will continuously 
carry 200 % rated current, but the larger limiters exhibit 
characteristics which indicate that the higher the cur-
rent rating, the smaller the percentage of continuous 
duty over-rating of the limiter. Limiters operated 
above normal rating are susceptible to change in char-
acteristics. 

A blown limiter is indicated by a mechanical indicat-
ing plunger or window in the limiter. Ampere ratings 
are clearly marked. 

On utilization equipment of high demand, other types 
of protection are generally provided to proteCt the 
equipment under abnormal loading as well as to pre-
clude potential hazards of supplying high energy levels 
of malfunctioning equipment. 

On those Convair 880's and 990's with electric-
driven Freon packages, there are several protective 
devices, each of which can trip out the unit in the event 
of a malfunction of the unit or other part of the system, 
such as Freon overpressure switch, Freon overtem-
perature switch, compressor motor overtemperature 
switch, and Freon motor protective device. Each of 
these devices, when actuated, supplies an electrical 
signal to the lockout relay which then removes three-
phase power from the compressor motor, and illumin-
ates a Freon fail light on the flight engineer's panel. The 
Freon package may be reset by manually depressing a 
button on the package or, in the case of some opera-
tor's aircraft, by actuating the Freon reset switch on 
the flight engineer's panel. 

To prevent damage to the Freon system, after a trip-
out (electric-driven Freon package), the following pro-
cedure is recommended: 

After the initial trip-out wait one minute before 
resetting. 

If the package again trips out within five minutes, 
wait two minutes before resetting. 

If the package trips out for the third time within 
15 minutes, do not reset until corrective action can be 
provided. 

CAUTION 
Do not actuate the reset button for more 
than one second; otherwise, motor damage 
or failed limiters may result. 

The 70-amp current limiters used in the Freon pack-
ages of electrically driven Freon packages, will carry 
140 amps for at least 5 minutes, and 168 amps for less 
than 5 minutes. If the package is cycled on and off rap-
idly, however, the heavy starting loads may result in 
deterioration of the limiter rating. Improper use of the 
Freon reset switch on the flight engineer's panel, by 
cycling or holding in the ON position, may also result 
in failed limiters. With the Freon reset switch rewired 
as specified in 880M Service Bulletin 21-10, and 990 
Service Bulletin 21-44, overriding of the Freon 
motor protective device during reset operation will be 
prevented. 
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power in the OFF position. Pulling the circuit breaker 
renders the cabin temperature control box inoperative or in the automatic mode. When the fan fuses are pulled, 
or the fan switch is turned to off, only the cabin 
recirculating fan becomes inoperative and the air con-
ditioning temperature control box continues to func-
tion normally. 

Since circuit breakers are not primarily designed to 
OFF be used as switches, their continued use in this manner 

Flight service life of many electrical units can be im-
proved by properly utilizing the ground maintenance 
power system or deactivating certain circuit breakers 
on the flight deck. While the aircraft is on the ground 
and electrically energized for extended periods of time, 
circuit breakers may be pulled to deactivate certain 
components and/or systems. 

It was found that operating time and logged flight 
time of the gyros and gyro type instruments varied 
considerably, flight time generally representing less 
than 40 per cent of total operating time. This was at-
tributed to maintenance personnel not utilizing the 
ground maintenance power system nor the control 
switches on the flight deck to keep component opera-
tion to a minimum. 

Other cases have been noted where the circuit 
breaker for the electronics cooling fan was pulled be-
cause of the noise generated by this unit. Operation of 
the units in the electric/electronic compartment with 
the fan deactivated can result in premature failure of 
these components because of lack of cooling. 

It is important to know your circuits. For example, 
if it should become desirable to turn off the cabin recir-
culating fan during checkout of the air conditioning 
system, the fan control switch should be turned to the 
OFF position. In the event of failure of a fan compo-
nent, and it is desirable to deactivate it, the recom-
mended procedure is to pull the fan fuses, with aircraft 
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can change the characteristics and decrease service 
life of the breakers. However, where economics so 

\
1 dictate, some operators paint certain breakers and 

establish procedures for pulling these breakers during 
ground operations. A typical list follows; however, to 
take advantage of available switching capability, oper-

!i ators are requested to review their particular aircraft II power control and establish procedures to fit their 
\ operation. 

Pilot Essential Bus Emergency Bus 

) 
/ 
l 

Rudder Feel Pitot Heater 
Pitot Tube Heater - Pilot 
Pitot Tube Heater - Copilot 
Balance Board Inlet-LH 
Balance Board Inlet-RH 
Altimeter Thumper 

Flare Release 
28-volt Essential Bus 

Engine Ground Cooling #1 
Engine Ground Cooling #2 
Engine Ground Cooling #3 
Engine Ground Cooling #4 

/1 

1/ 

I 

The 880/880M/990 aircraft have a special ground 
maintenance system which is energized directly from 
the ground supply for turnaround servicing - cleaning, 
catering, and servicing of the airplane. It can be accom-
plished with normal lighting when external power is 
connected and operating, and the external power switch 
is in the OFF position. With external power connected 
and external power switch off, all other electric utiliza-
tion equipment is disconnected; therefore, life of the 
components is increased without the necessity for pull-
ing various circuit breakers. 

Before resetting a circuit breaker or replacing a fuse, 
the cause for its tripping or blowing should be deter-
mined. Generally, short circuits and blown fuses can 
be traced by visual inspection. Things to inspect for 
are moisture, direct contact with liquid seepage, dam-
aged insulation, chafing on aircraft structure, impro-
perly soldered joints, loose or broken wires and, of 
course, possible charring and discoloration of equip-
ment or connections. 

If there is no visual evidence of a short or overload, 
a continuity check should isolate the problem. Before 
making the continuity check, it should be determined 
that the circuit to be checked is disconnected from the 
power source and that the lead being checked 1S elec-
trically isolated from connecting circuits. 

A simple test power supply can be made by using a 
current transformer, a rheostat, and an ammeter, all 
mounted in a small box. The primary transformer is 
connected to the commercial 60-cyc1e AC power 
through the rheostat and ammeter. The ammeter is cal-
ibrated to read current in the secondary. The secondary 
leads are attached across the terminals of the circuit 
breaker to be tested. All power is to be off the airplane 
during the test. It is not necessary, however, to discon-
nect any wire if the circuit being tested is checked, to 
be SURE it is open. 
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The recommended test is to apply a 200-percent 
rated load to the circuit breaker at an ambient temper-
ature of approximately 7r F (25 0 C). The breaker 
should then trip between 10 and 100 seconds. Any 
breakers that do not pass this test should be replaced. 
Service experience indicates that only circuit breakers 
below 15 amps can be conveniently tested by this 
method because of transformer size. 

Replacement of circuit breakers at the circuit 
breaker panels is greatly facilitated and nameplates 
will remain in their relative positions if the following 
procedure is used: 

Affix a length of masking or Scotch tape to an 
entire row of nameplates. 

Remove retaining clip at one end of the row. 
Draw nameplates with tape attached out of the 

nameplate holder. 
Upon reinstallation, all nameplates will be in 

their correct positions. 
Blown limiters and fuses necessitate replacement. 

Some blown fuses can be detected only by testing out 
a circuit, while others can be detected visually after 
removal. Visual checks may also indicate the reason 
for the failure. 

If the fuse element has disintegrated, it indicates 
a possible heavy overload or a short. 

... a possible heavy overload 

If a part of the fuse element is still visible, it is 
an indication of a possible limited overload condition. 

Some fuses can be changed from the front of the 
panel by means of an insulated knob which extracts 
the blown fuse and permits insertion of the new fuse 
with safety. Any fuse, when being removed, should be 
pulled straight out from the mounting block, since a 
diagonal pull tends to spread the fuse clips, making the 
next fit a loose one; this can cause heating and precipi-
tate a fuse blowing. When replacing fuses or limiters, it 
is important that a unit of the same rating be used. 

Open phases in fuel boost and transfer pump circuits 
are usually caused by high-resistance relay connections 
or intermittent connections at the pump motors or feed-
throughs. When a phase opens (limiter blows),limiters 
in the other two phases may blow, or the thermal pro-
tector in the motor itself may cut off the current. 

It is recommended that if one limiter blows in the 
three-phase circuit, all three limiters be replaced to 
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eliminate the possibility of using blown limiters with 
the indicator inoperative or a limiter with changed char-
acteristics which could fail on the next application 
of power. 

In the event that intermittent fuel boost pump oper-
ation is experienced, the following troubleshooting se-
quence is suggested, accomplishing each step until the 
difficulty is isolated. 

Replace all limiters in that circuit. 
Replace the relay. 
Check continuity of wiring. 
Check or replace relay socket. 
Check wiring to all receptacles and plugs for 

broken or loose wires. 
Replace the pump. 

Returning unblown current limiters into service is 
not a practical expedient. When one limiter has failed, 
the two remaining limiters may have become alloyed 
because of the abnormally high current that caused the 
first one to fail. The time-current characteristics of an 
alloyed limiter render it unsuitable for providing 
specified current-carrying capacity. 

The following list summarizes some of the special 
circuit breakers, fuses, and limiters used on Convair 
aircraft. 

CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
NUMBER AMPS MANUFACTURER DESCRIPTION 

MP·701 5 Mechanical Double·break, trip-free, 
Products push·pull, utilizing two 

Mp·702 7112 latching mechanisms to 
separate thermal circuit 

Mp·703 10 breaking operation from 
on·off switching operation. 

MP·705 20 
Mp·1503 2 Single·break, trip·free with 

switch action - beryllium 
MP-1505 3 copper contacts. 

C6363-1-5 5 Texas Trip-free switch type with 
Instrument ON-OFF positions. Thermal 

C6363-1-15 15 Corp-Spencer disc provides rapid 
Division snap-acting response. 

D6760-1-5 5 Three-phase overload trip-
ping action -overload in any 
one or more phases will trip 
all three simultaneously. 
Trip-free, single-button reset. 

D7271-1-15 15 Trip-free push-pull type with 
white collar on black button. 
Spencer disc type thermal 
element for uniform current 
distribution throughout 
response area. 

FUSES 
MS900BO-1 5 Military High-voltage unit in glass 

Spec case. Low-rated high speed. 

M900B2-5 10 Ceramic Case 

MS90079-2 3 Low-rated, high-speed. 
Ceramic case; designed to 
withstand greater shock 
than MS900BO-1. 

LIMITERS 
MS900B2-4 5 Military Ceramic case; 
MS900B2-2 2 Spec Low-rated, high-speed. 

AHB70 70 Bussman 
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DART ENGINE CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS 

INSTALLATION OF DART ENGINES on Con-
vair-Liner aircraft required some minor changes in the 
flight compartment. To suit turboprop requirements, 
engine throttles on the pilots' pedestal were replaced, 
and engine monitoring instruments associated with 
the new engines were installed. 

The pilot has one lever with which to control power 
for each engine. The mixture control lever function 
has been eliminated, being replaced by a Condition 
Lever, which functions as a fuel On/Off lever; it also 
serves a propeller control function known as Cruise 
Lockout-manual removal of propeller cruise lock and 
propeller manual feathering. There are no propeller 
speed selector levers, magneto switches, carburetor 
heat controls, or any of the power plant controls as-
sociated with piston engines. 

As in 'all turboprop installations, power control con-
sists of a single throttle for each engine (figure 1). The 
throttle lever controls fuel flow, engine rpm, and 
water/methanol arming. Control of fuel flow and the 
selection of engine rpm are mechanically intercon-
nected to give single lever control of engine power at 
any given outside air temperature. A linkage to the 
water/methanol unit is part of the throttle valve/rpm 
system. When the takeoff position of the power lever 
is approached - approximately 14,700 rpm - an oil 
cock in the water/methanol control unit opens, and 
engine pressure oil passes into the control unit to act 
as an oil pressure servo system, controlled by the 
engine torque oil system. 

As the throttle levers are moved forward and aft, 
microswitches are actuated at various measured 
engine rpm settings to actuate landing gear warning, 
autofeather, propeller flight-fine-pitch stop release 
arming, and, on some airplanes, the flap warning 
system. 

Two condition levers, one for each engine, are also 
installed on the pedestal. Operation of the condition 
lever moves the FCU (Fuel Control Unit) high-pres-
sure cock and PCU (Propeller Control Unit) feather-
ing pickup lever to close or open the HP cock on the 
fuel control units, simultaneously operating the 
feathering selector lever on the propeller controller 
unit. The condition lever has four positions: 

Position 1: Propeller feathered (full aft) position, 
which manually lifts PCU pilot valve to the feather 
position, electrically blocks autofeather circuit of op-
posite engine, and arms water/methanol flow. 

Positions 2 and 3: Fuel Off and Fuel On (inter-
mediate positions) which are for fuel control only and 
do not affect propeller selector control; Fuel-On is 
constant speed position of PCU. Position #3, Fuel-
On, also provides automatic control of Cruise Lock. 

Position 4: Cruise Lockout (forward) position, 
which initiates removal of the 29-degree Cruise pitch 
propeller locks, if the automatic removal system 
should fail. Fuel is On in this position and the propel-
ler is governing. 
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PEDESTAL COVER 
DETENT AND 
POSITION MARKINGS 

./ .r:: .. 
/ 

FUEl OFF 

CONDITION 
LEVERS 

MANUAL THROTTLE 
LOCK RElEASE (2) 

Figure 1. Pedestal controls 

Microswitches, related to the condition lever posi-
tion, activate autofeathering arming, manual feather-
ing, water/methanol shutoff, and a propeller brake. 
Flight fine pitch stop release (manual throttle lock) 
handles on the aft side of the pedestal (left and right 
sides) allow the throttle levers to retract past the 
closed, or idle, position on the pedestal so that the pro-
pellers may assume a zero pitch attitude for propeller 
braking during the landing roll and for en3ine starting. 

Fuel Datum Control (Trim) switches for operating 
a fuel trimmer for each engine are installed on the aft 
side of the center of the pedestal. During trimming, 
input to the FCU is altered without corresponding 
change of input to the PCU. The fuel datum switch 
transmits position of the fuel trimmer to an indicator 
on the engine instrument panel. The pilot can manually 
trim to suit any change in air mass flow to inaintain 
turbine gas temperature at its maximum ISA value. 
Fuel flow is reduced (trimmed) proportionately over 
the entire operating rpm range of the engine . during 
hotter-than-standard (above ISA) atmospheric condi-
tions. (More about trimming in relation to ISA 
conditions later in this discussion.) 

Fuel datum trimming may be necessary in climb and 
cruise to ensure that TGT and/or fuel flow limits are 
not exceeded. Relative positions of datum trimmers in 
flight have no significance unless directly associated 
with low torque pressure and low fuel flow over a 
whole flight. 
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Figure 2. Engine instrument panel (typical) 

The following gages, installed on the engine instru-
ment panel (figure 2) are used for monitoring engine 
operation. 
TGT Indicator (2) Fuel Trimmer Indicator (2) 
Engine RPM Indicator (2) Fuel Flow Indicator (2) 
Oil Pressure Dual Indicator Torque Indicator (2) 

Engine Oil Temperature Indicator (I) 

These instruments are valuable tools which the 
pilot can use to observe a problem, analyze it and, 
through application of knowledge and sound judgment, 
take the necessary steps to correct it. Engine instru-
ments tell a story, not only to the pilot but, through 
his reporting of engine malfunctions encountered in 
flight, to the maintenance crew so that corrective act-
ion can be taken. 

Following is a description of these instruments, 
their relationship to each other and to the engine, 
whereby the pilot can distinguish between causes and 
results, and take immediate corrective action before 
damage to the engine occurs. 

The Turbine Gas Temperature (TGT) gage, simi-
lar to the exhaust gas temperature (EOT) gage on 

A 

Convair jet airliners, measures tur-
bine gas temperatures at the inter-
mediate nozzle guide vanes . This 
gage and the Engine RPM indicator 
are the main instruments for moni-
toring the engine. TOT, when re-
ferenced with engine rpm, may be 
used as an engine condition in-

strument. TOT, too high or too low for a given engine 
speed, changes thrust output of the engine. Consci-
entious monitoring of turbine gas temperature is es-
sential in preventing damage to the engine and in ex-
tending service life of the turbine . 

The TOT gages, one for each engine, serve much 
the same protective purpose as the cylinder head tem-
perature gage for reciprocating engines; however, 
TOT gages are more accurately calibrated and span a 
wider range of temperatures. 

The TOT indicating system measures the tempera-
ture of the combustion chamber gases as they pass 
through the turbine stages. Six pairs of thermocou-
ples positioned radially around the second stage tur-
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bine nozzle box, protrude into the main gas stream 
to sample gas temperatures from a number of points 
well distributed over a cross-section of the flow, there-
by registering a fairly accurate mean turbine gas tem-
perature. The longer thermocouple of each pair senses 
temperature at the inner end of the nozzle guide vane; 
the shorter thermocouple of each pair senses tem-
perature at the outer end. The temperature so recorded 
is the turbine gas temperature (TOT), and it bears a 
sufficiently accurate relationship to the turbine entry 
temperature to enable it to be used for all normal con-
trol and operational purposes. 

Normal starting temperatures are approximately 
600° to 700°C; however, during extreme cold starting 
conditions, TOT may approach 930°C, which is the 
maximum limit. Under normal conditions, if there is 
an indication that the 800°C temperature will be ex-
ceeded, the start should be cancelled before 930°C is 
approached. In flight, feathering action should be ini-
tiated if 950°C is reached for five seconds. 

A low outside air temperature will assist in obtain-
ing the maximum temperature drop across the tur-
bine; the engine operates more efficiently and gives 
the most power for the fuel consumed at low intake 
temperatures, provided there is sufficient fuel to main-
tain the turbine entry temperature. 

The TOT gage, which automatically compensates 
for ambient temperature changes, has an indicating 
range of 0° to 1000° C. This gage is the primary instru-
ment for in-flight engine analysis. Before normal limits 
are reached, the TOT gage is to be cross-checked with 
other instruments to verify or substantiate the TOT 
reading. The rpm indicator is to be checked to ensure 
that the maximum rpm is accurately set, that trimming 
procedure is correct for prevailing outside air tempera-
ture and pressure altitude, and that torque pressure 
falls within engine power check limits. 

As a general rule, if TOT decreases in flight, it in-
dicates the engine is losing power; when the propeller 
is feathered, TOT will drop rapidly. 

TOT requires correction to allow for prevailing 
atmospheric conditions from ISA (International 
Standard Atmosphere) . Whenever normal operating 
TOT limits are exceeded, the information is to be 
recorded and reported. Corrections for ISA conditions 
are given in Table I and figure 3. 

TOT limits will be exceeded even with idling fuel 
flow, if propeller is not in ground fine (zero) pitch stop; 
or if starter terminal voltage is low, resulting in ex-
cessive cranking time. A malfunctioning TOT gage 
can be detected by moving the throttle to see' if other 
instrument readings move correspondingly. 

B 

An Engine RPM Indicator for 
each engine - installed on the engine 
instrument panel - indicates -engine 
shaft speed in rpm. The indicators 
are calibrated from 2400 to 20,000 
rpm. With a normal start, rpm will 
rise quite rapidly after the start 
switch is placed to START position. 

After light-up, TOT will rise and the engine will ac-
celerate to steady idling, whereupon TOT will fall 
within idling limits. 
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+25 0 
+23 4 
+21 11 
+19 18 0 
+17 24 4 0 
+15 30 10 4 0 
+13 36 16 10 5 0 
+11 32 23 16 12 6 
+9 48 29 22 18 12 
+7 54 35 28 24 18 
+5 60 41 34 30 24 
+3 66 47 40 36 30 ..; 
+1 72 53 46 42 36 
- 1 78 59 52 48 42 ... - 3 84 64 58 54 48 
- 5 89 70 64 60 54 
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Notes: +25 
1. In atmospheric conditions represented in th is +23 

area of the Table, observed TGT must be within +21 Data Plate or Operating limitations, i.e., no cor-
+19 reetion factor. 
+17 

2 Subtract correction va lues from Data Plate or +15 Operating limitations maximum TGT limit (with-
out W/M) at takeoff rpm before comparing with +13 

0 observed results. +11 
6 +9 

12 0 +7 
18 6 0 +5 
24 12 2 +3 
30 18 8 0 +1 
36 24 14 3 - 1 
42 30 20 10 0, -3 
48 36 26 16 5 -5 
54 42 32 22 11 0 - 7 
60 48 38 28 17 6 0 - 9 
65 54 44 34 23 12 2 - 11 
71 60 50 40 29 18 8 0 -13 
76 66 56 45 35 24 14 3 - 15 
82 71 62 51 41 30 20 9 0 -17 
88 77 67 57 47 36 26 15 4 -19 
93 82 72 62 52 42 32 11 10 0 -21 
99 88 78 68 58 48 38 28 17 6 0 -23 

104 94 84 74 64 54 44 34 23 12 2 -25 
110 100 90 80 70 59 49 40 30 18 9 0 - 27 
115 105 95 85 75 65 55 46 35 25 15 4 -29 
120 110 100 90 80 70 61 51 41 31 21 10 0 - 31 
126 116 106 96 86 76 67 57 47 37 28 17 6 0 - 33 

121 112 102 91 82 72 63 53 43 34 23 12 1 - 35 
107 97 88 78 69 58 49 40 30 18 8 0 -37 

r "i 
75 64 55 46 36 25 14 4 - 39 

r 70 61 52 42 32 21 11 -41 

I r 58 48 38 27 17 -43 

I 44 34 214 -45 

2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 
1000 3000 5000 7000 9000 11000 13000 15000 

PRESSURE AlTITUDE It 

Table 1. TGT Correction at all rpm (tabular) 

At each altitude for air temperatures above those 
shown, fuel datum is set to appropriate position, 
and observed TGT should 'be within DATA Plate or 
Operating Limitations maximum TGT limit. 
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140 L-________ -L ______ ____ __ ________ __________ ________ __________ L_ ________ 

-40 -30 - 20 -10 10 20 
PREVAILING AIR TEMPERATURE ' C 

Figure 3. TGT corrections at all rpm (graphical) 
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Since the fuel system is concerned with maintain-
ing constant engine speed, it will continue to inject 
fuel into the combustion chambers, even if an engine 
has lost power, until the power lever is retarded. This 
will have a tendency to increase temperatures far in 
excess of design limits, causing extensive damage to 
the engine. That is why other engine instruments 
should be observed, particularly fuel flow indicator 
and TGT, to determine if readings are compatible. 

One of the best ways to detect a loss in engine 
power is to observe the rpm indicator and TGT gage, 
when accelerating and decelerating. If TGT continues 
to rise while rpm holds steady or falls off, it is an indi-
cation that the engine is malfunctioning, and there is 
danger of engine damage unless the power lever is 
mediately retarded and propeller is feathered. 

c 

The Torquemeter, a highly sensi-
tive instrument provides a quick 
assurance that each engine is oper-
ating within acceptable limits of al-
titude and temperature conditions. 
This is determined by reference to 
an engine chart that specifies the re-
quired torque pressure at specific al-

titudes and temperatures (See Table II and figure 4). 
A torque meter for each engine is installed on the 

lower left-hand side of the engine instrument panel. 
The torque meter indicator has an indicating range of 
o to 600 psi, with a red line marking at 40 psi. The 
torquemeter reading is used to provide a convenient 
guide to engine abnormality that has been · evidenced 
by the TGT gage, Engine RPM indicator, and Fuel 
Flow indication. 

If the torque meter fluctuates within approximately 
30 psi on either side of a mean value, torque pressure 
is satisfactory. If the gage reading flickers constantly 
downward, the transmitter system is probably at fault. 
A defective transmitter system can be verified by 
moving the power lever to new position which should 
temporarily eliminate the flickering. 

If a loss of torque pressure is confirmed, the propel-
ler will autofeather, or should be manually feathered. 

50 0.73 0.72 0.70 0.69 0.68 0.65 
45 0.77 0.75 0.74 0.73 0.71 0.69 
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Whenever the propeller has been feathered as a result 
of low, or no, tor-que pressure, the oil filters should be 
inspected and the torque system checked. 

The Engine Oil Pressure Indica-
tor measures oil pressure at the tur-
bine bearings on each engine. In 
addition to lubricating the bearings, 
the oil system provides oil for opera-
tion of the propeller controller and 
the water/methanol units, and for the 

o torquemeter pump and reduction 
gear. 

The dual oil pressure indicator is calibrated from 
o to 40 psi. When oil pressure decreases to 5.5 psi, the 
oil-pressure-low warning light is illuminated. Extreme-
ly low oil pressure can cause bearing failure and sub-
sequent engine failure. A high-pressure reading may 
indicate a clogged filter or other obstruction somewhere 
in the lubricating system; however, pressures above 
normal can be expected on cold days. During low am-
bient temperatures it takes longer for pressures to 
stabilize; once started, the stabilization should be fairly 
steady, the pressure slowly decreasing until it levels off. 

Oil pressure at takeoff rpm will normally be between 
14 and 35 psi. If pressures less than 14 psi are indi-
cated, the following check at 12,000 rpm should 
be made: 

13.5 psi at 55° C oil temperature 
12 psi at 120° C oil temperature 
Psi pro-rated from 55° to 120° C. 

At oil temperatures between 115° and 55° C, the min-
imum oil pressure is 13.5 psi at 12,000 rpm (see fig-
ure 5). A check that oil pressure is above minimum 
limits at an oil temperature of 55° C or above should 
be carried out in flight as soon as possible. The low-
pressure-warning light may flicker during violent ma-
neuvers or during extreme turbulence , and may also 
flicker momentarily on withdrawal of flight fine pitch 
stop on landing. 

An oil-pres sure-low warning light for each engine is 
installed in the upper right-hand corner of the engine 
instrument panel. The lights give warning when engine 

Note, Multiply power check pressure by correction factor. 50 
45 

0.64 0.62 4a 
0.68 0.65 0.63 0.60 35 
0.7 1 0.69 0.66 0.63 0.61 0.58 30 ,.. 
0.75 0.72 0.69 0.67 0.64 0.61 25 E ;;; 
0.79 0.76 0.73 0.70 0.68 0.65 20 !i 
0.83 0.80 0.77 0.74 0.71 0.68 15 
0.87 0.84 0.81 0.78 0.75 0.72 10 

.. 
0.91 0.88 0.85 0.82 0.79 0.75 5 
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Table II. Corrections to power check pressure (tabular) 
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Figure 4. Corrections to power check pressure (graphical) 

oil pressure drops below 5 psi. Any defect in this warn-
ing system can be immediately determined by observ-
ing the engine oil pressure indicator to determine 
whether it is actually low or if the warning system has 
a malfunction. 

'" 15 
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... 
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I I I 
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Figure 5. Oil pressure limitations 

PRINCIPLES OF ENGINE OPERATION 
The power developed by the turbine is dependent on 
two factors: air mass and fuel flow, and temperature 
drop across the turbine. 

Air Mass Flow varies with engine rpm and also with 
air density, which is determined by altitude, atmos-
pheric air temperature, and forward speed. The fuel/air 
ratio of the Dart over cruising and high-power ranges 
is between 60: 1 and 70: 1; the higher ratio is reached 
over the low speed range. 

The Maximum Temperature Drop across the tur-
bine, if the gas temperature at the turbine is maintained 
at the highest possible level, indicates the maximum 
energy extraction. The aim is, therefore, to operate the 
engine as near as possible to the maximum turbine entry 
temperature, consistent with engine reliability and 
life considerations. 

A low outside air temperature will assist in securing 
the maximum temperature drop across the turbine, and 
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the engine operates more efficiently; that is, it gives the 
most power for the fuel consumed at low.air intake tem-
peratures, provided there is sufficient fuel to maintain 
the turbine entry temperature. 

For given atmospheric conditions, the air mass flow 
through the engine is determined by engine rpm. En-
gine speed is controlled to any selected rpm between 
takeoff rpm and the approach idling rpm by a propeller 
controller unit and variable pitch propeller. (The propel-
ler will be discussed in a future issue of the Traveler.) 

Fuel Flow is controlled by the throttle valve and 
must be matched to the air mass flow to maintain but 
not exceed the maximum turbine entry temperature 
applicable to the particular engine operating condi-
tions. The propeller speed control and throttle valve 
are therefore interconnected to give the pilot a single 
lever control of engine power. This arrangement pro-
vides a progressive power response to all movements 
of the pilot's lever. 

During starting and at low engine speeds on the 
ground, nearly all the turbine power is required to drive 
the compressor. The propeller is therefore designed to 
be at zero pitch. As the pilot's power control lever is 
opened from its ground idling position, the propeller 
remains near zero pitch, while engine speed increases 
progressively with fuel flow increase, until the min-
imum propeller-governed rpm is reached. Further ad-
vance of the pilot's power lever causes an increase in 
the throttle valve opening and fuel flow and selection 
of higher pitch on the propeller control unit. The in-
crease in power is absorbed by progressive coarsening 
of the propeller blades at the same rpm. 

This continues until a point is reached in the inter-
connector when further opening of the pilot's power 
lever selects progressively higher rpm as well as in-
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Table III . Fuel datum position (tabular) 

creased fuel flow. Air flow, fuel flow, and TGT will 
show corresponding increases in the flight operating 
range of the engine until maximum power conditions 
are reached. 

The fuel control unit is primarily concerned with 
maintaining engine speed. Whenever a malfunction in 
speed occurs, exhaust gas temperature as well as fuel 
flow should be checked. If these indications are normal 
and only engine speed is abnormal, the fault may be in 
the indicating system. However, ifTGT and fuel flow 
indications are abnormal, the fuel control system may 
be at fault. It should be determined ifTGT is compat-
ible with fuel flow, since it is possible for the main fuel 
control to maintain desired engine speed even though 
abnormal indications exist. The condition may be due 
to maladjustments in fuel flow control. A careful anal-
ysis of any malfunction indicated by abnormal gage 
readings of engine speed, fuel flow, and TGT should be 
analyzed carefully so as to distinguish between causes 
and results. 

Fuel flow, when compared with engine speed and 
TGT, provides a tool for realistic analyses of engine 
thrust output. Generally, changes in fuel flow result in 
changes in both TGT and engine speed. 

When atmospheric air temperature falls below the 
International Standard (ISA) level, efficiency rises; 
power to the engines would also rise were it not that . 
the fuel flow is restricted to a certain maximum; i.e., 
the fuel flow appropriate to static ISA sea level condi-
tions . Because of this fuel limitation, the turbine gas 
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temperature cannot be maintained when the air density 
and, consequently, the air mass flow increases with 
falling air temperatures; thus, the power subsequently 
falls off also. Because of this progressive fall in TGT 
as atmospheric air temperature decreases, TGT cor-
rections are provided (see Table I and figure 3). 

Where air temperature rises above ISA, the TGT 
rises at constant fuel flow because the air density and, 
consequently, air mass flow falls and fuel/air ratio in-
creases. To avoid exceeding the maximum permissible 
temperature, fuel flow must therefore be reduced. 

A reduction in fuel flow without alteration in rpm, 
which would follow from use of the pilot's power lever, 
is achieved by use of the trimmer device, operated from 
the cockpit by the electric fuel datum control in con-
junction with the position indicator. 

With fuel datum set at 'full increase' on the indicator 
gage, there is no reduction in fuel flow. When fuel 
datum is set at some lower figure, fuel flow is propor-
tionately reduced (trimmed) at all settings of the pilot's 
power lever. At fuel datum 'full decrease' , fuel flow at 
any given throttle setting is reduced by more than 20 % 
from that at fuel datum full increase. 

With fuel datum preset to a position appropriate to 
the ambient conditions (see Table III and figure 6), a 
satisfactory TGT is automatically obtained on open-
ing the pilot's power lever for takeoff and initial climb. 
In flight the fuel datum is adjusted to maintain TGT 
approaching the maximum permissible. 
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Figure 6. Trimmer datum chart 

At static sea level conditions, efficiency and specific 
fuel consumption are best when TGT is at the maxi-
mum; i.e., at takeoff conditions. At the lower rpm used 
for cruise, the correspondingly lower TGT is reflected 
in a small increase in specific fuel consumption. 

With increasing altitude, where aircraft power re-
quirements are less, engine power also falls with the 
drop in air density; however, the decreasing air intake 
temperature at increasing altitude results in an im-
proved efficiency. There is, therefore, an improvement 
in the specific fuel consumption up to the altitudes 
where propeller efficiency begins to fall away. 

Forward speed raises the air intake pressure and so 
increases the air mass flow in spite of the slight rise in 
intake temperature due to ram effect. Normally, fuel 
flow increases correspondingly to maintain TGT; for-
ward speed results in increased engine power. 

At ISA sea level, however, where the fuel flow is at 
its maximum, the increase in air flow due to forward 
speed is not accompanied by any increase in fuel flow. 
The resulting fall in TGT limits the increase in en-
gine power. 

As the aircraft climbs from sea level, air density and, 
consequently, air mass flow fall progressively. Fuel 
flow is maintained at maximum, however, until the 
altitude is reached at which time ram air intake pres-
sure falls below that of ISA static sea level. 

Up to this point, therefore, falling mass airflow and 
constant fuel flow result in risingTGT and, hence, high, 
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engine power. Thereafter, an increasing altitude causes 
a further decrease in air intake pressure and mass flow, 
and the fuel flow is automatically and progressively re-
duced to prevent the TGT exceeding the limitation; 
power, therefore, falls off correspondingly. 

Power setting procedure on a turbine engine is sim-
ple. The recommended TGT is obtained by use of the 
datum trimmer. Under extremes of high ambient tem-
peratures relative to IS A, the datum trimmer range 
may be inadequate. In this event, rpm is set so as not 
to exceed the recommended TGT. Increased trimmer 
range is available when Rolls Royce Service Bulletin 
DA76-10 (Mod 1303) has been installed, and will pro-
vide adequate trimmer range for all hot-day cruise 
conditions. 

In summary, the engine parameters producing power 
are Engine RPM and Fuel Flow; the systems monitor-
ing power are Engine RPM, Fuel Flow, TGT, and 
Torque Pressure. The gages for these interrelated sys-
tems give an indication of engine power; and any engine 
malfunction can be immediately detected so that the 
pilot can take remedial action before serious trouble 
develops. If the pilot is familiar with his power pro-
ducing and monitoring instruments, he will react 
instinctively when the occasion arises. 

NOTE: Data contained in this document are for 
general information and should not be used in lieu of 
officially approved flight manual data. 
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Following is an excerpt quoted from SAS publication, dated 4 February 1966. 

Our Convair 990 Coronados were returned to 
Swissair, from whom we leased them four years 
ago, on Feb. 1. A popular aircraft with our 45 
pilots who flew her, the 990 receives on this page 
a fond farewell from a captain who was with her 
from the start. 

The 990's speed performances are legendary. 
On a dash from Taipei to Tokyo, she once reached 
1,444 kph (900 mph) for a record 117-minute 
flight between the two cities. She has logged 
Stockholm-Copenhagen in 35 minutes, Oslo-Co-
penhagen in 31 minutes, London-Copenhagen in 
62 minutes, and Bangkok-Hong Kong in 112 
minutes. 

One pilot recalls a captain of a 707 flying par-
allel with the 990 and radioing, "Scandinavian 
986, I thought your Coronado was faster than 
our plane. It looks like we're making exactly the 
same speed." 

"Right," our pilot replied, "but we're only fly-
ing on three engines." 

So the 990, its lease term expired and the com-
pany wanting to economize with as few aircraft 
types as possible, goes into SAS history with a 
host of affectionate memories, including Capt. 
Ludde Lindgren's nickname, "DC-8 Sport," 
which has even stuck with the ground traffic con-
trollers. 
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